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Introduction

With the signing of the Paris Peace Accords in January of
1973. the long and agonizing American involvement in Vietnam
came to a close. It also marked the end of South Korea's first
foreign military venture, as nearly 40,000 troops were brought
home within the next sixty days. On March 23, 1973, the last of
the Korean troops returned, carrying with them the pains and
memories of 5,000 comrades killed in combat during Korea's
nearly ten years of direct involvement in the war.1

At the

height of its involvement in 1969. the Republic of Korea (ROK)
had over 50,000 troops and 15,000 civilian laborers and
technicians deployed in the Republic of Vietnam.2

As estimated

by the Far Eastern Economic Review, taking into consideration
the annual rotation policy, 308.000 troops and 100,000
civilians had seen service in Vietnam by March 1973.3

The

troops had been deployed in five increments starting in
September 1964 with major combat troop deployments in late 1965
and late 1966. 4

The story behind their deployments can be

found by examining the political and military exigencies of the
war from the American perspective, Korea's own political and
economic factors and ambitions, and the development of U.S.-ROK
relations and U.S. policies since the May 1961 coup in Korea.

Footnotes for this section begins on page 19.

The Vietnam War also had a significant impact on U.S.Japan i-plations in the 1960's. The factors pertinent to this
development were the evolving bilateral economic relationship
and the U.S. design for Japan as the power center of communist
containment in Asia, which was highlighted by forceful U.S.
efforts to normalize realtions between Japan and Korea. This
period also marked the emergence of Japan as a true economic
superpower. Japan's top two priorities at this time were
continued economic growth and prosperity and the restoration of
Okinawa and the Ryukyus Islands to Japanese sovereignty.
Many liberal critics of the Vietnam War have characterized
the Korean soldiers as "mercenaries," "hired guns," and "rented
troops." 5

As radical as these labels are, they are actually

quite close to the truth in simple economic terms, because the
economic gains by many of the individual Korean participants,
and to the nation as a whole were clearly large. However,
characterizing Korea's involvement in Vietnam in purely
economic terms ignores the significant military and political
factors involved. The priorities for General Park Chung Hee
after the May 1961 coup shifted from an initial search for
political legitimacy to a guarantee of Korean security,
accompanied by a quest for economic prosperity and regional
political influence. As a leverage against the U.S. and
domestic opposition in Korea, the Vietnam War gave Park the
means to achieve these objectives.

2

The year 1965 was an epochal year for many reasons. In a
series of decisions between April and July of 1965, President
Johnson made the fateful decisions to commiL the might,
resolve, and reputation of the United States to the survival of
South Vietnam. This decision set in motion the compelling drama
of the U.S. troop escalation in Vietnam. which eventually
reached over one-half million men and women in 1967 with
deliberations for another 200,000 in 1968. This Vietnam policy
had its most telling impact on American domestic affairs, but
that was to come later, particularly after the Tet Offensive in
early 1968. Johnson's escalatory decisions had an immediate
impact on U.S. foreign policy, especially toward Korea and
somewhat less so towards Japan.
The breakthrough in the seemingly interminable and
controversial struggle for a Japan-Korea normalization treaty
also occurred in 1965 and the treaty was initialled on June 22.
The ratification processes in both Japan and Korea were wracked
by violent demonstrations. But already, Korea had been drawn
into Vietnam and became an integral part of President Johnson's
efforts to internationalize the war: Korea had become an
integral part of the military plans drawn up by the U.S.
command for intervention in Vietnam. The seeming coincidence of
the ratification of the Japan-Korea normalization treaty by the
Korean National Assembly, and the passing of bill of consent
for the deployment of the first Korean combat division to

3

Vietnam in mid-August, it turns out, was not a coincidence at
all.
Park, having become an elected civilian president in late
1963, had ostensibly gained legitimacy from the U.S., but he
faced the two enormous challenges of insuring Korean security
and sparking economic development and growth. The key to both
was a successful relationship with the U.S. and Japan. Having
matured within the Japanese colonial period, even serving as a
junior officer in the Imperial Army, Park was a Japanophile.
The Japanese model of economic development was both comfortable
personally and seemed fitting for Korean development. In
contrast to President Rhee (Syngman Rhee), who had hated the
Japanese, Park's priority was the normalization of relationship
with Japan. Although he had to maneuver skillfully, and at
times, forcibly around the emotional domestic opposition to the
treaty, the ratification was a personal triumph for Park and
his vision for Korea.
If the treaty was his objective, the dispatch of combat
troops in support of the U.S. policy in Vietnam was one of the
key supportive means for achieving that objective. While doubts
lingered in Washington as to Park's effectiveness and true
motives, even deeper suspicion remained with the Korean people.
Part of this distrust had to with domestic political
legitimacy, which the 1963 elections did not fully satisfy, but
by 1965, the treaty had become the focal point of suspicion and

4

opposition. Compounding the complexity of the situation was the
decline in U.S. military and economic aid to Korea. As a result
of a policy review conducted early in the Kennedy
administration. U.S. objectives in Korea were changed to
emphasize economic development. Kennedy's concept of the
containment strategy that had been pursued since it was
originally formulated in 1947 was called "Flexible Response."
Its vision of countering communist threats at all levels and
locations required a large increase in the defense budget. 6

A

fallout of this requirement was a reduction in the U.S. aid
program world wide. The consequence of the Kennedy policy in
Korea was an even greater reduction in military aid than
economic aid. Deliberate considerations were made by the U.S.
to reduce the Korean armed forces, overwhelmingly supported by
U.S. aid, by as many as 100.000 men. This prospect naturally
created tremendous anxieties among the Koreans and Park faced
as they were with a hostile and well armed northern neighbor.
Park was able to minimize the reduction in military aid in 1962
and 1963 by convincingly linking Korean military security and
Korean political and economic stability in the minds of U.S.
policy makers. But real reductions finally were implemented by
1964. One must remember, however, that 1964 marked an important
transitional year in America's Vietnam policy that led to the
troop escalations of 1965.

5

Park's interest in Vietnam began much earlier and can be
traced in the documents to his meeting with Kennedy in November
1961 at which the two men discussed the deteriorating situation
in Vietnam. After that meeting, Park dispatched his right-hand
man, Kim Chong Pil,

on a seminal fact finding mission to

Vietnam. In early 1962, Averell Harriman received a direct
offer to send troops to Vietnam when he visited the Korean
Prime Minister. Because the Japan-Korea normalization treaty
negotiations had not yet progressed far enough to use the troop
issue as a leverage against domestic opposition, the motivation
for the offer can only be explained by something else. One must
keep in mind that Park remained an unknown and suspect figure
in Washington at this time. He was still ruling with a junta
and was under enormous U.S. pressure to hold an election and to
restore civilian rule. Part of that pressure was generated with
threats to cut off aid. Park faced a crisis of legitimacy and
acceptance with the Kennedy administration. The only possible
motive for the troop offer in early 1962 was to accelerate U.S.
acceptance of his regime as legitimate even without

civilian

elections. However, this was not to be since Vietnam was not
yet a critical issue for Washington. In 1961, the last. thing
that Kennedy was contemplating was escalating the war in
Vietnam with combat troops. 7

The Korean offer was not taken

up, but it probably was not forgotten by Harriman, who later

6

played a prominent role in Johnson's efforts to obtain "More
Flags" for Vietnam.
U.S. complicity in the fall of Diem in November 1963
morally bound the U.S. to assist Vietnam in finding a better
political solution. But 1964 became the year of "revolving
door" governments in Vietnam. The Tonkin Gulf resolution
effectively gave Johnson unlimited powers of intervention.
which he was restrained from using by the coming presidential
elections. But when it became clear that the U.S. was
escalating its position in Vietnam. Park saw and seized an
unprecedented opportunity. If Korea could become a partner-inarms with the U.S. in Vietnam, providing a significant
proportion of the combat power, he could use this relationship
as leverage to gain U.S. concessions to guarantee and even
strengthen Korean security. These benefits would not end merely
by improving Korean security, a prominent role in Vietnam could
thrust Korea and Park into the limelight of regional politics.
Along with such political opportunities would come economic
opportunities. Korea, a nation that had a per capita income of
only $100 in 1965, undoubtedly could benefit from any war
related business.9

An even greater plum could be had ii

Vietnam could be turned into a righteous national anticommunist crusade. By emphasizing idealism and ideology, and by
framing the troop deployments as matters of national pride and
honor in repayment for the Korean War "debt," Park could unify

7

the Korean populace behind him and parlay the resulting public
support to accomplish other goals. This strategy had the
potential to solidify public acceptance of his regime, but even
more importantly, it could undermine opposition to the
normalization treaty with Japan, beacuse of the nature of

the

Korean opposition movement. Because Park faced a legitimacy
crisis, opposition to Park and his government had to be
uncompromising. Given that the treaty was the dominant
opposition issue in 1965, the anti-government movement had no
choice but to oppose the troop deployment as well. By marrying
the legitimacy of troop deployments to Vietnam to the average
Korean's sense of national dignity, pride, and honor, Park
could separate his opposition from sources of popular support.
Consequently, Koreans who supported the troop deployment,
whether out of a realistic assessment of its concrete security,
political, and economic benefits or through patriotism, wound
up acquiescing to the no-malization treaty. The deployment of
Korean troops to Vietnam then, was a prerequisite to the
treaty's ratification.
From Park's perspective of 1965. there was almost no risk
in sending the troops to Vietnam. The possibility of a U.S.
defeat was unthinkable at the time. When Johnson decided to
escalate the war in June and July of 1965. U.S. policy toward
the normalization treaty took a back seat to getting Korean
troops for Vietnam. Conveniently, Park's own priorities changed

8

to dovetail with U.S. priorities for his own reasons, as
already stated. The treaty issue, however, became so highly
charged that it led to the mass resignation of the opposition
members of the National Assembly. which, ironically, made it
easier for Park to implement his policies. The troop bill was
passed first by the "one party" Assembly on 13 August. followed
by the treaty ratification on 14 August.
The deployment of a Korean division (actually two-thirds
of an Army division and one Marine brigade) in October 1965
meant that over twenty percent of the U.S.-Allied combat power
in Vietnam was Korean (nine out of forty-four battalions, of
which one was Australian) even though in absolute numbers, the
U.S. force was nearly nine times as large (184,300 to 21,000)
9
due to the huge logistical command established in Vietnam.

Japan's position toward the U.S. policy in Vietnam was
equally tempered by domestic reasons. Prime Ministers Ikeda
(1960-1964) and Sato (1964-1972) placed economic growth and
prosperity at the top of their agendas. The key to Japan's
export oriented growth, of course, was the United States. Under
Ikeda, Vietnam had not been a major issue, but a number of
trade disputes had arisen which continued into the Sato era.
What was important to the U.S., however, was the American
strategic vision of Japan's role in Asia and the central role
to be played by a Japan-Korea bloc. Consequently, the U.S.
brought extraordinary pressures to bear on Japan and Korea to

9

get the normalization talks moving. The pressure was especially
on Japan to make concessions. The talks progressed and the
U.S.-Japan bilateral trade relationship continued to thrive.
The intent here is not to make a case for normalization of the
relationship between Japan and Korea as the dominant causative
factor for the growth of U.S.-Japan trade, but to point out
that it was one of the matters in which Japan made concessions
in order to guarantee the health of that trade relationship.
When Sato became the Prime Minister in November 1964, the
U.S. was on the verge of implementing its escalatory policies
in Vietnam. Sato continued to place primacy on Japan's economic
relationship with the U.S., but he also made the restoration of
Okinawa to Japan a political do-or-die issue. Consequently,
when the American escalation in Vietnam began with the bombing
campaigns of spring 1965

and caused a significant anti-war

reaction iny Japan, Sato professed support for the U.S. Vietnam
policy. He also pushed on the normalization treaty partly out
of his own personal conviction that the treaty was necessary
and partly due to U.S. pressure. The key breakthrough came when
Sato's Foreign Minister Shiina made a public apology for
Japanese colonialism in Korea. The anti-treaty movement in
Japan, initially fragmented, coalesced when Korea decided on
the troop deployment. In contrast to the right wing opposition
to the treaty in Korea, which emphasized the redomination of
Korea by Japan, the left wing Japanese opposition stressed that

10

the treaty would maintain the division of Korea and result in a
further division between the East and the West in international
relations. Sato put off introducing the ratification bill to
the Diet until the violent demonstrations in Korea. which led
to martial law in Seoul. had died down. The bill was ratified
in November and the instruments exchanged in December.
By the end of 1965. U.S. policy in Vietnam was going out
of control. Troop reinforcements were formulated and approved
to justify the initial decision in July to commit combat troops
to gain victory in Vietnam. As casualties mounted, troop
deployments gained a momentum of its own and. in the end.
objectives were defined by the means. It was the beginning of a
path on a downward spiral at the end of which lay American
defeat and withdrawal. Secretary of Defense McNamara. in
December 1965, estimated that 200.000 additional troops, on top
of the 180,000-plus already in Vietnam, would be required for
1966. and that a further 200,000 would be necessary in 1967.
Even then, he noted to the President, victory could not be
guaranteed. Addtional Korean troops, on the order of 25,000,
were an integral part of the new U.S. military plan. The plan
would require more than doubling their numbers in Vietnam. But.
as in the earlier deployment, numbers alone do not convey the
significance of the Korean force. The new force envisioned for
Vietnam by the end of 1966 would contain seventy-nine U.S.
battalions, two Australian battalions and twenty-one Korean

11

battalions. Thus, Koreans would comprise approximately twenty
percent of the U.S.-Allied ground combat force, even though the
total Allied to American troops manpower ratio would still be a
ratio of about one to nine to the total U.S. force. The
discrepancy between the combat force and total force ratio was
due of course to the enormous logistical tail provided by the
U.S. for all combat units, U.S. and Allied.

As early as when the deployment of the first Korean
division was being discussed between Washington and Seoul in
June 1965, Park signaled that he was willing to send a second
division to Vietnam. When the U.S. opened the subject of a
second division in late 1965, the Koreans were very willing,
even eager to comply. However. the demands made by Korea for

the deployment and the concessions made by the U.S. to those
demands later would be severely criticized by American liberals
as a contract to hire mercenaries for the war. That the
commitments made in early 1966 by the U.S. in return for the
second division were extremely "profitable" for Korea is
unquestionable. But Korea's demands must be seen in perspective
with the American concessions for the first division, which
were oriented entirely toward strengthening and guaranteeing
Korea's national security. Since these protective measures
remained in effect for the duration of the Korean deployment to
Vietnam, there was relatively little of a military nature that
Korea could seek in return for the second division deployment

12

other than marginal increases in military aid and further
statements to reaffirm the guarantees. The second divisional
agreement should be seen as an extension of the first such
agreement, in which Park saw his opportunity to make economic
demands. The war never became the divisive social issue it
became in the United States. There is even today an unspoken
understanding that it helped the security and economic posture
of the nation, and the families of the soldiers, who earned
bonuses for their service. The legacy of the war in Vietnam is,
in Korea, radically different from its impact on the U.S..
The security motive for the Korean deployment was given
further emphasis when the U.S. requested a third division in
late 1967. The records show that Park was reluctant to go along
with this deployment, in contrast to his eagerness to agree to
deploy the first two divisions. Part of the reason for his
reluctance may have to do with the fact that there was not much
more the U.S. could offer his country. but a more compelling
reason was the increasingly aggressive posture shown by North
Korea throughout 1967. Although records are lacking for the
Korean Army, the following was reported by the U.S. forces in
10

Korea:

Year

Number of Incidents

Casualties

1964

unknown

none

1965

unknown

2 wounded

1966

unknown

6 killed
1 wounded

13

1967

274

16 killed
63 wounded

1968

378

11 killed
54 wounded

The increasing threat seemed real. To make matters worse, only
one new Korean division had been raised to replace the two sent
to Vietnam. The deployment of a third would undoubtedly impinge
directly on national security. After months of negotiations,
Johnson finally promised additional materiel and training
assistance to increase the capability of the Army and the
Police, and Park reluctantly agreed to send a "light division"
to Vietnam. Park's and the Korean people's worst fears seemed
close to realization when in January 1968, a North Korean
assassination attempt was made on Park's life, and North Korea
seized the USS Pueblo. The offer to deploy a third division was
withdrawn. The threshold of adequate security unquestionably
had been crossed.
Japanese Prime Minister Sato's policy of supporting the
U S. in Vietnam paid off in U.S. concessionary positions on
several sticky economic and political issues. By 1968, he had
secured the return of part of the Ryukyus chain and had a firm
commitment for the return of Okinawa at the earliest possible
date. The importance of Okinawa to the war effort made an
immediate return untenable, but the U.S. was aware that it was
a critical bilateral issue, because Japan had become important
to the war effort as a logistical supply and transit point. For

14

that reason, it was essential that the Japanese government
remain pro-U.S. on the war. because the mutual security treaty
of 1960 had clearly stipulated that Japan had veto power over
the use of Japanese bases to directly support a war. Historian
Thomas Havens has suggested that Sato subtly used the anti-war
movement in Japan. which never really threatened the rule of
his Liberal Democratic Party, to gain U.S. concessions on trade
and Okinawa by implying that the movement could topple his
cabinet and bring in a more hostile government.
The failure of U.S. policy in Vietnam. apparent by 1968,
eventually led to strains in U.S. relations with Japan and
Korea. Nixon's Guam Doctrine in 1969, the withdrawal of troops
from Korea in 1970, the demise of the Bretton Woods system in
1971. and the U.S.-China rapprochement in 1972 all contributed
to more tumultuous U.S.-Japan-Korea relations. By the early
1970s, Japan was well on its way toward becoming the second
largest economy in the world and was actively involved in
assisting not only Korea but other Asian nations as well. Sato
was able to pull off one last coup when Okinawa was returned in
May 1972.
The benefits that Japan reaped from the war are
conservatively estimated at over $6 billion. By 1966, Korea had
a new confidence in its capacity to play a role in regional
politics and in the status of its security posture. Korea began
to set a blistering pace in economic growth which placed it

15

among the ranks of the "economic miracles." Underlying it all
were the still relatively unblemished U.S. security commitments
toward the two countries. The "loss" of Vietnam perhaps
strengthened those commitments.
Vietnam and the policy pursued by the U.S. in Vietnam
played an essential role in the emergence of Korea as a
regional political and economic power. They also enhanced
Korean security, which allowed the country to focus more of its
energies on economic and political initiatives. Japan also
registered significant political and economic gains as a result
of the war. The new relationship between Japan and Korea
eventually led to the biggest trading relationship in Asia,
with each becoming the second most important trading partner
for the other (the U.S. being first for both).
If palpable gains can be observed for Japan and Korea as a
result of Vietnam, can we say that they were at the expense of
the U.S.?

Regarding U.S. policy toward Japan and Korea, the

answer is clearly "no."

U.S. objectives had been achieved,

although perhaps at a pace faster than was intended. The
catalyst for these changes was the war. Japan became the
bastion of the anti-communist bloc in Asia, a goal pursued by
U.S. policy planners since the end of World War II. Korea
became intimately entwined economically with Japan;

the two

countries together forming an indomitable foil to Soviet and
Chinese influence in Northeast Asia. Economically and

16

militarily. Korea became self-sufficient. and this was the

ultimate U.S. goal in Korea.
This study attempts to tell this story in detail from 1961
to early 1966. It is a story of success: for the pursuit of
Korean security, prosperity and influence; Japanese prosperity;
and ultimately American security policy in Northeast Asia. It
is perhaps, one of the few "successful" consequences of the
Vietnam tragedy.
The shortcomings of the study arise from the nature of
available sources. The U.S. perspectives are covered in great
detail, largely from primary archival material, much never used
before. Readers may question the need for this coverage of the
Vietnam decision making in Washington, but its inclusion is
necessary to show both the evolution of U.S. policy and its
closely related effects on Japan and Korea.
Some Korean primary sources have been used, but no
Japanese primary sources were. The author's failure to use more
of these sources reflect his own shortcomings as well as the
difficulties of obtaining Japanese and Korean documents. Part
of the gap caused by a lack of Japanese and Korean decision
making documents is filled by U.S. material. U.S. participants
in decision making or negotiation sessions with the Japanese or
Koreans almost always filed a written account of the meetings.
It is possible to glean from them some sense of what the
decision considerations were for Japan and Korea.
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I hope that this study will fill a gap in historical
research in an inadequately examined period and provide a fresh
perspective on the Vietnam War. A note of gratitude is due to
the staff of the Kennedy and Johnson Presidential Libraries for
their untiring assistance and efforts to open up relevant
documents and providing leads. Appreciation is extended to
Professors Wagner, Iriye, Eckert and Khong for their advice and
suggestions. Also, a very deep note of thanks to Dorman Walker,
a friend of long standing, who took time from his busy law
practice to review the entire paper. Finally, a special note of
intellectual debt to another friend, John Newman, a fellow
soldier and also a scholar. Without formative early discussions
during Sunday morning runs with John in 1988 and 1989. this
paper may never have been finished.
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For a detailed breakdown of redeployment dates, see Hanguk
Yongam [Korea Yearbook] 1966 (Seoul: Hanguk Yongam Pyonchamhoe.
20 March 1966). p. 219. On casualty figures, see. Kyung Suk.
Park, TTa I Han [Korea (Vietnamese slang)) Seoul: Dongbang
Munhwawon. 1987). Volume 11, p. 309. The number of the actual
casualties sustained by the Korean forces in Vietnam is
difficult to ascertain. The official figures as published in
Won Yol, Chung, Mekong Kang un Jung Un Handa [The Mekong River
Testifies] (Seoul: Bumsuh Chulpansa 1973), p. 497, which has
as its source the Kukhoebo (National Assembly Reports), shows
tbp final casualty figures as 3.844 killed in action, 8.344
wounded in action and 3.738 non-combat casualties. TTa I Han is
an eleven volume history of the Korean forces in Vietnam
written by a retired general who was apparently given access to
previously classified government documents. Because it is of a
later date and seems to have a more authoritative source, I
have chosen to accept Park's figures. In addition to 5,000
killed, Park lists 11,000 as the figure for wounded. My
confidential and non-attributable conversations with Korean
officers in 1982 who had served in Vietnam clearly revealed the
confusion created by official secrecy concerning casualties.
Personal estimates by these officers ranged from double to, in
some cases, twenty times the official figures. A Korean
diplomat in a recent (March, 1990) frank discussion suggested
that the official figures probably left out any casualty which
might even remotely be construed as of non-combat causes.
therefor. casualties due to accidents. suicides, diseases. etc.
were left out. The official figures do show 3.738 non-combat
casualties: however, based on the reservations to report actual
casualty statistics shown by Korean participants (some being of
senior grades), the final figure could be far higher than the
15,926 total as announced by the Ministry of National Defense.
2 The 50,000+ figure from U.S. News & World Report, 12 January
1970, p. 24. The 15,000 figure from Se Jin Kim. "South Korea's
Involvement in Vietnam and Its Economic and Political
Impact,"
Asian Survey, Vol. 10, No. 6 (June 1970), p. 519.
3
Stentzel, James, "Seoul's Second Bonanza,"
Economic Review, 30 July 1973, p. 43.

Far

Eastern

4 See Larsen. Stanley Robert and James Lawton Collins, Jr.,
Vietnam Studies: Allied Participation in Vietnam (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975), pp. 120-131 and
hereafter referred to as Allied Pa-ticipation. ROK troops were
deployed as follows:
Year
1964

Organization
Mobile surgical hospital
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Strenqth
130

1964
1965

Tae Kwon Do training team
Dove Unit: engineers and support
forces
1965
Capital division (-) and Marine
Brigade and support forces
1966
9th (White Horse) Division (+)
and support forces
1967
Marine battalion (-) and support
forces
1969
C-46 air crew
(Source Larsen and Collins, p. 131)

10
1,988
18,904
23,865
2,963
12

See the following for outstanding examples of such
criticisms: The Indochina Story: A Fully Documented Account by
the Committee of Concerned Asian Scholars (New York: Bantam,
1970), pp. 141-143;
"Money for Men," The New Republic, Vol.
165, No. 15 (9 October 1971). pp. 7-9; James Otis. "Seoul's
Hired Guns," Ramparts, Vol. 11. No. 3 (September 1972), pp. 1820, 56-57: Frank Baldwin, "The American Utilization of South
Korean Troops in Vietnam," in America's Rented Troops: South
Koreans in Vietnam (Philadelphia: American Friends Service
Committee, 1974(?)), pp. 1-15. The Koreans preferred to see
their soldiers Ps "freedom crusaders" or "freedom fighters."
Lee, Eun Ho and Yong Soon Yim, Politics of Military Civic
Action: The Case of South Korean and South Vietnamese Forces in
the Vietnamese War (Hong Kong: Asian Research Service, 1980),
p.84.
6 The best work on containment is John Lewis Gaddis'
Strategies of Containment: A Critical Appraisal of Postwar
American National Security Policy (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1982).
7 See later how Washington may have been deceived as to the
actual conditions in Vietnam at this time by the military.
Kim, Asian Survey, June 1970, pp. 521-522.
9 A battalion is an organization of approximately 1,000
infantry soldiers. Although comparing battalions among
different armies is tricky due to relative differences in
doctrine and organization (for example, a Soviet battalion is
about two-thirds the size of a U.S. battalion), a Korean
battalion can be equated to a U.S. battalion since the ROK Army
is largely the product of U.S. advisory efforts and has
replicated U.S. doctrine and organization.
10

U.S. Congress. Senate, U.S. Security Agreement and
Commitment Abroad, Vol II, Parts 5 (Japan) and 6 (Korea).
Hearings before the Committee on Foreign Relations.
91st Congress, 2nd Session, Washington, D.C.: U.S.
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Government Printing Office. 1971. pp. 1730-1732.

Hereafter referred to as Symington Hearings.
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CHAPTER
1954:

1

Korea and Vietnam - A Prelude

1961: The May 16 Coup
Emergence of a new U.S. policy for Korea
"Kick Start" for the Japan-Korea Talks

1954: Prelude
Korea's interest and attitude toward the anti-communist
fighting in Indochina can be dated to the earliest years of
U.S. involvement in the conflict. In the early weeks of 1954,
the French operations at Dien Bien Phu were in trouble and the
United States. after assisting the French with bY lions of
dollars of aid, considered both direct intervention and
obtaining third-nation support to help the French.
At the end of January 1954, Korean president Syngman Rhee
made an unsolicited offer to the U.S. to deploy a division of
Korean troops to Vietnam to assist the French forces. A
visceral anti-communist, Rhee provided two reasons for the
offer. The first to show Korea's appreciation for the help she
just had received from UN forces during the Korean War. The
second was to encourage anti-communism in Southeast Asia. These
two themes would be repeated when the issue of troop
deployments surfaced again in the mid-1960s. It remained the
official rationales for Korea's involvement.
For Rhee however, there also was a personal motive in this

Footnotes begin on page 35.
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initial offer. which was characterized by the U.S. Ambassador
to South Korea at the time. Ellis 0. Biggs. as "a burning
desire to mobilize an anti-communist front in Asia under his
leadership and to court U.S. public opinion."

Thus. the

principle motive for the offer was a desire for regional
political power, and to make Korea a central player in the
worldwide fight against communism. This, too, would re-emerge
as a dominant theme in later deliberations in Korea.
Although, initially, Rhee's offer was received favorably
by the U.S. Army staff through a feasibility study in February
1954, it was politely rejected by the Joint Chiefs of Staff
(JCS) on 1 March of that year. As reasons for the rejection,
the JCS cited the expected operational and logistical
difficulties of supporting a Korean force in a French command
and, more important. a concern that the American public would
question the necessity of maintaining U.S. troops in Korea when
Korea could afford to send a division to Indochina. However.
Washington clearly recognized at that time one Asian nation
coming to the aid of another Asian nation to fight communist
aggression was a highly desirable situation and could lead to
the formation of a viable Asian anti-communist bloc. 1
In retrospect, Rhee's offer was a remarkable one.
considering that the Korean War had just ended and
economically, South Korea was absolutely dependent upon the
U.S. But it is highly possible, given Rhee's personal
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ambitions. that he saw the Indochina war as an opportunity for
economic recovery while establishing political points in both
the international and the domestic arenas. This concept of dual
political and economic gains remained one of the main themes of
the Korean decisions on Vietnam in the 1960s.

New Korea Policy
While the Indochinese situation deteriorated further in
1961, South Korea was going through convulsions of its own.
Having as their roots the heavy-handed tactics used by Rhee
since 1945 to consolidate his control over the country, antigovernment sentiments grew until they exploded in 1960 with
Rhee's overthrow. This change was tacitly approved by the U.S.,
which saw in Rhee an increasingly inept and vainglorious old
man holding down Korea's development. The short lived Second
Republic of Chang Myon received U.S. support. but factionalism
and a reluctance to institute needed reform measures led to
Korea's first military coup of the modern era in May 1961 by
General Park Chung Hee. Park was committed to developing
national wealth and power through economic development.
Initially he did not enjoy U.S. support. For the U.S., a coup
by an American-trained army was not only a policy reversal, but
an international embarrassment. Not until Park established an
ostensibly civilian government with the elections of October
and November 1963 would the U.S. commit itself to fully
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supporting the Park regime. 2

However. the U.S. would retain

its reservations about Park until he had demonstrated in words
and deeds, his loyalty to the U.S.- ROK alliance through his
support of the Vietnam War and the normalization treaty.
John F. Kennedy's election in 1960 marked the beginning of
a new era in American foreign policy. Kennedy, who was
dissatisfied with the Cold War mentality of the Eisenhower
administration, was determined to change the equation of
international relations. Although the Kennedy administration's
focus was primarily in Europe, a warning from Eisenhower just
before Kennedy's inauguration, that Laos was a hot spot that
needed immediate attention forced Kennedy to examine the Asian
situation. U.S. policy in Asia revolved around containing the
threat of communist Chinese aggression. While Kennedy saw the
need for a new China policy, memories of the Korean War and the
McCarthy era persecutions were still too fresh to allow such a
policy to develop. The narrow margin of Kennedy's election in
November, he felt, didn't give him a strong enough public
mandate to implement such a radical change and to battle
3
against the still strong and influential Taiwan lobby.

Instead, Kennedy continued a policy initiated at the end of
World War II. under which Japan formed the locus of an Asian
anti-communist bloc. The Korean War forced Korea to become part
of this formula as well. and with massive aid ($3.3 billion
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between 1953 and 1960), which financed 95 percent of the cost
of the Korean armed forces and over 90 percent of her imports,
the U.S. maintained Korea as a frontier bastion of anticommunism.

4

A New U.S. Policy for Korea
In the months between Kennedy's inauguration in Washington
and the May 1961 coup in Seoul, as his new administration
attempted to prioritize the extant foreign and domestic issues,
a concerted effort was made to reexamine U.S.'s Korea policy.
It was clear that the Chang Myon government was failing to
implement measures to put the country on the path toward
development, and a political crisis seemed imminent. In a
series of memoranda in the White House in March to deputy
National Security Adviser Walt Rostow, National Security
Council

(NSC) aides Robert Komer and Robert Johnson urged a

reorientation of U.S. policy from one of emphasis on military
aid to economic aid. They even endorsed Chang My~n's proposal
to reduce the ROK military strength by 100,000 to free aid
money for economic development assistance. 5

The outgoing U.S.

ambassador, McConaughy, in a long cable in April to report the
current situation in Korea, stressed the shortcomings of the
Chang Myon leadership and the "absolute necessity" for a long
range economic development plan for Korea. He further
emphasized the key role which Japan could play in Korea's
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economic development, and the possible need for a more active
role by the U.S. in quickly bringing about a normalization
treaty between the two countries to allow this to happen.
Treaty talks had languished since negotiations opened in 1951.6
On April 12, 1961, Samuel D. Berger. a career foreign
service officer who previously had had a one-year experience in
the Far East as Counsellor of Embassy in Tokyo in 1953. was
appointed to be the new ambassador to Korea. It would be
Berger's responsibility to implement the new policy being
formulated by a Presidential Task Force. On May 16th General
Park led a bloodless military coup which toppled the Chang Myron
government. The initial weeks after the coup were marked by
confusion and uncertainty in both Seoul and Washington. A
cautious wait and see attitude was taken by the State
Department. which nevertheless authorized Berger to deal with
the Revolutionary Committee. 7

The U.S. and UN military

commander, General Magruder, quickly surmised that the true
leader was General Park and not General Chang, the Chairman of
the ROK Joint Chiefs of Staff and the announced Chairman of the
Revolutionary Committee.8

The peacefulness of the coup, the

retention of Yun Poson as the President. and the seeming
indifference of the populace to the political crisis posed a
challenge to U.S. policy makers. A 27 May press conference by
the new foreign minister, Kim Hong Il, provided U.S. policy
makers with some reassurances as Kim stressed the importance of
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maintaining close ties with the U.S. 9

However. the CIA noted a

new sense of nationalism which, combined with the junta's
inexperience and unwillingness to accept outside advice, the
Agency thought spelled a tougher stance toward the U.S.1 0

The

U.S. convened a meeting on June 3rd of the ambassadors of the
sixteen nations that provided troops in the Korean War to
assess the situation. Their conclusion was that, although how
the new regime was going to turn out remained uncertain,
because of the seemingly worthy patriotic and idealistic
motivations of the junta, the new regime seemed to be a viable
political alternative for Korea. International

legal

recognition was not a problem since President Yun Poson
11
remained in office.

The Presidential Task Force on Korea delayed publishing
its recommendations for a new policy until the Korean domestic
situation had settled. After the Task Force's initial draft was
issued on June 5, 1961, the White House and the State
Department staffs bargained on the specific recommendations.
The thrust of the report was realistic and somewhat generous to
the new regime. It concluded that there was no alternative for
the U.S. but to work with the new government, now termed the
Supreme Council for National Reconstruction (SCNR),

and

recommended that the emphasis of a new Korea policy should be
on long-term economic, political, and social development and
not on the military. The draft included proposals for obtaining
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assistance for Korea from Japan and Germany. for a substantial
reduction of the Korean armed forces, and for the U.S. to serve
as a catalyst for the normalization talks between Korea and
Japan. 12

A White House working meeting on 12 June, held in

preparation for an NSC meeting the next day. strengthened the
recommendation to focus on economic development, and further
specified that the Japan-ROK relationship should be discussed
at the upcoming visit by the Japanese Prime Minister Ikeda on
June 20. 1961.13

The recommendations were approved by Kennedy

at the NSC meeting.
The participants in these policy meetings saw the
potential difficulties of bringing about a normalization
treaty. To these men. Korea's new regime seemed more antiJapanese than the Chang Myon government. Thus, a settlement
between the two countries would be more difficult. Accordingly,
implicit in these decisions was the recognition of a need for a
greater U.S. effort to successfully accomplish the
normalization.
An important caveat opinion was appended to the draft by
the Department of Defense (DOD). which viewed any reduction of
the ROK military as dangerous and destabilizing and as inviting
renewed aggression by the North Koreans. the Communist Chinese,
or both. The military naturally saw the ROK forces as a direct
adjunct to the U.S. military: after all.
defense budget was funded by the U.S.
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95 percent of the ROK

Among other things, the

DOD caveat argued that Korean forces could release U.S. forces
to meet contingencies elsewhere in the Pacific theater,
14
especially in Southeast Asia.

Restartinr the Japan-Korea Talks
Japanese Prime Minister Ikeda's state visit on June 20,
1961 marked not only President Kennedy's first effort to insure
that the U.S.-Japanese relationship remained on course. but
also the initiation of a more active U.S. involvement in the
Japanese-Korean talks. A joint communique issued by Kennedy and
Ikeda stressed the special relationship between the U.S. and
Japan: however, it did not mention the Japan-ROK treaty. Later
events clearly demonstrate that the treaty was discussed, and
the discussion marked the beginning of strenuous U.S. efforts
to reopen normalization talks, which had been suspended since
mid-May due to the coup. Ikeda's main purpose of the visit was
not the Korean issue, rather, his agenda centered on the U.S.Japanese economic relationship that was so vital to continued
Japanese development, and the Ryukyus restoration issue. 15
Kennedy reassured Ikeda on both issues: the United States would
continue to maintain a good trade relationship with Japan. and
Japan would play an increasingly important role in the economic
development of the Ryukyus as a first step toward restoration
of those islands to Japanese sovereignty.
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In August, 1961. Kennedy would also authorize the creation
of an interagency Task Force on the Ryukyus to devise
recommendations for a new U.S. policy. 16

The Task Force's

report in December, 1961 emphasized the strategic importance of
Okinawa, but also noted the increasing desire by the residents
to be part of Japan. The long-term economic situation being
unfavorable, the Task Force recommended allowing Japan to
provide greater aid to Okinawa. The Task Force further proposed
specific measures for returning the administration of the
islands to civil control, granting greater autonomy for the
Government of -rz Ryukyu Islands (GRI), and allowing more civil
rights for the island's inhabitants. 17

In fact, an earlier

policy document by the State Department in October. 1961
recommended a greater Japanese role in the economic and social
development of the islands as a means to revert control to
Japan in "manageable proportions."19

The reason for anyone

wanting to limit Japanese aid was later decribed by Ambassador
Reischauer.

...The American military looked on the retention of
Okinawa as essential to America's future military position
in the Western Pacific, because it feared the loss some
time of its bases in Japan. It saw the Japanese government
as its chief challenger for control of Okinawa and
suspected our Embassy of conspiring with the Japanese in
this. Caraway [Army general and the AmerAican High
Commissioner of Okinawa] had to work through the Embassy
in his relations with the Japanese government, which at
the time was trying to give more economic aid to Okinawa
to raise its living standards a little closer to the
Japanese average. As a result. I would find myself in the
absurd position at the annual conference on Okinawa held
in Tokyo of insisting on keeping Japanese aid down so that
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it would not exceed aid from America Ind thus supposedly
cause the United States to lose face.
Kennedy had another opportunity in June to get the
normalization talks in motion. In a meeting to receive the
credentials of the new ROK ambassador, Chung Ilkwon, on June
30, 1961, Kennedy spoke of the importance of continued U.S.
support for Korea, of the importance of ROK economic and social
progress, and of the vital role Japan could play in that
progress once relations between those two nations were
normalized 20

By the end of June then, the President had the

opportunity to personally emphasize U.S. interest in reopening
the Japan-ROK talks to both parties.
After a brief scare in July, 1961, when Park purged the
military by retiring 40 generals, 21

and some speculation that

the communists might have been behind the coup, 22

Korea and

Japan began their tentative talks face-to-face in early August.
This first meeting was characterized by Ambassador Berger as
"inauspicious." 23

Evidently, further pressures would be

needed.
Washington's foreign policy focus in the summer and fall
of 1961 was on Europe. drawn there by the crisis caused by the
erection of the Berlin Wall. However, the State Department
continued its efforts to develop the evolving relationship with
the military regime in Korea and to spark the normalization
talks. There was also a growing realization that the Southeast
Asian situation was getting worse as a result of the impasse in
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Laos over its neutralization and a growing insurgency in South
Vietnam. In May. Kennedy had approved deploying an additional
500 advisers to Vietnam in violation of the 1954 Geneva
Treaty. 24
Toward the end of August. the State Department proposed
inviting Park over for an "informal working visit" in
November. 25

Ambassador Berger heartily endorsed the

suggestion, seeing in it a golden opportunity for a the
President to pressure Park to reestablish a civilian government
26
and settle with Japan.
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CHAPTER 2
November

1961

-

June

1962

The Vietnam Factor
The First Korean Offer

The U.S. Aid Factor
In October, 1961, Washington and Seoul were finalizing the
details for Park's visit in November recently approved by
Kennedy. The U.S. foreign aid bill for fiscal year 1962 was
passed shortly after the Koreans made it clear to Ambassador
Berger that the measure of success of Park's visit would depend
on the amount of additional aid and loans granted to Korea. The
news for Korea was not good. The final figure for economic
assistance was at least fifty million dollars below that
recommended by the Korea Task Force and represented a large
reduction from the 1961 aid level. 1
The problem was that U.S. aid was being reduced world wide
due to a budget filled with rapidly increasing military
expenditures under President Kennedy and SECDEF McNamara. Park
was worried. He feared that the aid reduction and additional
U.S. pressures for a rapid return to civilian rule as well as
settlement with Japan might make his visit counter-productive.
Berger tried to reassure him by stating that the most important
thing was to enhance the ROK's world standing something that
the visit could achieve. Further. Berger told Park, without

Footnotes begin on page 52
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additional detail, that the State Department was looking for
2
ways to compensate for the lower aid.

In the first days of November 1961. Secretary Rusk made a
trip to Japan to participate in the first bilateral economic
summit as agreed by Kennedy and Ikeda in June. He took this
opportunity not only to encourage the Japan-ROK negotiations
which had formally opened on 20 October, but to make a side
trip to Korea to personally reassure Park on continued U.S.
support. In their conversations on 5 November, Rusk offered
U.S. help in the talks and gave assurances that the ROK
military would not be reduced.3

This change in policy

considerations toward the size of the ROK military makes more
sense if on-going developments in Vietnam are examined.

Vietnam: Taylor-Rostow Mission
The deteriorating situation in Vietnam toward the end of
1961 began to heat up the policy making bureaucracy. The
conference in Geneva on Laos notwithstanding, there was a
widely held belief that Laos was a lost cause, a defeat in the
face of communist expansionism. There is ample evidence to
support that Kennedy saw Vietnam as a place to make a stand and
demonstrate to the world and especially Asian allies that the
United States would not allow another nation to be subjugated
by communism.4

This stand was boldly asserted through the
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crash trip laid on for Vice President Johnson through Southeast
Asia in May 1961.
In April, an interagency task force on Vietnam was created
under Roswell Gilpatric, the Deputy Secretary of Defense. The
Vietnam Task Force recommendations along with those made by Air
Force General Lansdale after his fact finding trip to Vietnam
in January 1961, resulted in Kennedy's approval of increasing
economic and military aid to bolster the Diem regime and to
implement an aggressive counter-insurgency plan by incresing
the size of the Vietnamese Army and the Civil Guard.5
Despite these efforts, the Vietcong (VC: communist
guerillas in South Vietnam) insurgency continued to grow along
with more overt indications of North Vietnamese support.
Although partially overshadowed by the drama of the Berlin wall
construction, the summer of 1961 indicated an ever
deteriorating situation in Vietnam. By that fall. a growing
consensus in Washington saw a need for a more assertive move by
the U.S. On 11 October. the State Department proposed a concept
for U.S. intervention in Vietnam and Laos with a Southeast Asia
Treaty Organization (SEATO) force. 6

Both Defense and the NSC

considered the introduction of sizable U.S. combat forces to
counter the growing strength of the Vietcong.

Dissatisfied

with recommendations for direct military intervention, Kennedy
dispatched his White House military adviser, General Maxwell
Taylor, and Walt Rostow to Vietnam on a fact finding mission.
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The Taylor-Rostow mission would be credited later as the
beginning of substantial U.S. military involvement in Vietnam.
To Kennedy's chagrin and contrary to his pre-trip guidance. the
Taylor-Rostow report, as endorsed by the JCS. while recognizing
that the Vietnamese themselves must win the war. called for a
significant increase in U.S. advisory forces to bolster the
Vietnamese. In addition. Taylor and Rostow recommended sending
a logistical force of 6.000 to 8.000 men to support the
advisory effort. They further noted that eventual deployment of
U.S. combat forces may be necessary. Kennedy, though loath to
"lose" Vietnam to the communists, did not want to significantly
escalate the U.S. involvement. He took the middle road by
expanding the advisory effort, but disapproved the logistical
force and hoped that that would be sufficient to stabilize the
situation. The number of U.S. advisers would go up from over
7
3,000 in December 1961 to 9,000 by the end of 1962.

When the Taylor-Rostow report was first transmitted by
cable to Washington, Rusk was in Tokyo and received an
information copy. He immediately cabled the President on
November ist and stressed the "portentous" nature of the
decision to send U.S. combat troops to Vietnam. It was not that
Rusk was against the recommendation, only that if the decision
was made, then the U.S. had to be prepared to follow through to
the end. 8

Thus, when Rusk met Park on 5 November. he was very

aware of the deliberations in Washington regarding Vietnam. As
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one of the staunchest supporters of the collective security

concept and the validity of SEATO, Rusk foresaw the need to
maintain a large ROK military either to release U.S. troops for
a Vietnam contingency or to actually send ROK troops to
Vietnam.
Rusk apparently failed to convey his change of policy with
regard to the size of the ROK armed forces to the White House
and his staff. On November 13th, the day before Park was due to
arrive in Washington. NSC staff member Robert Johnson sent a
memorandum to the President stating that one of the approaches
to help ROK economic development was to "begin a gradual shift
in emphasis from military to economic assistance" by getting
the Koreans committed now to a "small initial cut in ROK armed
forces and a compensatory shift of a small amount of MAP
[military assistance program] money into economic assistance."
Johnson also observed that the State briefing papers made the
same recommendation. 9

Indeed, the Presidential briefing book

for the Park visit devoted one and one half pages to the
reduction issue.10

As late as June 1963, Kennedy considered

reduction of the ROK armed forces as a viable alternative for
obtaining more money for economic assistance.

!

No one can be

certain as to how long Kennedy would have maintained this
option. What is certain is that. with President Johnson's
steady escalation of the Vietnam War in 1964. accompanied by
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attempts to involve other nations, the option to reduce the ROK
military was quickly eliminated.

Kennedy-Park Meeting
Park's trip to the U.S. in November was a personal triumph
and solidified and legitimized his position as Korea's leader.
The Seoul newspapers were filled with enthusiastic
editorials.12

His return to Seoul on November 25th was almost

heroic as half a million flag waving citizens lined the road
from the airport to Seoul to welcome him back. 13

The U.S.

assessment was equally enthusiastic. A State Department cable
to Seoul stated. "Chairman PAK's

[sic] visit [was]

successful

in achieving [the) results we had hoped for.. .Chairman made

[a]

very good impression on U.S. officials with whom he came in
contact.

[He] Appeared dedicated. intelligent, confident, fully

in command

[of] his govt, and quite aware of [the] magnitude

[of the] problems he faces.

" 14

On his way to Washington, Park visited Prime Minister
Ikeda in Tokyo, which resulted in a deeper appreciation of the
mutual domestic concerns relating to the normalization talks.
Park made the most of his two day stay in Washington. In his
two meetings with Kennedy, in addition to the ROK economic
development and Japan-ROK negotiations, a significant amount of
time was spent discussing Vietnam. In fact, it was the very
first issue discussed in the first meeting. Asked by Kennedy
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whether Park might have any ideas on Vietnam. Park apparently
answered that the situation seemed grave and that Korea would
be willing to share the burden with the U.S. in its
resolution.15

A grateful Kennedy suggested in reply that the

Philippines might also be willing to help.

The reason for Park's implied offer of Korean troops for
Vietnam must remain speculative. What seems reasonable to
speculate is that the troops were offered to tie Korea to the
U.S. military effort in Vietnam to a significant degree. Such a
relationship could dampen both American doubts about his
political legitimacy and U.S. pressures for holding an
election. Furthermore, the military partnership could provide a
leverage for either halting the reduction in military and
economic aid to Korea or even reversing that trend. Korean
troops for Vietnam could be used as a bargaining chip for
subtle Korean pressures on Washington to modify U.S. policies
which were contrary to Park's own plans and timetable for
Korea.
At their second meeting on November 15th, Park suggested
that additional outside help could be the solution for Vietnam.
Although Kennedy hoped it wouldn't be necessary. he promised to
16
keep Park informed on future developments on this issue.

November 1961 marked not only the decision for a sharp
escalation of the U.S. advisory effort in Vietnam. but the
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willing involvement of Korea as well in words if not in
immediate commitments.

Vietnam 1962
As U.S. advisers poured into Vietnam. a new command was
created in February 1962 to handle the expanded American force.
With its mission to assist and support the Republic of Vietnam
(RVN) in defeating the VC insurgency. Military Assistance
Command. Vietnam (MACV) quickly became the central conduit for
information on the war's progress. 17

The initial American

efforts. especially the massive introduction of helicopters,
brought success on the battlefield. The Vietcong. however.
quickly learned to compensate for their disadvantages, and by
the spring and summer of 1962. controlled the battlefields once
again.19

Yet. the reporting generated by MACV created a false

sense of continued success in Washington.
The Strategic Hamlets program for pacification. begun on 3
January, quickly became a white elephant successful only on
paper. Within a month, the Government of Vietnam (GVN) reported
over 1.300 fortified hamlets under the program. The overly
optimistic reporting continued with 2.500 fortified hamlets
being reported by August. 19
The apparent self-deception practiced by MACV was so
thorough that by April 1962, MACV commander General Harkins was
able to brief two visiting generals that military victory was
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now "at hand." These same two generals found that field
advisers were totally skeptical that the Vietcong could be
20
defeated so quickly.

Concurrently. the attention in Washington was more on Laos
than Vietnam as the Geneva talks reached its climax in July
with the accord that would ostensibly neutralize Laos.

In that

summer of optimism, General Harkins claimed that the Vietcong
could be defeated within a year after the Army of Vietnam
(ARVN) was built up inaccordance with his plans. Secretary of
Defense (SECDEF) McNamara was a little more cautious and felt
that the end of 1965 was a more realistic date for subduing the
insurgency.21

Korea and Vietnam 1962
As events evolved in Indochina, Park set in motion, soon
after his return from the U.S.. actions to prepare for a
possible Korean involvement in the war. In early 1962, Kim
Chong Pil, the head of the Korean CIA (KCIA) and Park's right
hand man, was sent to Vietnam on a fact finding trip. Contrary
to the optimistic reports coming through U.S. channels. Kim
found the situdtion discouraging. However, the view taken by
Korea was that Korean troops could make a difference to the
war. Park himself had made the suggestion in person to Kennedy.
When roving Ambassador Harriman made a visit to Korea on 17
March, Prime Minister Song Yo Chan told him that Korea was very
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concerned about Vietnam and was willing to send troops despite

potential domestic problems. 22

Harriman must have been puzzled

by both Kim's pessimistic report and the troop offer since it

contradicted his own information on the Vietnam situation. In
May, a story broke in the Korean press about a ROK military
assistance mission to Vietnam. A Korean reporter in Washington
reported that the U.S. government believed that Vietnam "could
be [helped] by [the] ROK if [the] two countries can work out
[a] proper arrangement through which experienced Korean
military officers can render their advice to Vietnamese
operations against [the] Viet Cong." The story also mentioned a
ROK-Vietnam governmental discussion on the possibility of
Korean assistance. an occurrence which was purported to have
been passed on to the U.S. government. In truth. at that very
moment. an ROK military fact finding mission was in Vietnam to
make recommendations for possible forms of ROK assistance.
Ambassador Berger took the opportunity of the breaking news
story to remind the ROK government that the fact finding
mission should work closely with MACV to insure that their
recommendations were in consonance with U.S. plans and efforts
in Vietnam. He received full assurances. 23

The State

0
Department soon released a statement saying that the ROK
mission was in Vietnam at the invitation of the Vietnamese
government. 24

In the first few months of 1962, unaffected by

MACV's falsely optimistic reports, Korea judged the Vietnam
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situation to be critical enough to begin systematic
coordination and planning efforts as preparation for a
contingency deployment to Vietnam. While Korea would not be
asked to send troops until 1964. it is important to understand
that coordination with the U.S. and the RVN was established by
mid-1962. When combat troop deployments were seriously being
contemplated again in 1964 and 1965. the U.S. tzok for granted
that at least a division of ROK troops would be available.
Although the legalities under Korean law would necessitate a
legislative process to approve the deployments after the
reversion to a civilian government in December 1963. Park never
doubted that he would be able to send troops to Vietnam once
the need arose.

Japan-Korea Talks
In the midst of these developments, a more critical issue
developed for Japan and Korea. Toward the end of 1961. the
normalization negotiations broke down once again. Both sides
had taken uncompromising positions. especially with r.egard to
reparation claims and fisheries rights, which deadlocked the
talks. As happened many times in the past. charges of Japanese
"insincerity" were levelled by the Korean public. 25

The ROK

government (ROKG) attempted to play down the issue and remained
optimistic.
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On a long overseas trip, Deputy Prime Minister Kim Yu Taek
visited Japan in February and again in March of 1962. The U.S.
attempted to spark some progress by dispatching Ambassador
Harriman to Japan and Korea in March. 26

It is likely that

Ambassadors Berger and Reischauer held a strategy session
during the Far East Chief of Mission Conference held at Baguio,
Phillipines in early March.
In Washington. a concentrated effort was made to try to
bring the talks back on track.

Reischauer on 18 April and

Berger on 24 April. met their respective foreign ministers to
figure out a way to break the deadlock. 27

On 23 April. perhaps

not fully cognizant of the serious negotiation problems.
President Kennedy requested McGeorge Bundy. the National
Security Adviser, to come up with an up to date report on the
assistance Japan was providing to South Korea. 2

The following

day, an NSC meeting was held to discuss the Japan-ROK issue.
The result was National Security Action Memorandum (NSAM) 151.
which charged the Secretary of State (SECST) to investigate
appropriate U.S. actions to bring the negotiations between
Japan and ROK to a successful conclusion. 29

Rusk completed his

report on 17 May and stated, inter alia. that the main problem
was the claims amounts, with the ROK's figures being too high
and Japan's figures being too low. In addition, the approaching
Japanese lower house elections in July made Premier Ikeda
reluctant to take up the controversial issue until afterwards.
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Finally. Rusk recommended direct Presidential pr,-ss_-e in the
form of personal messages to the two sides.3 0

Former Prime

Minister Yoshida. at a meeting with Kennedy on ? May and the
Japanese Foreign Minister on 29 April. expressed their opinion
that while they felt optimistic about a settlement, the talks
31
probably should not begin until after the July elections.

Some hope for a thaw came from the approval by the ROKG on
16 May of a small rotating Japanese mission in Seoul.3 2

Using

Rusk's memo of 17 May and the mandate given by NSAM 151, the
NSC Standing Group met on 18 May for a strategy session.

They

observed that. while Japan had been favorably disposed toward a
settlement in 1961. Japanese domestic political problems and
the balance of payment problem were causing Japan to drag its
feet in 1962. They also noted that, although the U.S. was
greatly interested in the normalization, there was little
leverage which could be used by the U.S. to push the talks
along. In fact, adverse public reaction to U.S. meddling could
actually retard the process. The resumption of nuclear testing
in April by the U.S. had created a storm of protest and
controversy in Japan.33

In conclusion, prospects for an early

settlement was not good and U.S. policy would remain unchanged:
to influence the talks without becoming a mediator. 3 4
was little that could be done until after the Japanese
elections in July.
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There

U.S.-Japanese relations continued on good terms. On March
19th. the President signed an amendment to Executive Order (EO)
10713 covering the administration of the Ryukyus. The amendment
represented a virtually unadulterated adoption of the
recommendations made by the Presidential Task Force on the
Ryukyus formed in August 1961 by NSAM 68. The final Task Force
report fulfilled many of the promises made by Kennedy to Ikeda
at their meeting in June 1961. Representing a significant
recognition and advancement of Japanese interests, it provided
the foundation for the eventual full restoration of Okinawa to
Japanese sovereignty in May 1972.35

An important caveat was

the implicit understanding between Japan and the U.S. that, as
long as a significant Pacific communist threat existed, U.S.
would maintain control of Okinawa for military purposes. In the
1960s. the Vietnam War provided the justification for holding
back on a quick return of the Ryukyus islands.
When the U.S. began to bomb North Vietnam in March 1965.
Okinawa served as one of the more important bomber bases.
Growing Japanese public opposition to the war heated the
Okinawa issue. Ikeda's successor, Sato. also dreamed of the
return of Okinawa. but he also wanted to insure that nothing
jeopardized the thriving, but troublesome U.S.-Japan economic
relationship. Sato remained a staunch supporter of U.S.
policies in Vietnam. Remaining on good terms with the U.S. to
insure the restoration of Okinawa to Japanese sovereignty and
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to maintain a liberal trade relationship required support for
the Japan-ROK normalization treaty as well. This connection
became even stronger when Korea began sending troops to Vietnam
in 1964. Growing numbers of Japanese criticized the war and the
normalization talks, often lumping the two issues together. For
example, in August 1965. a protest group called the Antiwar
Youth Committee

(Hansen Seinen Iinkai) was organized by the

leftist union confederation Sohyo and the Japanese Socialist
36
Party to resist the normalization treaty and the Vietnam War.

Even though the vocal minority outcry against the war and the
talks were loud and violent at times, most ordinary Japanese
37
were either neutral or supported the two issues.

Thus, one more factor was introduced into the increasingly
complicated relationship emerging among the three countries in
the early 1960s. For the U.S., the Vietnam War and the
commitment to containing communist expansion in Asia was
becoming dominant. For Japan, Okinawa and a favorable economic
relationship with the U.S. were the principle issues. For
Korea, economic development and national security obtainable
through close relationships with the U.S. and Japan were the
objectives.
By mid-1962, the U.S. efforts in Vietnam seemed to be
making progress (that is,

from Washington's viewpoint, based

the overly optimistic and sometimes fallacious reporting from
MACV).

and the Japanese were satisfied for the moment with the
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n

changes made to EO 10713 with regard to the Ryukyus. In June.
Shannon McCune was appointed as the first civilian
administrator of Okinawa.

But the normalization talks were

still bogged down and the U.S. would now exert extraordinary
efforts to put it back on track.
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CHAPTER 3
July

1962

-

May

1963

Japan-Korea Talks and the ROK Power Struggle

Vietnam Situation
The Indochina conflict seemed to be making dramatic
progress as the U.S. continued to pour in advisers and
materiel. In July 1962, the Laos Accords were signed in Geneva
ostensibly turning that country into a "neutral." The strategic
hamlets pacification program was showing an almost unbelievable
success rate as literally thousands of hamlets were embraced by
it. By September, the South Vietnamese Government reported
3.225 strategic hamlets completed and another 2,217 under
construction.1
The period from early 1962 to mid-1963 remains a
controversial one for historians. Some claim that the deceptive
reporting from Vietnam was designed to keep the U.S. in the
conflict when Kennedy was faltering on his commitment and was
seriously considering a withdrawal. 2

By the end of 1962.

increasingly pessimistic reports by journalists like David
Halberstam (New York Times) and Neil Sheehan (AP) troubled
Kennedy. Although enraged by the media criticism of U.S.
policy, Kennedy asked his old friend. Senator Mike Mansfield to
make a trip to Vietnam. Mansfield's report in December was

Footnote% begin on page 75
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highly pessimistic and declared that no progress had been made
in Vietnam since his last visit in 1955. While irate over the
Mansfield report, Kennedy could not ignore the warnings, and
despatched Hilsman from State and NSC staff member Forrestal to
Vietnam for another assessment. The Hilsman-Forrestal report
took a middle-of-the-road stance. Hilsman and Forrestal
declared that South Vietnam and the U.S. were winning, but the
3
"war would probably last longer than we would like."

By the spring of 1963. MACV and the Pentagon thoroughly
dominated Vietnam decision making stemming from both the size
of the increasing military presence in Vietnam as well as
Kennedy's grateful acceptance of McNamara's request to make
Vietnam his responsibility. Rusk had never felt comfortable
with Vietnam and was glad to allow McNamara handle it. Later.
one of the chief criticisms levelled at Rusk as the Secretary
of State (SECST) would be the way he "surrendered"
responsibility for Vietnam to McNamara and his "whiz kids" at
the Pentagon.

4

Kennedy had also become dissatisfied with the U.S.
5
Ambassador, "Fritz" Nolting, and thought about replacing him.

MACV control of the war reporting was so powerful. it managed
to turn the utterly disastrous Battle of Ap Bac in January
1963, into a victory for the ARVN. 6

As late as May 1963,

General Harkins, with mountains of statistical data for the
SECDEF. declared at a conference in Honolulu. that the
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insurgents would be defeated by Christmas. 7

Although by now,

McNamara had grown skeptical of Harkins' rosy reports, a new
political crisis in South Vietnam turned his and the
President's attention away from the battlefields. Just three
days after the Honolulu conference, the Buddhist crisis erupted
in South Vietnam. This ultimately culminated with the overthrow
of President Diem's government and assassinations of Diem and
8
his brother, Nhu. on 2 November.

In the period from mid-1962 to mid-1963, the American
foreign policy focus increasingly became Asian as the non-Asian
crises were resolved one by one in the characteristic crisis
management style of the Kennedy administration. The Cuban
Missile crisis of October briefly focused attention back on the
Soviet Union, but the U.S.-Soviet detente improved rapidly to
the point of signing the Limited Test Ban Treaty in July 1963.
Kennedy's speech at the American University commencement on
June 10th. 1963, reflected a new optimism toward the future of
the world and was Kennedy's vision of a new post-Cold War world
order.

9

The world looked stable except for Asia. China was still a
forbidden territory for a new policy although Kennedy
undoubtedly would have developed a new China policy after his
reelection. 10

The Japan-China trade agreement in November was

uncomfortable, but tolerable and it was mitigated by the
convening of the second U.S.-Japan economic summit also in
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November. A more serious problem concerning China was the SinoIndian War between October and December of 1962. It was an
impressive display of Chinese skill at achieving international
political aims. As Hilsman wrote. "Their attack had been a
masterpiece of orchestrating military. political, and
psychological instrumentalities as a single, limited,
disciplined and controlled operation directed toward and
subordinated to a political end."11

China's growing militancy

and skill combined with the possibility of developing a nuclear
weapon within a short time created what Kennedy later described
as a "potentially a more dangerous situation than any we faced
since the end of the Second [World) War..."12
In Vietnam. despite MACV's and the embassy's optimistic
reports. there was increasing overt evidence that the
insurgency was succeeding and that South Vietnam was coming
under the throes of paralysis. The infiltration from North
Vietnam in violation of the Laos accords could not be ignored.
When the Buddhist crisis erupted in May, Washington began to
have serious doubts as to whether the war was going as well as
they were led to believe.
To make the "Asian Crisis" complete. the Japan-ROK
normalization talks had unravelled yet again in the midst of a
political crisis in Korea.
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Japan-Korea "Rollercoaster"
After the Japanese Lower House elections in July 1962,
where the ruling Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) again won a
majority, the State Department immediately took actions to
reinitiate the normalization talks. In a cable to Ambassadors
Berger and Reischauer in July, State's Korea Desk Officer,
MacDonald. reiterated the U.S. policy to serve as a "catalyst"
for the discussions and gave specific instructions to the
ambassadors for action. Significantly. there was a greater
degree of urgency than before and a willingness to play a more
active role.
One of the stated courses of action was "to seek
discreetly to serve during [the] course of negotiations as
confidential informants to Chairman Pak [sic] and (if
necessary,) to Japanese Prime Minister on [the] course of
negotiations and [the] conduct of negotiators." Further, it
laid out specific negative incentives which could be used as
the "basis for influencing" the Japanese and the Koreans. For
the Japanese. it would be the threat of souring the economic
relationship;

for the Koreans, cutting off support for the

first Five-Year Development Plan (1962-1966) and U.S.
Development Loans. The ambassadors were instructed to find out
what the outstanding issues were, consult with each other and
determine what U.S. actions might contribute to the settlement
of the issues. Finally, MacDonald proposed sending a special
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envoy to act as a go-between. but "cloaking his connection with
[the] Japan-ROK negotiations." 13

While Berger sent a message

11 days later that the talks were not at a stage where a
special envoy was warranted, this key State cable of 13 July
apparently started a firestorm of activities and interest in
Washington as well as Seoul and Tokyo.
On 27 July. Rusk sent a cable to Seoul mentioning that
troop withdrawal from Korea was being studied. 14

The purpose

of this message is uncertain. Knowing that it was an extremely
sensitive issue with the Koreans. it might h7ve been designed
to further pressure the ROK that they needed to find other
sources of economic support, namely Japan. Toward the end of
July, Kim Yu Taek. the ROK Chairman of the Economic Planning
Board (EPB). asked Berger and Killen, the AID (Agency for
International Development) representative in Korea, if the U.S.
would consider urging the World Bank to form an international
consortium to underwrite the Five-Year Plan. While giving a
noncommittal answer to Kim, Berger endorsed the idea to State
stating that "such a move might help push [the] Japanese govt
into [a] more cooperative attitude on [the) Japan-ROK
settlement." and would give further evidence of U.S. support to
the new regime to buttress their confidence and quelch anti15
Americanism among nationalists.
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As a follow-up to Berger's endorsement. Komer sent a note
to Forrestal, both NSC staff members. which was a remarkable
exposition of the White House view of the Korean situation:
My query is whether we can't tie together (a) U.S.
support for such a consortium [for the 5-Year Plan]:
(b)
force reduction and MAP cut: and (c) ROK/Jap settlement.
For example, we could tell ROKs it [would be]
impossible
to get other countries to give much in [the]
consortium
context until [the] ROKs have settled their affairs with
Japan, which ought to take a healthy chunk of any
consortium. Therefore, in our view consortium without
Japan [would be] a non-starter. As to MAP tie-in, we could
argue that neither we nor the Koreans could possibly reach
even modified Five-Year Plan goals unless both of us
divert resources from [the] present huge military ROK
budget and U.S. MAP. We could put it frankly to Pak [sic]
regime--would they prefer generous U.S. approach
to
economic development or for
us to put money
into
modernizing ROK forces. We could tell them we think [the]
development road
[is] the better one. that we [are]
convinced [that] ROK security would not be compromised by
reduction in military effort so long as U.S. security
commitment [is]
firm and U.S. forces
[are] present. We
would make clear of course that we would continue to put a
major MAP effort into ROK modernIgation. simply that
it
would not be as big as otherwise.
(emphasis mine)
Two things are evident in this note. First, from the U.S.
perspective, the priority for Korea was economic development,
and political and military actions were to be subordinated to
support a long range development scheme. Second, Rusk's promise
to Park in November 1961 notwithstanding, reduction of the ROK
military and MAP aid was still considered to be a viable and
even a desirable option. Komer ended his note by writing:
Above may be great in theory but impossible to carry
out in fact. However, before rejecting it we ought to
carefully consider the objections. My sense is that unless
State disagrees, we're going to decide on some force and
MAP cuts. Why not put best face on these by tieing them to
our desire to help on [the] consortium, in addition to
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using ROK
interest
ROK/Jap settlement?

in consortium as
(emphasis mine)

lever

to

promote

There is no evidence that Komer's recommendations were
ever considered seriously. The tie-in of the Five-Year Plan
with the Japan-ROK settlement had already been implemented by
State. But the ROK military was never in danger of a reduction,
being supported by intense Pentagon lobbying, a lobby which
became far more influential under McNamara's leadership and the
Vietnam conflict. Although the reduction of military aid could
not be stemmed. General Guy Meloy. who became the new commander
in Korea in July 1961. obtained approval for suspending the
programmed transfer of MAP funding to the ROK budget for Fiscal
Year (FY) 1962 and 1963. something the Koreans had long
requested to relieve their deficit budget.17

He further

proposed that $25.3 million dollars of MAP funds be spent incountry in Korea to not only obtain cheaper military equipment.
but to help the Korean economy.18

For a defense budget which

was only $155 million for FY 62, these were significant
amounts.19

Once Korea became a source of troops for Vietnam,

further discussions on reducing the size of the ROK military
would disappear.
On 21 August, Japan-ROK negotiations were formally resumed
and Kennedy sent letters of congratulations to Park and Ikeda
to provide gentle Presidential emphasis on the importance of
the normalization. 2 0
Forces Agreement

The U.S. also resumed the Status of

(SOFA) negotiations with Korea in September,
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having suspended them after the coup. 2 1

As we shall see, the

timing of the conclusion of the SOFA agreement would be tied
not only to the restoration of a civilian regime, but also to
the conclusion of the Japan-ROK talks.
In the U.S.. the latter half of October 1962 would be
dominated by the Cuban Missile crisis. While the world was on
the brink of a nuclear conflict, KCIA Director Kim Chong Pil
prepared to make a trip to Japan and the United States.
Despite exertions made by the U.S.. the talks betweeen
Japan and Korea were not progressing. much to the consternation
of the ROKG. One of Kim's objectives was to make a breakthrough
in the talks by meeting with Premier Ikeda and Foreign Minister
Ohira. To lay the groundwork for Kim's meetings. Choe Kyu Ha,
the chief ROK negotiator, was recalled on 12 October and given
a "new formula" for negotiating the financial claims. Kim
departed for his three day stay in Tokyo on 20 October and met
Ohira for two days and Ikeda on the final day. The Korean
newspapers. Seoul and regional. were filled with stories and
editorials exclaiming that the Kim - Ohira/Ikeda meetings would
result in a breakthrough.22

After his first meeting with

Ohira, Kim declared, "this is the first time Japan has shown
such sincerity in solving Japan-ROK issues."
the negotiations would be expedited. 2 3

and announced that

Ohira was reported as

saying that the talks will be concluded by March or April of
1963.24
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The optimism felt

in October was genuine and a treaty

could have been concluded by the following spring, The
unexpected development was a power struggle in the military
regime between the Park/Kim faction, supported by young

progressive colonels, and the conservative senior generals over
the structure of the government party being formed

in

preparation for the elections in 1963. The conflict became
sharper toward the end of 1962 and undermined Japanese

confidence in a stable regime and made an agreement impossible.
Ironically. Japan preferred to deal with an authoritarian
military government which it regarded as being more "stable."
Japanese

leaders were particularly distressed when Kim. Park's

confidant and chief negotiator on the treaty. was "purged" and
"exiled" to the U.S. after Park made a compromise with the
opposing faction in January 1963.
The political

crisis had an even deeper impact on

Ambassador Berger. Reischauer later wrote. "Berger tried to put
strong pressure on the Koreans to return to a democratic form
of government; his heavy-handed approach won him the animosity
of most Korean groups...

25

In effect, the talks would be

stalled until the Korean elections of

late 1963 and the

installation of a stable civilian regime.
Any inkling of the brewing political crisis in Korea was
overshadowed in Washington by the Cuban missile crisis. Also.
Kim Chong Pil's visit to the U.S. in the last week of October
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was seen as a confidence building visit by a man accepted as
Park's deputy. Indeed. retired general Van Fleet. former
commander of the U.S. 8th Army during the Korean War and
recently returned from leading an ambitious private industry
and investment mission to Korea, personally wrote to the
President on 16 October to underscore Kim's importance. Van
Fleet declared Kim the "acting Prime Minister," and recommended
26
that he meet with the SECST and the SECDEF.

Ambassador Berger, in a cable sent the next day,
recommended a meeting between Kim and the SECST to discuss the
Japan-ROK talks, but did not emphasize Kim's political
position. 27

The ROK ambassador. Chung Ilkwon, practically

begged that Kim be set up for appointments with the President,
the Vice-President. the SECST. the SECDEF and the military
chiefs. 2 8

While Washington realized that showing excessive

support to Kim in a regime which was still non-civilian might
be improper. Kim's special position, especially with regard to
the normalization talks. was accepted. Thus. Kennedy directed
thAt Kim be received by the SECST and the SECDEF. 2 9

This was

an astonishing recognition of the importance of not only
showing support for Park. but also for the talks. The on-going
Cuban missile crisis practically precluded high officials from
considering other business and in fact, it kept Rusk and
McNamara from meeting Kim during the crisis.
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Rusk. and Assistant SECST Harriman. however, met Kim on
the 29th. the day after the resolution of the Cuban situation.
Kim Chong Pil was able to have talks with an impressive list of
high officials which included, in addition to Rusk and
Harriman. William P. Bundy (State). Fowler Hamilton (AID).
Luther Hodges (Commerce). Robert Kennedy (Attorney General).
Gen. Maxwell Taylor (CJCS). Roger Hilsman (State) and Walt
Rostow (State). The impression Kim made was mixed. On the one
hand, his importance was recognized and his efforts to keep the
U.S. informed on the latest progress in the talks, appreciated.
On the other hand. his penchant for publicity grabbing and some
out-of-line comments such as his allegation that the U.S.
Government agreed with his views that a "transition to free and
civilian government could not be made in one fell swoop,"
a sour taste.

left

A last minute admission by Berger that there was

bad blood between him and Kim may also have influenced
judgement on Kim's character.30

When the political crisis in

Seoul was seen as an obstacle to not only the elections, but
the normalization talks, the U.S. made it clear to Park that he
had to distance himself from Kim. It may not be an exaggeration
to suggest that the U.S. forced Park to exile Kim.
The spring of 1963 saw a sharp escalation in the ROK power
struggle and a raising of the stakes which not only worried
U.S. policy makers. but forced them to take an active part in
its resolution.

U.S. objectives in Korea were clear: to bring
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in a civilian government as quickly as possible and set Korea
on the road to economic recovery and development. A vital
necessary adjunct was to bring about the normalization treaty.
Berger's gloomy report of 21 January stated that the unresolved
leadership struggle threatened to divide the SCNR and the
government. Berger also reported on a marathon 5 hour meeting
in the SCNR to resolve the conflict where the anti-Kim Chong
Pil elements made a "bold bid," but predicted that there would
31
be drastic consequences whichever way the struggle went.

This and other meetings convinced Park that the only way to
maintain unity in the SCNR was to remove Kim as the chief
organizer of the new government party. But the road to
stability would be rocky. The CIA predicted at the end of
January that factional conflicts were likely to continue as the
military regime had by then lost popular support. It further
predicted that the key to future political stability in Korea
would rest with the armed forces, whose support was crucial for
Park.

32

A renewed push was made by the State Department in
February to resolve the talks. The controlling factor this time
was the current session of the Japanese Diet which was due to
end in May. State attempted to apply strong pressures on the
Koreans to bring about a treaty in time for ratification by
this Diet session. In a message to Seoul and Tokyo on 12
February, State wrote. "Department believes it [to be]
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necessary to press hard on [the] Korean-Japanese negotiations
despite political factors.. Unless settlement
Spring.. .prospects will be

[is] reached

... [a) serious detriment to Korean

economic development... [we] believe no alternative
to press the issue."

[by]

[exists] but

Along with this tough opening, the cable

stated that the U.S. could not support the ROK's position on
the "Rhee Line."

a "defense" and fishing rights line between

Japan and Korea and one of the main sources of disagreement.
from a legal viewpoint. 33

Assistant SECST for Far East

Harriman sent a personal message to Berger on the same day to
"underline to you personally [the]
here at

[the]

highest level

importance which is placed

[therefore the President]

Japanese settlement being achieved [by]

this sprina.'

on ROK34

Under this torrent of pressure. Berger must have been
slightly exasperated. His reply two days later pointed out that
the political turmoil, revolving around the issues of Park's
presidential candidacy and the election date, remained as
intense as before. In Berger's opinion, it was "impractical to
meet

[the] original schedule for conclusion [of the]

negotiations in March or April,"
"recognize [the]
draw [the]

and the alternative was to

basic problems now existing in

appropriate conclusion that

[the]

original time

schedule cannot be adhered to until and unless
3
crisis abates." 5
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[the] ROKG and

[the] political

Park's announcements on February 18th and the 27th, which
promised elections later that year. placated the opposition on
the election issue. But Park would bring everything back to the
starting point by an announcement on March 16th that he would
call for an April referendum to extend military rule for
another four years. Park's reason was to gain additional time
to establish his and the government party's power base to
insure an extended regime to guide Korea's future development.
Park stated:
The present situation is too disordered and disturbed to
hold elections and turn government power over to
politicians who are not ready to take over the regime. We
are too concerned about the naticon's future to do so,
because it would be the height of irresponsibility on the
part of the revolutionary authorities. (Translation
slightly modified from original)6
However. the public outcry. especially by opposition
politicians and the regional newspapers, threw the country into
its most serious political crisis since the coup. The Pusan
11bD stated in a March 18 editorial that the March 16
ann.nuncement was a "tragedy of this retarded country." 37
Opposition politicians expressed their profound shock and
dismay. By March 19th. what progress was being made to resume
the talks virtually came to a halt. While Kim Chong Pil was
claiming that the extension of military rule would be good for
Japan. the Japanese were extremely cautious and stated that
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they were waiting for indications of a new U.S. policy toward
36

the situation.

Park had made a move which was strongly opposed by the
United States. Though he notified U.S. officials of his intent
on the night of the 15th. he ignored U.S.'s request to hold off
on the announcement until an appropriate American position
could be formulated. After this "slap in the face,"

embassy

officials urged Park and other key figures to abandon the new
policy. Park continued to resist U.S. and public pressure and
informed the U.S. embassy in early April that the date for the
referendum would be announced the following day. Having
exhausted "diplomatic" pressures, Berger resorted to a threat
to withhold economic aid by telling Park that within an hour of
such an announcement. the U.S. would in turn announce that U.S.
support for Park "had been predicated on the fulfillment of
pledges given to the Korean people and to us to hold elections
and restore civil aovernment. If these pledges were not
fulfilled, we would be forced to reexamine our attitude toward
Park's regime."3 9

A few days later on 8 April, Park renounced

the March 16 decree and delayed decision on the electicis until
September.
The American role in bringing this reversal seems to have
been decisive. Indeed. a classified State Department history
later claimed that "the return to civilian government was the
direct result of U.S. diplomatic intervention." 40
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However. a

more immediate assessment by Berger noted that "our strong
stand was an important factor in this conclusion, but it was
also determined by adverse action within Korea itself. Indeed I
think [the] latter was (the] decisive reason for (the) decision
to abandon [the] April referendum. "41

Berger was probably

incorrect in his assessment since Park had firm support from
the ROK armed forces for the March 16 decree, therefore
42
domestic pressures would not have mattered too greatly.

Whoever was responsible for the reversal, its importance
was bringing a measure of relaxation of tension and stability
to a volatile country. Berger's feelings were that the country
was now focusing on economic issues and U.S. actions would be
necessary to insure economic stability for the immediate
future. Specifically. he urged immediate grant of additional
PL 480 aid (U.S. program for food aid) of wheat and barley to
help control a rice market wracked by rapid inflation. He
concluded his report by stating that the ROKG was "intent on
settling with [the] Japanese during these months and will go to
some length to make concessions on fisheries." He further wrote
that U.S. "support of Korea during this period might be helpful
43
in persuading [the] Japanese to conclude with this govt."

No sooner were the political troubles over when two new
issues surfaced. As foreseen by Berger, Korea suffered from
serious food shortages in June. A series of unfortunate natural
calamities had reduced the rice harvest the previous fall and
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damaged a large portion of the spring barley and vegetable
crop. In the predominantly vegetarian Korean diet. the
potential for food riots which could topple the government was
real. By 26 June, General Meloy estimated that rood supplies
might run out in Seoul and Pusan within two weeks. He
recommended that "all possible steps be taken te) expedite
delivery of U.S. food." 44

Under the PL 480 program. 200,000

tons of additional barley was delivered when the spring crop
had failed. Japan also responded by donating 40.000 tons of
rice. wheat and barley. 45

While the dire consequences

predicted by Gen. Meloy and later by the ROKG itself seemed to
have been exaggerated, the embassy maintained a close watch on
the situation. realizing that the crucial elections were
rapidly approaching and that the country could ill afford a
46
food crisis.

The other issue concerned U.S. aid levels for the comina
fiscal year (1964). At a U.S.-ROK economic talks in Seoul in
mid-March. the Koreans had requested a significant increase in
47
economic assistance for the remainder of FY 63 and for FY 64.

There was a serious difference between the ROK request and the
programmed levels. Instead of the $130 million in support aid
(SA) requested, only $45 - 65 million was programmed. MAP and
PL 480 levels remained adequate to fulfill needs. 4

Ambassador

Berger made a trip back to Washington in late May 1963 to
personally make the case for additional aid. While sympathetic.
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the feeling at State and AID was that unless Korea embarked on
a disciplined program for economic stabilization, most
importantly, a sensible development plan and a balanced budget,
additional aid would be misused and would only increase ROK
dependence on the United States. 49

Berger met Kennedy on 31

May to discuss the aid issue and to brief the President on the
current political situation, which was. according to Hilsman,
"balanced on a knife edge." 50

The option to cut the ROK

military and reduce MAP aid to boost economic aid was still
very much alive in the White House. But the developing Buddhist
crisis in Vietnam renewed concerns over that country and
diverted attention to Southeast Asia.
In June 63. the embassy in Saigon and the CIA were sending
pessimistic reports of the situation in Vietnam although MACV
continued to report optimistically. Kennedy would soon realize
that the Vietnam situation was far worse than he had ever
imagined. His actions for the following months were cautious.
but indicated a reluctance to "give up" Vietnam. He started by
replacing Nolting with Henry Cabot Lodge as the ambassador and
51
took steps which would lead to Diem's downfall in November.

No progress was being made in the Japan-ROK normalization
talks as Japan waited for the Korean political situation to
stabilize. The approaching Korean elections now became the
focus for a waiting game. Japan did not want to settle
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substantial

treaty issues with Korea until the new government

was securely in power.
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CHAPTER 4
May 1963 - April 1964
Vietnam Crisis and a New American President

Overview
The latter half of 1963 was a period dominated by
political upheavals and changes in the U.S., Vietnam and Korea.
By spring of 1964, with the sobering reality of a war sliding
downhill on a steeper gradient than was ever imagined possible,
a contingency withdrawal plan would be scrapped. A new
President would approve a policy in Vietnam which would firmly
commit the U.S. to a military victory. This in turn set the
stage for the beginning of a concerted and sustained effort to
internationalize the war by obtaining Free World contributions.
One of the first countries to be asked and to respond to the
new crusade was South Korea.
The Buddhist crisis of May quickly spread into a national
movement of protest against the oppressive regime of Diem and
his brother-in-law and nemesis, Nhu. The crisis escalated into
a coup silently supported by the United States. But the hoped
for political stability would not materialize as 1964 would
witness the greatest period of political instability in
Vietnam. Almost like clockwork, no fewer than six changes of

Footnotes begin on page 96.
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government would take place in 1964. Not until three more
changes had taken place in the first half of 1965 would
President Thieu and Prime Minister Ky provide a semblance of
political stability to South Vietnam.
The normalization talks between Japan and Korea remained
stalled until the long promised elections were held in the fall
of 1963. A week before Park's election as President in late
October. Kim Chong Pil returned from exile in the U.S. to head
the Democratic Republican Party (DRP), the newly organized
government party. The new civilian regime reassured Japan since
Park and Kim represented continuity and firm authority. The
talks resumed in January.

U.S. Withdrawal Plan
In mid-1962. the Vietnam situation seemed optmistic and
almost ebullient. The increased American advisory effort
coupled with the strategic hamlets program seemed to be making
real progress in defeating the Vietcong insurgency. At an
Honolulu SECDEF conference (the sixth) in July of 1962.
McNamara set in motion a contingency withdrawal plan from
Vietnam under instruction from Kennedy. This "Comprehensive
Plan for South Vietnam" (CPSVN) had the following two
objectives:
(1) to draw down U.S. military personnel then engaged in
advisory, training, and support efforts from a FY 64 peak
of 12.000 to a FY 68 bottoming out of 1.500 (just HQ. MAAG
[Military Assistance and Advisory Group]):
and (2) to
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reduce MAP from a FY 64 peak of $180 million to a FY 69
base of $40.8 million. South Vietnamese forces were to be
trained to perform all the functions then being carried
out by U.S. personnel)
It was the original "Vietnamization" plan, long before
President Nixon implemented his own in 1969. When the seventh
SECDEF Honolulu Conference convened on May 6. 1963. just three
days before the Buddhist crisis would erupt, the plan was
presented to McNamara for approval. One of the Vietnam War's
many ironies took place as McNamara disapproved the CPSVN as
being too costly in MAP assistance and too slow in the planned
withdrawal of U.S. forces. 2

It was at this meeting that

General Harkins presented the SECDEF with reams of statistical
data to demonstrate how well the war was going along with a
prediction that the war could be won by "Christmas.'3

Given

such optimism. which was supported by the CIA in a cautious
estimate in April, McNamara wanted a cheaper and quicker
version of CPSVN. 4

He also instructed the JCS to immediately

plan for a withdrawal of 1000 men by the end of 1963.
The developing political crisis in Vietnam reached a peak
on August 20th when Diem declared martial law and ordered
attacks on Buddhist pagodas. Within days. the American attitude
toward Diem and its Vietnam policy changed. The situation had
greater impact in Washington. because Diem had promised the
depaiting Ambassador Nolting that attacks against the Buddhists
would stop. 5

In a controversial August 24 cable to the new

Ambassador, Lodge. continued American support was to be
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predicated on the removal of Nhu. The Vietnamese Army generals,
who seemed ready to stage a coup. were to be told that the U.S.
was prepared to cut economic and military aid if Nhu was not
removed. 6

The generals understood the message for what it was.

a tacit approval for a coup.
There was also concern that the political upheaval would
have a detrimental imapct on the military effort. In a flurry
of NSC and White House meetings in September. two Presidential
fact-finding missions were sent to Vietnam. The first, by
General Krulak, the head of the Far East section on the staff
of the Joint Chiefs, and Joseph A. Mendenhall. head of the
planning office in the State Department's Bureau of Far Eastern

Affairs, produced a curious result which led Kennedy to remark.
"you two did visit the same country. didn't you?" Krulak
reported that the war was being won and continuation of the
present policies in support of Diem would insure victory.
Mendenhall presented a totally opposite view of the situation
7
and concluded that the war could not be won with Diem.

Kennedy was inclined to accept Mendenhall's report. A week
earlier. in a television interview with Walter Cronkite. he
stated that changes in policy and personnel were needed in
8
South Vietnam before the situation could improve.

In the wake of an NSC decision to apply escalatory
pressures on Diem for reforms. McNamara and General Taylor
departed on a ten day trip for yet another fact-finding tour.
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Their report on 2 October marked for the first time the
Pentagon's recognition that the political dimension of the war
might be more important than the military dimension. Hilsman,
who was intimately involved with the Vietnam policy debate as
the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs and a
resident expert on counter-insurgency, later wrote. "McNamara
and Taylor had come a long way in recognizing that political
factors were more important in Vietnam than they had been
willing to admit, but they had not come far enough to recognize
9
that political factors were fundamental and overriding.,,

The McNamara-Taylor report. which was accepted by Kennedy
and codified into NSAM 263. was a compromise between the
"Krulak" camp and the "Mendenhall" camp. The war was going
well, but political changes were needed to insure success and
the way to do it was to squeeze Diem by selectively suspending
aid. In addition. it stated that the Viet;-amization of the war
could be completed by the end of 1965 and recommended the
public announcement of the 1,000-man withdrawal plan as the
first stage in a long-term withdrawal plan.10

NSAM 263. in

effect, set in motion the CPSVN. although a new version was
still uncompleted and would not be until early December.
Then. disturbing indications started to appear. pointing
to a military situation far worse than what McNamara. Taylor.
Krulak and others had been led to believe. State Department's
Intelligence and Research Bureau produced a report on October
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22nd which reanalyzed MACV's statistics and concluded that the
trend was not only downhill, but had been so since July. There
was an immediate backlash from the Pentagon at this "misuse" of
proprietary information and State Department's intrusion into
Pentagon's military intelligence territory. But the full
spectrum of the true military and pacification situation was
revealed in the aftermath of the coup in Saigon on 1 November.
One statistical sham after another was discovered. The
Vietnamese had been feeding doctored statistics to assuage the
expectations of MACV. which, in turn, had accepted them without
challenge. These statistics in turn were sent to Washington as
facts. As one Vietnamese general exclaimed to an American. "Ah.
les statistiques! Your Secretary of Defense loves statistics.
We Vietnamese can give him all he wants. If you want them to go
up, they will go up. If you want them to go down. they will go
down. "11

On the Road to Direct Combat in Vietnam
One of Johnson's first act as President hau been to
approve NSAM 273 on 26 November. which reaffirmed continued
U.S. support for Vietnam. Johnson described this action in his
memoir as a continuation of Kennedy's policies.1 2

But. as

Halberstam and William Bundy pointed out later, it was also an
indication of Johnson's personal determination not to "lose"
Vietnam. to commit the U.S. to a far greater degree than the
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flexible approach taken by Kennedy in September. 3

The new

CPSVN was submitted by CINCPAC (Commander-in-Chief. Pacific
Command: the immediate superior command over MACV) to JCS on 5
December. A week later. however, a Defense Intelligence Agency
(DIA) memorandum to McNamara reported that the Vietcong had
actually improved combat effectiveness and force posture in
1963. 14

This directly contradicted a glowing assessment of the

progress of the war between 1960 and 1963 prepared by General
Krulak. 15
A concerned SECDEF made another fact-finding trip in late
December. McNamara's report to the President on 21 December was
in direct contrast to his October findings. He summarized the
overall situation as "very disturbing." and that "Current
trends, unless reversed in the next 2-3 months, will lead to
neutralization at best and more likely to a Communistcontrolled state." On the Vietcong. he observed that their
"progress has been great during the period since the coup, with
my best guess being that the situation has in fact been
deteriorating in the countryside since July to a far greater
extent than we realizad because of our undue dependence on
distorted Vietnamese reporting." He concluded, "We should watch
the situation very carefully, running scared, hoping for the
best, but preparing for more forceful moves if the situation
does not show early signs of improvement." 16
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A month later, a second coup took place in Saigon. marking
the first of six changes of government in 1964. A junta headed
by General Khanh replaced General Minh's military regime. The
political turbulence since fall of 1963 provided a scapegoat to
MACV as it reported in early February that, while the tempo of
South Vietnamese operations was good. the poor political
situation was reflected by the reduction of government
17
controlled areas and a rise in Vietcong activity.

In February, skeptical of progress reports from MACV. the
CIA despatched its own team to Vietnam and published a far more
pessimistic estimate. 18

By the time the eighth SECDEF Honolulu

Conference was held on 6 March. there was a consensus that the
military situation was rapidly deteriorating. McNamara
immediately went to Vietnam for a week long trip to confirm the
situation for himself. His report and recommendations to the
President on 16 March. subsequently embodied in NSAM 288 the
following day. established the new policy.
NSAM 288 was a much more sweeping statement of support and
commitment to Vietnam than any made before and set the stage
for further U.S. escalation. It called for a clear statement
and action of support for the Khanh government by increasing
military and economic aid. While the U.S. military advisory
effort would only be modestly increased. NSAM 288 directed the
JCS to begin planning a bombing campaign against North Vietnam.
something the JCS had been calling for since February. 19
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CPSVN

was formally terminated on 27 March "to make it clear that we
fully support" the government of Vietnam.20

NSAM 288

represented the first clear Johnson policy for Vietnam. an
21
expression of his firm commitment.

Soon thereafter, Johnson initiated the "Free World
Assistance Program." more popularly known as the "More Flags"
program, through a press conference on 23 April. The official
State Department history later characterized the program as a
"concerted diplomatic effort in 1964 to enlist economic
assistance from other free world nations in the Viet-Nam
effort." 22

However. there was also a clear call for military

assistance as well. At the time, the only other nation with a
military presence was Australia, whicho had maintained a small
contingent of jungle warfare specialists as training advisors
since 1962.23

New Zealand had been discussing military

assistance with MACV since June of 1963. interested in sending
24
representative army and naval elements to gain experience.

Korea would be formally requested to send assistance in April,
but we shall see that discussions and negotiations with the
Johnson administration probably began earlier.

U.S.-ROK Relations: Elections At Last
Korea was not a priority issue in the last months of the
Kennedy administration. The simmer of 1963 was occupied by the
growing political crisis in Vietnam and the climax of Kennedy's
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detente with the Soviet Union. The American University speech
and a triumphant visit to Berlin marked June while July saw the
signing of the Limited Test Ban Treaty (LTBT). The LTBT was. in
the words of Dean Rusk. "what President Kennedy felt was his
proudest achievement." 25

The Sino-Soviet dispute had by now

become a major issue. As one scholar wrote recently, the
immediate policy in the Kennedy administration was to aggravate
the split and to attempt to prevent China from obtaining a
nuclear weapon. The LTBT "sparked an explosion, exactly as the
administration wanted: it split the Sino-Soviet rift wide
open. 26
In early July. planning had begun on a Presidential trip
through Asia sometime between fall of 1963 and spring of 1965.
In a memorandum discussing various options of the trip,
Hilsman. the recently appointed Assistant Secretary of State
for Far Eastern Affairs. did not include Korea in the
itinerary. The overriding issue was to further isolate China
and "consolidate the Pacific arena" with a "dramatic
27
affirmation of America's presence and commitment."

Significantly, with the ROK presidential elections concluded
and the National Assembly elections only two weeks away,
Hilsman wrote on 11 November that the inclusion of Korea on the
itinerary was "less desirable." but if it could assist in
accelerating the process for concluding a Japan-ROK Treaty.
then it would be worth consideration. 2
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This was entirely in

line with Kennedy's own sense of priority with regard to Korea.
When the newly appointed ROK Ambassador Kim Chung Yul
presented his credentials on 17 June. Kennedy's conversation
was dominated by the normalization issue. Kennedy also
enquired. in line with the long standing option generated by
the Korea Task Force in 1961. whether 'it might be possible to
reduce the ROK military forces. '29

U.S. policy priority on

Korea remained centered on economic development and Vietnam was
even less of a common issue compared to its prominence in the
Kennedy-Park talks in November 1961.
Korean factional struggles remained intense up until the
fall elections.

Ambassador Berger reported in September that

the Park faction dominated and seemed to be consolidating its
position while the opposition showed signs of division. His
recommendations on U.S. policy was to maintain a hands-off
attitude while constantly emphasizing the need for free
discussions and fair elections. Berger further recommended that
the U.S. increasingly tie American economic aid with
30
improvements shown through Korean economic reforms.

The food crisis of June seemed exaggerated by late July.
Both Berger and Killen agreed that the food situation was not
so much a problem of supply as misguided policy concerning
prices which were too low and unrestricted diversion of grain
for alcoholic beverage production. Still. they would maintain
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0
close watch on the situation. As Berger told the Koreans,
"[the]

U.S. would not

31
let [the] people of Korea starve."

By October. the American focus in Korea was on the coming
elections. The CIA produced a special classifed report which
predicted a Park victory as the president. but a more

problematic result in the National Assembly (NA) elections for
the DRP.32

State's Intelligence and Research Bureau. just one

week before the NA elections. forecast that the opposition.
though divided, held the advantage.

It noted that the

transition from a military to a civilian government would be a
difficult crossing likely to be marked by "bitter struggles"
focusing on relationship with Japan between the executive and
the legislature. 33

It was then a surprised Berger who cabled

Washington on 27 November that the "DRP showing has surprised
all observers and upset all forecasts." his preliminary
conclusion was that the elections had been fair. The DRP
candidates. in many cases, won with a minority of votes due to
34
the division of the opposition.

Japan-Korea Talks
Along with the elections came renewed pressures from the
U.S. to get the normalization talks back on track. The first
opportunity to apply pressure came when both Ikeda and Park
came to Washington for Kennedy's funeral. Johnson saw Park.
Foreign Minister Kim Yong Shik and Ambassador Kim on 25
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November and expressed his pleasure that Korea had returned to
civilian rule as had been promised and hoped "that the
completion of elections in both Japan and Korea would set the
stage for a rapid and successful completion of the
negotiations.'3 5

The next day, Rusk met Ikeda. Foreign

Minister Ohira and Ambassador Takeuchi. After an extended
discussion covering U.S.-Japan relations. the conversation
turned to the normalization talks. Rusk ventured to provide
some specific suggestions concerning the still intractable
fisheries problem. Ohira responded to Rusk's overtures by
saying that the problem was "not as difficult as the claims
issue." and that the majority of the Jpanese people were in
favor of normalization. "The problem was on the other side."
Ohira thought that if Park's DRP gained an assembly majority in
the elections just three days away, "the remaining problems
could be solved."36

Robert Kennedy's swing through Japan and

Korea reinforced the message that the normalization problem was
a priority issue with the United States.3 7

Following the third

U.S.-Japan economic summit held in Japan on January 27 and 28,
1964, Rusk proceeded to Seoul to emphasize yet one more time
how seriously the U.S. wanted to see the normalization talks
renewed.38

The talks began on the same day. centering

primarily on the fisheries dispute.
In February. Rusk called in the two ambassadors from Japan
and Korea and asked them to convey to their respective
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governments his hope that a treaty could be negotiated in time
39
for ratification before the end of the current Diet session.

Under such relentless American pressure and Korea's own sense
of urgency, the talks were well under way by February 1964. A
trip to Japan. Taiwan and Vietnam was scheduled for Kim Chong
Pil in March with the main mission being talks in Japan to
expedite the settlement. 40

Kim and Ohira were able to agree

that May 1964 would be the target for concluding the
negotiations.

41

It was not a coincidence that U.S.-ROK Status of Forces
negotiations on February 14th dealt with the core issues of
42
criminal jurisdiction, labor articles and claims articles.

While no evidence exists that the SOFA negototiations were tied
to progress in the talks or the troops for Vietnam issue. it is
intriguing to note that the final breakthrough was made in mid1965. concurrently with the signing of the treaty and a firm
indication from Park that a division of ROK troops could be
sent to Vietnam.
Despite Kim Chong Pil's promise. the negotiations were not
concluded by May. March marked the beginning of a massive and
organized anti-treaty protest movement in Korea. It involved
students. politicians and academics from all over the country.
By the end of March. Park was forced to resort to using troops
for riot control. recall Kim from Tokyo and suspend the talks.
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It was the greatest mass protest movement since the revolution
of April 1960 which had ousted Syngman Rhee.
While the vagaries of the treaty negotiations exasperated
all. grounds were being laid quietly for the first ROK
deployment to Vietnam. Although a formal request was not
received until after Johnson's "More Flags" speech of 23 April.
Korea's rapid response points to an earlier preparation. In all
probability, although no direct evidence has been found. Kim
Chong Pil's trip to Vietnam in mid-March makes sense only in
this context. The National Assembly's official history notes
that he had a high level meeting with General Minh. the Prime
Minister.

43

This was not the first trip to Vietnam for Kim. As noted
earlier, he had made a trip in early 1962 in the wake of a
discussion involving the possibility of Korean involvement in
the war between Park and Kennedy in late 1961. The trip itself
was not unusual, but the timing could not have been more
auspicious. On the very day Kim met Minh. McNamara had just
returned from a week long visit to Vietnam with the findings
and recommendations which were adopted in toto as NSAM 288.
Undoubtedly, as the closest confidant of Park. Kim was
maintaining the closest possible watch on American policies and
actions in Vietnam.
The incompletely declassified records of the Kennedy and
Johnson administrations contain no evidence of any deep and
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hidden contacts and discussions. But, one is led to wonder at
the remarkable timing exhibited by Kim's visits in 1962 and
1964 in the context of U.S. policy deliberations and decisions
on Vietnam. The remaining years of the Vietnam War were marked
by a parallel level of troop commitments which made Korea the
only significant non-American contributor of troops. despite
significant political oppositions at home.
Park's priority was economic development, but political
opposition in Korea and the troubling decline in American
support for the Korean military required reprioritization. His
immediate concern became insuring military security and to
cement relations with the United States. Fulfillment of these
goals would establish a firm foundation for normalizing
relations with Japan and the opening of the road to economic
development. In addition, insuring the security and internal
stability of Korea could gain stronger popular support for his
regime and his development plans.
Park's grand plan did not necessarily separate the direct
relationship between security and economic growth. Greater U.S.
assistance for the ROK military meant more funds would be
available for economic development. Security could also create
an atmosphere of confidence for domestic and international
sources of capital, especially Japan, leading to their greater
willingness to invest in development projects in Korea.
Finally. guaranteed security, commitment to economic growth.
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and a significant military partnership with the U.S. in Vietnam
could define a new regional political and economic role for
Park and Korea.
Park's quest for national security, economic prosperity
and a new world role for Korea. if necessary to be pursued in
that order. provided the driving rationale to force the Vietnam
and the Treaty issues on a reluctant nation.
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Chapter
Coming Storm

5

March 1964 - October 1964
in Vietnam and the First ROK Deployment
Stalled Treaty Talks

Overview
The new U.S. policy in Vietnam as set forth by NSAM 288
was a genuine effort to instill political stability in Vietnam
and bring the war onto a winning path. Military contingencies
and political measures for Vietnam continued to be debated and
planned through the summer of 1964. The domestic political
situation in South Vietnam remained fragile. In the midst of
these developments, the still controversial Tonkin Gulf
incident occurred and marked the start of a new level of U.S.
resolve and involvement. Even with a "blank check" from
Congress to escalate the war. Johnson held off on major new
decisions on Vietnam until after his reelection in November. He
was even more concerned with the potential

impact of the war on

1
his "Great Society" program.

The middle months in 1964 marked the formal recognition of
Japan as a legitimate world economic power by the international
community. In April.

Japan was able to join the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) and become a member of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development

Footnotes begin on page 115
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(OECD) .2 The staging of

the Tokyo Olympics marked the capstone to a dizzying year of
international exposure and prestige.

The reelection of Ikeda

by the LDP as Prime Minister in July insured continuity for
domestic and foreign policies. It was an explicit mark of
approval by the Japanese public for the success of Ikeda's
economic policies which produced remarkable growth in 1963 and
3
1964 (GNP growth of 12.8 and 13.7 percent. respectively).

Japanese relations with the U.S. remained positive even as
America was trying to readjust to a new Japan. A major State
Department policy review in June concluded that it would be to
the U.S.'s advantage to "live" with a Japan which was becoming
richer and independent, and to accord it "a greater voice in
East Asian and world policy decisions. "4

The appointment in

August of the "pleasant. sensible and efficient" General Watson
as the new High Commissioner of Okinawa. replacing the
vitriolic General Caraway. resulted in a "tremendous
improvement" in dealing with the Okinawa issue. When the next
joint Consultative Committee meeting was held in September. it
was marked by a new level of understanding and the first full
and unequivocal implementation of the spirit of the Kennedy
policy.

5

In contrast to Japan's stability, the massive anti-Treaty
movement rocked Korea for most of 1964. By summer. martial law
was declared and Kim Chong Pil was sent off on a second exile
amidst intense controversies concerning charges of personal
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corruption and sellout to the Japanese by conducting what the
demonstrators called "humiliating diplomacy.'"6

Treaty

negotiations with Japan did not resume until December. By then.
the regional political milieu had changed considerably
accompanied by a renewed intensification of U.S. pressure on
both countries. Ikeda's resignation in November brought the
much more aggressive Sato in as the new Prime Minister. A new
U.S. ambassador. Winthrop Brown, arrived in August to replace
Berger. Berger had become a less than effective U.S. emissary
due to his falling out with Kim Chong Pil. Further. the Vietnam
War became much more palpable as the first Korean troops (noncombat) were deployed in September.

Vietnam Situation
One of the major goals

,f NSAM 288 was to inject some

semblance of stability into South Vietnam's domestic political
situation. It committed the U.S. to supporting General Khanh's
regime and rebuilding the South Vietnamese government's control
over the countryside. Almost immediately. Khanh became more of
a problem rather than a solution. His calls for "marching
north" in May required visits by McNamara and Rusk to convey to
him. in no uncertain terms, that the U.S. had no intention of
allowing South Vietnam "fall" to the Communists. At the same
time. Khanh was told, the U.S. would not support any military
7
venture into North Vietnam.
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The military problems precipitated a Honolulu Conference
in June attended by the principal policy makers in the State
and Defense Departments.8

They agreed that the point of

departure for policy considerations was the unacceptability of
Hanoi or Beijing overruning Southeast Asia. Concerned with the
possibility of China entering the conflict, the military
options decided on were:

(1) to seek international and lomestic

support for wider U.S. actions: and, (2) to begin planning for
the possible commitment of up to seven U.S. divisions and the
calling up of the reserves. 9

While actual increase decided on

the U.S. advisory force was modest, planning for air attacks
was given additional impetus. This was due to calls for air
attacks by Ambassador Lodae and the newly appointed MACV
commander. General Westmoreland. to provide a dramatic gesture
of "victory" to galvanize the Vietnamese military into greater
action. 0
In July, General Taylor replaced Lodge as the ambassador
in South Vietnam. Taylor was "initiated" into the growing
sentiment among Khanh and his associates to incite the U.S.
into attacking North Vietnam with airpower. Taylor was
authorized to reveal that air attack contingencies were. in
fact. under planning without giving any indications that they
remained only contingencies.11

In the same month. South

Vietnam began conducting the 34A commando operations against
North Vietnam in a joint program with the United States.
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Shortly thereafter. the Tonkin Gulf incident resulted in the
first of a series of U.S. reprisal air attacks against North
Vietnamese targets. But Johnson remained cautious. While
Ambassador Taylor and the JCS called for a sustained air
campaign. Johnson decided in September to limit air strikes on
a "tit-for-tat" basis.

The rationale was more to bolster the

Vietnamese confidence than to extract vengeance.12
In October. CIA estimates noted continued deterioration of
South Vietnamese morale and effectiveness. The installation of
a civilian government under Prime Minister Huong with a new
constitution in late October gave cause for renewed optimism.
It did not mean that Khanh was now out of the politics for he
remained the principal behind-the-scenes manipulator. but it
was a positive sign of improvement and possible political
stability.13

On 1 November. the Vietcong attacked the U.S.

airbase at Bien Hoa and destroyed a number of recently
stationed bombers and killed four Americans. As William P.
Bundy wrote later, "[the Vietcong] hit the most embarrassing
target at the most embarrasing time and with the most
embarrasing results." It was a stark signal to the U.S. and
South Vietnam that they might be losing.14

Johnson hesitated

and decided not to retaliate tit-for-tat as called for by NSAM
288. While Bundy characterized Johnson's loss of heart as
"statesmanship." the inescapable conclusion is that it was a
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political decision. The Presidential election was only two days

away.

Japan-Korea Talks
Kim Chong Pil's visit to Tokyo in March resulted in
breakthrough progress. In meetings with Prime Minister Ikeda
and Foreign Minister Ohira on 23 and 24 March. a timetable was
adopted which called for concluding the Treaty by the end of
May. 15

Immediately. students in Seoul took to the streets to

demonstrate against the "humiliating diplomacy" and "Japanese
penetration" of Korea. 16

There was a strong suspicion of a

sellout by the Park regime. A statement by Ono Banboku, LDP's
vice president, that his relationship with Park was a paternal
one. inflamed the protestors even further.17

The protests

quickly spread nationwide and included university and high
school students.

18

Earlier in March, .opposition Assemblymen organized the
Struggling Committee of People Against the Humiliating
Diplomacy with Japan (Struggling Committee) to coordinate legal
and popular opposition more effectively. They were soon joined
by non-political leaders of various backgrounds. Their stumping
between 15 and 21 March. calling for the immediate suspension
of all negotiations, attracted over 120,000 people. 19

By 26

March. Park resorted to using troops to defend the presidential
compound (Blue House) and the Capitol. After securing the
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concurrence of the CINCUNC (Commander-in-Chief. UN Command).
1.500 troops were deployed. 20

However. Park was not ready to

use violence to put down the demonstrations. Instead. he gave
in by first making a direct appeal to the students and when
that didn't work, by recalling Kim Chong Pil from Tokyo and
suspending the talks on 31 March. 21
Opposition in Japan was heating up as well. The Socialist
Party (JSP) and left-wing elements were opposed to what they
considered a "prelude to an anticommunist alliance among
Taiwan, South Korea. and Japan and that it would impede the
unification of North and South Korea." With a party platform
which called for a "people's movement" against the
normalization, the JSP was willing to mobilize both Diet
politicians and citizens against the treaty. However. truely
worrisome and serious protests would not come until 1965 with
the convening of a special ratification session of the Diet
22
after the treaty was signed.

Washington was alarmed and took measures in April to try
to restart the talks. The first was taken by Admiral Felt. the
CINCPAC. who called on Park and ROK Defense Minister Kim Sung
Eun on 5 April. Their conversation was dominated by the treaty
issue. and although Felt was not in a position to "pressure"
the Koreans. his visit and obvious interest conveyed the level
2
of American interest in getting the talks started again. 3

Attendance at General MacArthur's funeral by a delegation of
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Assemblymen led by Prime Minister Choi Doo Sun afforded Rusk
the opportunity to personally impress upon political leaders
from the DRP and opposition parties the need to realize a
treaty as quickly as possible. He conveyed a vague sense of
threat by first stating that he would be spending the entire
afternoon that day "fighting in Congress for foreign aid,"
because "many Congressmen would prefer that there

be none..."

Rusk followed with a statement that "further delay" would be
economically "costly" for Korea and that he "hoped" that Korea
would take that into consideration.24

President Johnson also

met Choi and expressed his "earnest hope for normalization of
ROK-Japanese relations and reaffirmed the US hope that the
25
talks could move along to a successful solution."

On 6 May. Ambassador Berger attempted to bring the
opposition parties aboard by meeting Yun Poson. former
President of Korea and now a member of the Assembly and the
opposition leader. Rather bluntly, Berger pointed out that the
opposition seemed to be taking advantage of the situation by
unnecessarily politicizing the issue after rejecting calls by
the DRP and the government for bi-partisan action.26

Likewise.

Japan was reminded on 22 May of the intense U.S. interest in
the progress of the talks and suggested that the upcoming trip
by a delegation of LDP members to North Korea be postponed,
because it would "play into the hands of Korean opponents of
"
the settlement. 27
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After a short hiatus. Korean student demonstrations
resumed in late April. The Home Minister released a statement
which started off with a show of empathy and admiration for he
students' idealism and patriotism, but concluded with a warning
that the government might have to take "resolute action" if the
demonstrations continued. 2

In May. Premier Choi was replaced

by Chung Ilkwon who announced a renewed government
determination to complete the treaty by the end of the year.
Chung's staement sparked another series of student
demonstrations. Perhaps to take advantage of the political
turmoil. North Korea announced on 15 May. the release of two
U.S. pilots who had been held captive since May 1963 after
straying across the DMZ. 29

Seoul National University students

held a mock funeral service of "nationalistic democracy" and
began to demand the resignation of Park.30
The volatile situation came to a climax on 3 June when
bloody clashes occurred between 15,000 students and the police
in Seoul. Other demonstrations were reported from around the
country. Unwilling to risk the possibility of another student
revolution. Park requested the release of two divisions from
the UN command and dec]ared martial law. As a measure of
placation. Kim Chong Pil, the symbol of the treaty
31
negotiations. was sent on his second exile.

Martial law was lifted on 28 July. Three days later. the
new Foreign Minister. Lee Tong Won, spoke of "supra-partisan
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diplomacy" in dealing with the talks and called for an early
resumption. 32

Winthrop Brown. the new U.S. ambassador to

Korea, was on his way in August with a personal letter for Park
from President Johnson. In his departure meeting with Johnson
on 31 July. Brown was told that the normalization issue was a
"top priority" of the President.

McGeorge Bundy sent a letter

to Ambassador Reischauer on 3 August to report on the contents
of the LBJ-Brown conversation and to emphasize the President's
personal interest and priority on the normalization talks. 33
When Ambassador Brown presented the letter from Johnson to Park
on 18 August. Park stated that he earnestly desired to complete
the negotiations as soon as possible. The problem was the level
of anti-Japanese feeling among the people which threatened the
34
very existence of his government.

A Japanese statement of apology for wrongdoings during the
colonial period could completely change the situation by
placating the Korean opposition and allow the talks to be
resumed. The U.S. pressed on the Japanese to plan a visit to
Korea by former Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida. Such a visit
might ease anti-Japanese feelings. Japan did not agree, stating
35
that the time was not yet "ripe."

Finally, Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern
Affairs William P. Bundy visited Japan and Korea between 30
September and 3 October and broke the deadlock. He told the
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Japanese that he considered Japan as having the primary
responsibility for the settlement. He said,
As a great power. Japan bears special responsibilities to
settle outstanding problems with its smaller and heavily
burdened neighbor. The Republic of Korea stands as a
bulwark against the forces of aggression that threaten the
peace of the Far East. and the security of Japan is
vitally connected with the ability of the Korean people to
maintain their independence and to develop a strong and
prosperous economy.
In Korea. he attempted to strengthen Park's standing in public
opinion and assuage public fears of "penetration" by Japan by
giving assurances of continued U.S. military and economic
37
relationship and support.

Even greater impetus was given to the talks when Premier
Ikeda resigned on 9 November due to poor health. His
replacement. Sato Eisaku. apparently was more eager to conclude
the talks than Ikeda in order to ease U.S. pressures for a
quick settlement. Any sources of contention between Japan and
the U.S. had the potential to affect the vital bilateral trade
relationship. Ambassador Reischauer. with his characteristic
flair for the dramatic, cabled Washington.
If Japan-ROK relations are to be normalized within the
forseeable future. now is the time. Negative mood of
summer and early autumn has given way to decidedly more
positive mood... PRIMIN Sato. probably wishing to achieve
coup Ikeda never could quite bring off. is pushing with
renewed enthusiasm for settlement. 9
His older brother. Kishi Nobusuke, had also been a Prime
Minister and was responsible for initiating the entire talks in
October 1960. Kishi also was a charter member of the Round
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Table on the South Korean Problem (Nik-Kan Mondai Kondankai)
which became the core of the pro-South Korean lobby in Japan.
To complete the picture. Foreign Minister Shiina
Etsusaburo had close ties with Kishi going back to the prewar
days. Compared to Ikeda's cautious approach to the
rapprochement with Korea. the new cabinet was strongly inclined
to bringing about a quick settlement. 39

Sato also had other

compelling reasons for settling the Korean issue. October was
not only important for the staging of the Tokyo Olympics. That
month witnessed the explosion of China's first nuclear warhead
only days after Khrushchev was purged from the Kremlin.
Suddenly surrounded by three nuclear powers and the demise of
U.S.-Soviet detente. the American nuclear umbrella seemed more
imperative than ever. 40

The normalization treaty and support

for U.S. policy in Vietnam would provide the vehicles for a
closer U.S.-Japanese relationship.

First Korean Deployment to Vietnam
Within the context of the brewing storm of American
involvement in Vietnam and the volatile drama of the JapaneseKorean negotiations. Korea decided on the first deployment of
Korean troops to Vietnam.
Although circumstantial evidence exists which point to
earlier negotiations. the formal request for Korean support for
the Vietnam War did not come until Johnson launched his "More
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Flags" program in April 1964. More interested

in a political

show of international solidarity against CoTmunist aggression
than obtaining substantive military contributions. U.S.
ambassadors worldwide were instructed to seek contributions
from Free World nations designed to "show their flags. " The
program specified that "the nature and amount of the
contribution being sought are not for the present as
significant as the fact of their being made."
did his part by sending a personal

General Khanh

letter of request to thirty-

two governments. However. from the start. the effort to obtain
international assistance for Vietnam was an American show.
Chester L. Cooper, an NSC aide at the time. later wrote.
One of the more exasperating aspects of the search for
"More Flags" was the lassitude. even disinterest, of the
Saigon government...It appeared to believe that the
program was a public relations campaign directed at the
American people. As a consequence. it was left to
Washington to play the role of supplicant in the quest for
Free World support.4 1
By the end of the year. assistance or pledges were obtained
from twenty-four nations. The bulk of the pledges was symbolic
amounts of food and medicine.
After receiving a request from the U.S. embassy on 6 May.

the American Joint Military Assistance Group-Korea (JMAG-K) and
the ROK Ministry of Defence immediately began preliminary
planning for sending a 140 man MASH (Mobile Army Surgical
Hospital) and a ten-man martial arts training team (Tae Kwon Do
-

TKD).42

While intense student demonstrations were taking

I1i

place against the normalization treaty talks. the National
Assembly's National Security Committee approved the plans on 21
May. 43

Before the bill was submitted to the plenary. further

discusions took place with the staff of General Howze,
commander of all U.S. and UN forces in Korea. 44

June was

marked by a temporary suspension of actions as martial law was
imposed. but by early July, planning and organization resumed.
On 13 July. the ROK Army received orders to organize the
unit. Over a course of several meetings between 9 and 17 July,
General Howze and General Kim Jong Oh. Chief of the ROK Joint
Staff Council. agreed on a plan for logistical support and
transportation. The United States would provide logistical
support for sustainment in Vietnam through MAP channels while
the ROK government would bear the cost of pay, travel and per
diem.45

The final bill was submitted to the National Assembly

on 23 July and at the 13th meeting of the 44th National
Assembly on 31 August, the deployment bill was passed
unanimously.

46

In the public statement of the Assembly, the following two
points figured prominently in justifying the bill.
1. We must send assistance in the fight against Communism.
a common enemy. because their actions in Vietnam has an
indirect impact on Korea's security.
2. It is the duty of Korea, who herself received
assistance from the Free World. to assist allies
threatened by Communism.47
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The motives and rationale stated by Rhee in 1954 had not

changed in their significance. There is no evidence that either
a serious political or popular opposition existed. On the
contrary. there was a feeling of national pride in being able
to take this action, a sentiment whipped up even further by a
media blitz. Anti-communist ideology and the feeling of
indebtedness for the Korean War assistance was widely shared.
For Park. this action. relatively cheap. served to unify the
country in support of his regime in the midst of the violent
opposition against the treaty with Japan.
Coinciding with the ending of martial

law. the attention

of the opposition party members was on the treaty issue.
Patriotic pride and the modest size and innocuous nature of the
hospital and martial arts unit did not yet provide the focus
for opposition. This would come later when combat troop
deployment became the issue. The rapid development of the
Vietnam assistance issue and its entanglement with the treaty
issue as the focal point of the opposition movement against the
government will become one of the main threads of our story.
Two weeks after the Tonkin Gulf incident, a survey team of
six ROK and five U.S. officers went to Vietnam to lay the
groundwork for the new unit. After an extended period of
negotiations with the Vietnamese government, a working
agreement was finally reached on 5 September for the unit's
location, support and relationship with the Vietnamese and U.S.
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military in Vietnam. The 140-man unit shipped out from Pusan on
48
11 September and arrived in Vietnam on the 22nd.
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CHAPTER 6
November 1964 - April 1965
The Turning Point - Missed Opportunity in Vietnam
Japan-Korea Treaty Initialled

Overview
William P. Bundy. in an unpublished manuscript on the
Vietnam War. called the November 1964 - March 1965 period the
true "turning point" of the war:

a period characterized by

misguided American policy reviews and decisions.1

Cooper also

wrote of the missed opportunity of that winter as an "ideal
moment to have taken a hard look at where we were and where we
were going in Vietnam."2

On election day, Johnson initiated a

sweeping review of U.S. policy. Vietcong activity was becoming
ever more intense. Yet. despite the continued stream of dollars
and men poured into it.

South Vietnam was so mired in political

squabblings and turmoil that

it seemed incapable of prosecuting

the war. When the Vietcong stepped up its attacks on U.S.
targets with seeming impunity, American reaction was to
escalate further and commit the first ground troops. A series
of reprisal air strikes quickly became ROLLING THUNDER. a
coercive and sustained bombing campaign against North Vietnam.
By April.

the course was set for a dramatic rise in U.S. troop

count. U.S. strength in Vietnam increased from 23.000 in
December 1964 to 184.000 by December 1965 w

Footnotes begin on page 156
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While America was swiftly going down the path of no return
in Vietnam. Premier Sato was assiduously implementing his
stratetgy for closer U.S.-Japanese relations. His trip to the
U.S. afforded him the opportunity to show unequivocal Japanese
support for the American Vietnam policy despite significant and
growing opposition at home. To be sure, the support was only at
the government to government level and largely rhetorical.
Still.

the escalating war made U.S. bases in Japan a vital

in the

lona logistical chain across the Pacific. If Japan

link

wished. it could legally restrict U.S. activities at those
bases under the provisions of the 1960 Mutual Security treaty.
The normalization talks were on its final course. intensifying
into weekly meetings. An 'apology" by the Foreign Minister for
the Japanese colonial occupation of Korea finally cleared the
way for the initialling of the basic treaty in February. Even
in a new atmosphere of cooperation between Japan and Korea.
American pressure continued relentlessly. President Park's
scheduled state visit to the U.S. in May became tied to the
conclusion of a treaty.
However. the Vietnam War began to play an increasingly
more significant role in U.S-ROK relationship. Concomitant with
American escalation came Korean escalation. Between December
and March. a second Korean unit was requested. approved and
deployed. Its size. 2.000 men. resulted in a 1.000 percent
increase in the number of Korean troops in Vietnam.
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Vietnam Situation
During the month of November. William P. Bundy headed an
inter-agency group to conduct a thorough review of U.S. Vietnam
policy. By the end of the month. three options were developed:
(1) to maintain the staus quo, (2) to intensify military
pressures against North Vietnam while resisting negotiations:
and, (3) to begin a modest campaign against North Vietnam while
vigorously pursuing negotiations.3

Before a formal NSC meeting

on I December. the NSC principals rejected all three options
and formulated a two-phase recommendation. Phase 1 would be an
extension of current actions for at least thirty more days with
some increase in air attacks. Negotiations with the North would
be pursued while the South would be told to implement political
and military reforms. Phase 2 would be implemented once the
reform efforts were underway in the South and if the North
remained intransigent on negotiations. It envisioned a gradual
intensification of air attacks against the North while
continually sounding out the North Vietnamese on their
4
willingness to negotiate on U.S. terms.

The two-phase course was adopted at the NSC meeting on 1
December. The decision also included a renewed effort to obtain
additional assistance from other nations. One of the
recommendations made by Bundy's group in line with his option 3
was the organization of a ground force to serve as an
additional negotiating ploy. They suggested either a division
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of U.S. troops or a force composed of contingents from selected
SEATO members

(Australia, New Zealand. the UK. Thailand. and

the Philippines).

It is significant to note that troops from

the Republic of China (ROC) or Korea were not to be sought.
because of the possibility that it might instigate Communist
China to enter the war. The President wanted a "new dramatic
[and]

effective" form of assistance from allies. 5

The

1 December decisions included a "consultation" plan to brief
key allies on the new policy. During the next two weeks.
Thailand. Laos, Canada. New Zealand. Australia. and the UK were
briefed on both Phase 1 and 2 while only Phase 1 was briefed to
the Philippines. South Korea and the ROC. Ironically. by the
end of December. only the last three countries related their
6
willingness to provide military assistance.

The political situation in South Vietnam did not improve.
By the end of November, demonstrations by Buddhists and
students were staged throughout the country against the Huong
government. Huong was accused of being "pro-Diem." The new
civilian government was rapidly losing popular support. By
25 November, Huong declared a "state of siege" and resorted to
martial

law. This was the primary reason for the policy

deliberations and decisions in Washington on 1 December.
The situation became even more critical

in December when a

group of pro-Khanh Young Turks in the Army took control of the
civilian High National Council. established the Armed Forces
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Council

(AFC) and fired several senior generals who didn't

fully support Khanh. The U.S. reaction was swift to this return
to military rule: Rusk publicly noted that aid to Vietnam might
be cut off unless some semblance of national unity returned and
the civilian government was restored. Khanh reacted with a
diatribe against the United States. U.S.-Vietnamese relations
were beginning to strain. Aggravating the situation further was
the Vietcong bombing of an American officer's billet in Saigon.
killing two and injuring nearly one hundred. This series of
events unleashed a wave of "get-out" sentiments in Congress.
the media and the universities. 7

By the end of December. it

seemed clear that the U.S. might have to accept a military
government.
However. Khanh and his young generals soon backed off and
by 11 January. agreed to restore Huong. The crisis seemed over.
but the flames of opposition to the government was rekindled by
the Buddhists. Within days. the Buddhists began protesting and
demanded Huong's resignation. This time. Khanh allied himself
with the Buddhists and. with a vote of no confidence by the AFC
for Huong. organized an interim military government with
General Oanh as Prime Minister. 8

The U.S. quickly understood

that American policy was floundering by late January.
Caught between McNamara's calls for new initiatives.
including implementation of Phase 2. and Rusk's reluctance to
endorse new actions until the political situation stabilized.
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President Johnson sent McGeorge Bundy to Saigon on 3 February
for a fresh review of policy options. While Bundy was in
Saiaon. the Vietcong launched a devastating mortar attack
against the U.S. base in Pleiku killing eight and wounding over
a hundred men. Johnson. with the unanimous consent of his
advisors, approved reprisal air strikes in accordance with the
pre-planned FLAMING DART missions. Upon his return on
7 February. Bundy told Johnson that. contrary to Ambassador
Taylor's assessments, "Khanh was still the best hope for
pursuing the fight against the Communists." However. the U.S.
had to convince Khanh to accommodate the Buddhists and
incorporate them into the government structure. Bundy further
recommended that Phase 2 be implemented as soon as possible. A
few days later, Taylor cabled to the State Department his
concurrence on the start of Phase 2. The rationale behind
Bundy's recommendations was to gain further American leverage
against Khanh for political reforms by gaining a favorable
9
popular reaction through the attacks against the North.
The graduated air campaign against North Vietnam

envisioned under Phase 2 was called ROLLING THUNDER and it was
approved by Johnson on 13 February. Another devastating
Vietcong attack, against U.S. billets in Qui Nhon on the 10th.
had resulted in 23 more U.S. dead and the President interpreted
this as "a clear signal that the Communists were determined to
raise the level of violence."

0

Under Taylor's calls for a
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'more dynamic schedule of strikes... relentlessly marching
North. to break the will of the DRV [Democratic Republic of
Vietnam]," the air strikes were transformed into a regular and
determined program by 19 March. 11
Along with the air strikes. February saw the first
decision to introduce U.S. combat troops. The Vietnamese
political situation was still in a turmoil. On 16 February.
Quat became the new Prime Minister and formed a civilian
cabinet only to be subjected to a coup attempt on the 19th. The
coup failed. but Khanh was forced to leave the country by the
AFC. 12
The military situation continued to deteriorate. The
series of attacks against American targets in February followed
on the heels of a major defeat of the ARVN where the Vietcong,
for the first time, employed regimental sized (2.000-3,000 man)
units. Reports from MACV were bleak. McGeorge Bundy reported
after his February trip that. without additional U.S. forces.
South Vietnam could collapse within the following year. I3 By
the last week of February. MACV was requesting the deployment
of two Marine battalions to protect the large U.S. base in
Da Nang. Despite the opposition of Ambassador Taylor, the
14
deployment was approved and made on 8 March.

As a follow up. the JCS sent Army Chief of Staff General
Johnson for a fact-finding tour in mid March. General Johnson
was impressed by the gravity of the situation and returned with
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a 21-point program of specific military acticns to "arrest the
deterioration" of the situation. He further proposed the
deployment of a U.S. division to free up Vietnamese forces for
offensive operations. Finally. he recommended invoking the
SEATO Treaty to create a four-division Multi-Lateral Force
(MLF) to be used along the DMZ and in Laos to contain
infiltration. 15 McNamara added to the report by stating his
preference of employing a ROK division instead of a U.S.
division for the purpose of releasing ARVN troops for offensive
operations. 16

This marked the first concrete evidence of U.S.

policy deliberations concerning the use of POK combat troops.
We shall see later that. despite the recommendation in early
November that the use of ROK troops be ruled out. negotiations
started almost immediately for additional ROK assistance.
Looking at the available documentary evidence, the decision to
seek combat troops was made by the Pentagon in face of
opposition by State. It was consistent with the pattern of
domination of Vietnam decisions by McNamara and the relatively
weak voice of Rusk.
By the middle of March. General Westmoreland was
requesting two more Marine battalions for security missions at
other American bases. At the same time. General Johnson's
recommendations were modified by the JCS. The SEATO MLF was
dropped at the recommendation of Ambassador Taylor and the
U.S.-ROK force levels were expanded to two and one division.
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respectively. Their mission was changed from freeing the ARVN
to conducting their own independent offensive operations. 17

On

26 March, Westmoreland presented his first "Commander's
Estimate of the Situation in South Vietnam." which had an
important impact on subsequent decisions for troop commitments.
Westmoreland stated that he did not expect ROLLING THUNDER to
be effective. Westmoreland wanted immediate reinforcements in
order to offset growing Vietcong and North Vietnamese strength
and buy time for the South Vietnamese to build up in an orderly
fashion. He proposed the deployment of the equivalent of two
divisions of soldiers and marines by June to be followed by
16
more if necessary.

The developing discussions on reinforcements for Vietnam
resulted in a major NSC meeting on 1 and 2 April. This was a
pivotal meeting in the history of Vietnam decisonmaking and
marked the true turning point of the war. From this moment on.
the U.S. was committed to reversing the course of the war.
Concurrently. by beginning to consider the employment of major
ROK combat organizations. it marked a turning point for Korea
as well. By October, 21.000 Korean troops would join a force of
150.000 Americans.
As promulgated by NSAM 328 on 6 April, President Johnson
approved General Johnson's 21-point program for stabilizing the
situation. the deployments of 18-20.000 support troops. and two
Marine battalions. For the moment. he withheld decison for the
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divisions requested by MACV and the JCS. but directed the
"urgent exploration, with the Koreans. Australian. and New
Zealand Governments. of the possibility of rapid deployment of
significant combat elements from their armed forces..."
Finally and most significantly. he approved a change of mission
for the Marine battalions to permit "their more active use
under conditions to be established by the Secretary of Defense
19
in consultation with the Secretary of State."

What followed in April was a prime example of how McNamara
and the military usurped Presidential power to force their own
vision of how the war should be prosecuted. In taking steps to
execute NSAM 328. they went far beyond the President's intent
and instructions to force a much larger deployment of combat
troops. It was another stark and unequivocal demonstration of
how much McNamara controlled Vietnam policies and the
acquiescence. from the President on down. by the foreign policy
bureaucracy. As the Pentagon Papers later stated. "[the Defense
Department] was determined.. to go beyond what had been agreed
to and formalized in NSAM 328... 20
Following the Washington conference. McNamara held a DOD
planning conference in Honolulu on 9-10 April to implement NSAM
328. Without reference to the NSAM, JCS and PACOM (Pacific
Command: the immediate higher headquarters above MACV)
recommended the deployment of two Army brigades and preparation
for the introduction of two more later. The three-division
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force (two U.S. and one ROK) orginally envisioned by JCS in
mid-March was kept alive as a contingency and kept 'in
planning." On 14 April. JCS ordered PACOM to deploy a brigade
from Okinawa as soon after South Vietnamese concurrence as
possible.
Ambassador Taylor was understandably surprised, because
these actions were definitely not in accordance with his
understanding of NSAM 328. Taylor was concerned at the possible
whiplash effect that a large number of foreign troops could
have on the xenophobic Vietnamese. Taylor was determined to
limit the number of U.S. troop deployment and had to be "sold"
the brigade deployment plan as a necessity for the security of
the American base in the Bien Hoa-Vung Tau area. 21 McNamara's
opportunity to do this in person came on 20 April in Honolulu
when a policy review was conducted by key Washington officials
and members of the U.S. Mission in Saigon. Taylor was persuaded
by the Pentagon's argument for an expanded deployment plan and
agreed to endorse the new recommendations. These included the
deployment of nine U.S. battalions, three ROK battalions and an
Australian battalion by the middle of June. It included the
possible later deployment of 12 additional U.S. battalions and
six ROK battalions. These recommendations were stated in a
memorandum to the President by McNamara as follows.
[We do not see] a dramatic improvement in the South in the
immediate future. [Our] strategy for "victory." over time.
is to break the will of the DRV/VC by denying them
victory. Ambassador Taylor
put it in
terms of
a
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demonstration -f Communist impctence. which will
lead
eventually t,-, a political solution... [We] all suspect that
the recent VC lull is but the quiet befor.r a storm.
The new military strategy was approved by Johnson on 30 April.
ROK combat troop aeployment now became an intearal part of the
overall plan. But. the military and diplomatic preparations had
already been made so that when Park made a state visit in May.
he was able to tell Johnson that a ROK division could be sent.

Japan-Korea Talks
Just as this period was a turning point for the American
involvement in Vietnam. it was the final phase of the Japan-ROK
Treaty negotiations. The optimism of November 1964 and Prime
Minister Sato's determination to finalize the treaty resulted
in the initialling of a basic treaty on 20 February. To the
end. however, the U.S. played an important role in cajoling and
pressuring both sides to make the concessions that made the
agreement possible. Sato's trip to the U.S. in January and the
subsequent trip by Park in May, were key markers for the U.S.
involvement.
U.S. mediation in November 1964 in the resolution of an
on-going dispute was the breakthrough that resulted in the
resumption of the talks. In October the ROK government informed
Japan of its desire to resume full-scale negotiations by midNovember and invited Foreign Minister Shiina to visit Korea
before that time. Japan stated that Shiina could not visit
Korea until a number of Japanese fishing boats and their crews.

0
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which had been apprehended for entering Korean waters. were
released. The reason for their apprehension lay in the dispute
over fishing rights in the Japan Sea. one of the seemingly
intractable problems in the negotiations. The Koreans were
initially unwilling to release them. but through American
pressure. they were freed in mid-November and Japan agreed to
the Shiina visit. The talks resumed on 3 December and Shiina
announced his intent to visit Korea in early 1965.23
American deliberations and pressures to hurry the talks
continued.

In late December. Chester L.

Cooper and James C.

Thomson. two key Asia hands in the NSC. met ROK Ambassador Kim
to reemphasize the President's

interest in the talks along with

his "urgent interest in increased ROK aid to Vietnam.' They
also suggested that Park come to Washington after the
settlement

for a

"Victory Feast."

Since the May visit had

already been discussed, the only way that Ambassador Kim could
interpret this was that the visit would somehow be tied to the
settlement. But

the

"stick" was mediated with a "carrot"

in the

form of an advance notice. at the suggestion of the State
Department. that the PL 480 agreement
hunger."

had been approved.24

"for which they currently

On 26 December. McGeorge Bundy

wrote to the President concernin, Park's visit and stated.
...we ought to use the carrot of such a visit to draw him
(Park] toward the Japanese-Korean settlement which means
so much to us both politically and financially. We [Bundy
and Rusk] propose therefore to keep this one indefinite in
the hopes of progress of this sort.25
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In the first week of January 1965. a leak threatened to
preempt this approach. The State Department was forced to issue
a conditional reclama to the effect that discussions for a
visit had taken place. but the date had not yet been set.
Thomson informed Bundy of the situation on 6 January. but
recommended that the visit remain tied to the settlement. Bundy
26

agreed.

U.S.-Japan and Vietnam
American pressure. of course. was not limited to the
Koreans. But the pressure to be applied to the Japanese was
determined more

Dy

regional strategic concerns, the emergence

of a nuclear China and the deteriorating situation in
Indochina. than by the normalization issue. Thomson later
referred to the minor role the normalization issue played in
Sato's U.S. visit in January as a "sin of omission.

'27

Clearly

though. Sato understood the role of normalizatior in the matrix
of U.S.-Japanese relations. He did not need further pressures.
He had other problems to consider. First. he was as concerned
with the state of regional security as was the United States.
Under the rubric of "defense," came not only the Indochina
situation, but the potential instability caused by a nuclear
China. He wanted to be firmly in the American defense sphere by
supporting the Vietnam policies and by following the U.S. lead
on China policies. But only to the extent that the U.S. had
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some long range plans for dealing with the two-China issue and
thereby accepting the fact that Japan was. at the moment,
maintaining at least a trade relationship with Communist China.
There was also the Ryukyus issue. It was Sato's intent to
get some sort of a commitment from the U.S. on their eventual
return to Japan. Even better would be the immediate return of
minor islands in the Ryukyus chain which were not essential for
defense. In addition, the dragged out discussions concerning
civil air routes through the U.S. for Japan Air Lines
threatened to turn acerbic. He needed U.S. concessions to break
28
the deadlock.

These issues were not lost on Washington. Reischauer. who
regarded 1965 as the "Year of Decision" for U.S.-Japan
relations. provided detailed reports and had given accurate
readings of Sato's positions. The need for Japanese support for
the Vietnam policy was a key component of U.S. Asian policy for
both symbolic and military reasons. By early January. specific
concessions were worked out. These included:

(1) expanding the

scope of the Joint Consultative Committee on the Ryukyus in
Tokyo to include all aspects of civil administration and not
just economic aid coordination:

(2) permitting gravesite visits

by former inhabitants of the Bonin Islands (Ogasawaras): and.
(3) offering a transcontinental route to New York for Japan Air
Lines.

29
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Satos visit was a success and his joint communique with
Johnson affirmed not only the close relationship

)f the two

countries, but showed American flexibility on the China and
Okinawa issues while Japan showed support for the American
Vietnam policy. Historian Thomas Havens noted that. although
Sato hesitated at this time to give a full fledged support for
an escalating war. he was later ironically drawn into providing
more active vocal support as the war widened due to his
0
priorities on trade and autonomy.3

Japan-Korea Talks (continued)
By the middle of January. the normalization talks had
built up steam. On the 20th. the talks turned into a weekly
meeting. American pressures continued. Cooper reminded Kim
Chong Pil. who was in the U.S. on the 14th. and the ROK
Ambassador the following week. that the Park visit could not be
finalized until the U.S. could get a "better reading on the
progress

[of the talks].' '3

Ambassador Brown. on the other

hand. was exploring ways of providing a more positive incentive
for the talks. He cabled Washington on the 15th with his
suggestion for a generous aid package to reward a settlement
and as a "substantial token" of U.S. support to allay public
fears of Japanese economic dominance. He proposed a three year
development loan (DL) package of $150 million, additional
PL 480 grants. a $10 million program loan (PL) for the last
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quarter of FY 65, and. mindful of the greater political impact
of supporting assistance aid (SA). an additional $10 million
for FY 66.32
The economic aid issue continued to trouble the Koreans.
Since the Kennedy administration, aid levels had been dropping
yearly (FY 62 $120 million. FY 63 $108 million. FY 64 $ 105
million).' 3

The year 1964 had been particularly difficult due

to the pronouncements of several U.S. officials. In January
1964. partially to impress upon the Koreans the need to find
another source of economic aid in Japan. David Bell. head of
AID. announced his hope that SA for Korea could be eliminated
within three to five years. In July. the AID representative in
Seoul. James S. Killen, stated that. in a relatively few years.
Korea would no longer need foreign assistance.3 4

Killen made

his statement as a form of compliment, to tell the Koreans that
they were well on their way to economic self-sufficiency. The
Koreans did not share his optimism. After two years of over
nine percent growth in GNP in 1963 and 1964. Korea was headed
for a slump in 1965 with a 5.8 percent growth. 35
American aid reduction policy, which was worldwide, was
coupled with efforts to share the burden with Japan. At the
third U.S.-Japan economic summit in January 1964, discussions
were held on how the two nations could divide and coordinate an
economic aid program for Korea. During William P. Bundy's
visits to Japan and Korea in October. he made it clear that
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Japan had a "special respri-nsibilitv" for helping Korea deveo1p
a strong economy.3
still

The Kim-Ohira Memorandum of November 1962.

in effect. had settled the claims issue whereby Japan

would provide $300 million in grant payable over ten years.

$'200 million in aovernment loans (at 3.5 percent interest paid
back over twenty years after a seven year grace period) and
$300 million in commercial credit.'

The claims settlement

with Japan was assuming a greater importance. Ambassador
Brown's recommendation was. as he stated, more of a political
gesture than economic help. However. even as these
considerations were being made. other discussions were laying
the foundation for a quantum jump in ROK troops for Vietnam. an
issue which. with its concomitant military and economic aid
packages. would change the entire tone of the U.S. aid program
for the ROK.
The talks reached a climax in February with the
approaching visit by Shiina on the 17th. Domestic opposition in
Korea continued. Typical of the opposition statements was this
warning from a university professor.

"...there

is a risk that

Korea may turn into a Japanese commodity market and be
[exploited] by comprador capital

[if normalization was settled

under the conditions currently under discussioni."38
On 6 February. ROK Prime Minister Chung Ilkwon went to
Japan in final preparations for Shiina's visit. Shiina's visit
on the 17th sparked a spate of student demonstrations in Seoul.
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But. what at last "broke the log jam" as Reischauer
characterized it. was Shiina's statement that "[Japan]...really
regret that an unfortunate period existed in the long history
of the two nations. and deeply reflect [hansel) on such a
past." The Koreans reacted very favorably, regarding it as the
statement of apology they had been demanding from the start. A
typical response was this comment in a major daily.
[Foreian Minister Shiina's statement] was the first such
statement made by the Japanese Government and was
considerate and sensitive to the Korean people's
sentiments.
The rallys organized by the Struggling Committee
intensified on the 19th. which. after being declared illegal.
resulted in a violent melee with the police. 40

Despite the

violence, the two Foreign Ministers initialled a draft treaty
on the 20th. To be sure, not all differences were settled.
Still outstanding were issues concerning fisheries, claims.
economic cooperation and the legal status of Koreans in Japan.
But the draft treaty included significant advances which
included:

(1) the establishment of embassies and an exchange of

ambassadors at once;

(2) Japanese recognition of Korea's status

under the UN formula (which later turned out to be vague enough
to allow Japan to deal with North Korea independently.
certainly not what South Korea desired): and, (3) agreement
that all past treaties, which the Koreans considered
humiliating and illegal

(therefore 1905 and others). have

already been abrogated.
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Ambassador Brown conveyed Johnson's invitation

17 May for the date.42
final

issues would be

Japanese

sins. and everyone--

includinq State--is thoroughly pleased.

visit to the U.S. which Park

as a

later.

for a State

immediately accepted. setting

The White House was hopeful

that

ironed out quickly and a final

the

treaty

signed and ratified before the Park visit. A visit to the U.S.
by the ROK Foreign Minister was scheduled for mid-March for
final

consultations. The ROK Ambassador told Coper on 4 March

that there was a good

likelihood that

the settlement

could be

finalized as early as the 10th when Foreign Minister Lee passed
through Tokyo and while this might be too optimistic. the
settlement would "certainly be worked out before the end of
March. ',43
the

The final

initialling

issues were indeed settled on 2 April with

of agreements on claims,

fisheries and the

legal

economic cooperation.

status of Koreans

in Japan. 44

The ROK Government began an education campaign the next
day to placate a wary populace who were also subjected to the
anti-treaty stumpings of the Struggling Committee. By
student demonstrations renewed in Seoul

10 April.

and Park brouaht

in

troops to protect the Capitol building. When a student was
killed on the

15th.

the anti-Treaty movement had

martyr and then coalesced

its first

into an anti-government protest.
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Park

was forced to close high schools and universities on the 16th.
but held off declaring another martial law. One of the largest
riots staged by the Struggling Committee occurred the next day
as 45.000 demonstrators gathered in Seoul. After the rally.
5.000 protestors clashed with thousands of riot police and
hundreds were injured including four opposition members of the
Assembly. The government immediately declared the Struggling
Committee illegal. branding it a subversive organization.
Opposition leader Yun Poson warned Ambassador Brown on the 17th
that the Korean public would turn against the U.S. if it
continued to support the Treaty. Brown brushed off the threat
by telling Yun that it was U.S. policy to continue to support
the legally elected government and would not be deterred.

In

the meantime. riots started in the city of Kwangju on 31 March.
a traditional hotbed of anti-government activism, and rapidly
spread all over the country. The entire month of April was
45
marked by violent clashes between police and students.

In the midst of the developing crisis over the Treaty.
which still needed ratification by the Korean and Japanese
leaislatures. American Vietnam policy decisions were
approaching their own turning point. In the early months of
1965. the two issues would converge in Japan and Korea while
the U.S. attempted to juggle them in its relations with Korea.
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ROK-Vietnam
Between December 1964 and April 1965. as the normalization
talks were reaching their climax. Korea decided on and deployed
a large unit of engineers and other support ti-r-ops.
already seen,

by March 1965 the U.S.

As we have

was considering a major

deployment of combat troops to Vietnam. a plan which envisioned
a prominent and integral role for ROK units. The Korean
government had informed the U.S. in December. under the renewed
"More Flags" campaign, that it was willina to send combat units
to Vietnam. This occurred within the context of the newly
revitalized normalization talks, but also under the certain
knowledge that Park's visit to the U.S. was hostage to the
talks' early and successful conclusion. The visit was of
enormous importance for Park.

"'The United States was strongly

suspicious of Park's ideology when he spearheaded the coup of
1961 and withheld its support for a considerable length of
time.'.46

The visit could change the tenor of hesitant support

once and for all. His earlier visit as Chief of State in
November 1963 for Kennedy's funeral had taken place before the
National Assembly election and could not be counted as a
legitimate state visit. The May 1965 visit would not only
improve his domestic and international prestige and position.
but would serve as a visible reminder to a worried and
suspicious nation that relations with the U.S. remained solid
and normalization with Japan would not result in Japanese
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"penetration." Above all. he hoped to return with a symbolic
gesture in the form of increased U.S. aid to lock in the
message.
Within this frame of mind. Park saw Johnson's call for
"More Flags" in Vietnam as a golden opportunity. An opportunity
for a guarantee. Korean support in Vietnam could serve three
vital purposes: (1) to further cement, in its own right, U.S.ROK relationship through alliance and aid:

(2) to serve as

insurance for that relationship in the event the normalization
talks broke down again: and (3) to increase Korea's and Park's
regional and international importance and influence. He had to
walk a fine line between what he thought was best for the
future political role of Korea in regional affairs and its
military and economic security with the emotional activism of a
minor, but violent and vocal opposition. His best scenario was
to have both the Treaty and a closer relationship with the U.S.
with a placated populace.
The U.S. was soon caught in a quandry between pressuring
the Koreans for a settlement with Japan and obtaining support
for Vietnam. Strategically, the two issues were intimately
related. Japan's role as a regional power center forming an
economic and security block against the increasing Communist
threat from a nuclear China and an unfriendly Soviet Union was
completely in line with the containment policies being pursued
in Indochina. The escalation and increasing criticism of the
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Vietnam War required greater economic and moral support from
other Free World nations. Diplomacy concerning these two issues
merged in the winter of 64-65 and the U.S. tolerated Park's
repressive measures in order to obtain resolution on both.
The two-phase strategy adopted for Vietnam in early
December by the U.S. also called for briefing key allies and
soliciting additional assistance. A State Department position
paper for the NSC meetina on 2 December noted that the results
¢,f the "More Flags" were meager. To date. only a little over
500 non-American personnel had deployed to Vietnam although
various minor food and medical assistance were obtained from
almost a dozen countries. The two largest contributors were
Australia with 167 advisors and support personnel, and the 140
47
Koreans of the hospital/martial arts unit.

Efforts were stepped up in December. The State Department
selected a full time official to coordinate the effort and to
meet daily with Cooper in the NSC. It also appointed an action
officer in each geographic bureau who would handle the details
of coordinating regional efforts. In addition. the JCS sent out
a message on 15 December to all U.S. embassies in the Free
World to make an "urgent survey of military units that could be
usefully put to work in Vietnam." These surveys were due within
a week. after which the State Department would make an official
4
request. e
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From the start. there was recognition of and willingness
to bear the cost of these contributions. Cooper and McGeorge
Bundy wrote to the President on 15 December. "In most cases it
will probably be necessary to pay (either through MAP or AID)
the operational costs of sending a Third Country unit to
Vietnam." 49

The issue of America paying to have third-nation

troops in Vietnam would come to a head later. in particular,
during a crisis with the media in late 1967 and during the
public hearings conducted by the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee in 1970 (Symington Hearings). 50

The problem also

included convincing the South Vietnamese to accept the
assistance. Even as the war was becoming Americanized. one of
the overriding concerns was to show a modicum of Vietnamese
control. In their weekly status report to McGeorge Bundy.
Thomson and Cooper wrote on 17 December. "We face an immediate
problem of pushing the GVN into the forefront on requests to
third countries, so that this is not a purely U.S. show."51

As

we have already seen. Ambassador Taylor shared the same concern
to the extent that he later resisted the introduction of a
large number of U.S. troops in the Spring. But the Vietnamese
government was no longer a factor: political turmoil and an
endless series of new governments had undermined its
credibility and U.S. confidence. The war became a "U.S. show."
Based on the JCS cable of 15 December, Ambassador Brown
visited President Park on the 18th and determined that a 2.000-
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man unit ,of ennineers and support troops. to be called the Dove
Unit.

could be made available. Upon receipt of this

information,
to beain

in a

joint State/DOD cable. Brown was

immediate negotiations

unit was wanted
of euphoria at

for the unit.

in Vietnam "ASAP."
the prospect

contribution for the war.52
deteriorating and

instructed

stating that

The cable carried a sense

of getting the

first major allied

The situation in Vietnam was

implementation of Phase 2 escalation was

seriously being contemplated. To place the force of 2.000
perspective, one must remember that U.S. force
December was
Seoul

ROK CJCS General Kim Jong Oh and General
(Commander. U.S. Forces - Korea).

sometime

level

in

in

"only" 23.000. In the meantime. negotiations

proceeded rapidly and by the 24th. a

the unit.

the

in

joint memo by the

Howze. CDRUSFK

announced the composition of

Washington thought deployment

could be as early

as

54

in January.

By the end of the year. planning preparations were
completed by the ROK JCS. The U.S. campaign

for

"More Flags"

was not faring as well. Korea was the only country which had
unequivocally committed itself. While the ROC also stated its
eagerness, their offer was not accepted due to potential
"political problems." The Filipino response was held up over
squabblings on pay. New Zealand was sympathetic. but made no
offers. And nothing came out of Latin America. Africa and the
Middle East. Getting South Vietnam to go along remained a
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problem. In order to intensify the search and to obtain South
Vietnamese support for the program, coordination meetings were
55
held on 5 January in Manila and 11 January in Washington.

The Vietnamese were finally convinced of the need to send
formal requests from the government of Vietnam to nations which
could offer assistance.
The ROK received its letter on 2 January. requesting
assistance in flood relief work to free up Vietnamese troops
and two days later. began the task of organizing and training
the Dove unit. An eight-man advance party was dispatched on the
8th to beain coordination in-country for location and
support. 56 But there remained the potentially problematic
legislative process for approving the bill for the deployment.
This process lasted for most of January and became the forum
for opposition politicians to definitively express their antigovrnment sentiments. Coming on the heels of the revitalized
normalization talks, protesting the Vietnam deployment merged
with protests against the Treaty. Not to do so meant a partial
show of support for the Park regime which they could not afford
to do when the showdown on the Treaty issue was rapidly
approaching. Ironically. this made the government's task much
easier as we shall see.
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ROK Legislative Process
There were two major differences marking this deployment
with the earlier one. First. much of the cost of the deployment
and support was to be provided by the U.S. And second, there
was a protracted debate in the National Assembly lasting from
15 to 28 January. Starting only a few days after Sato's
successful state visit to the U.S..

the normalization issue

conditioned much of the opposition attitude toward a government
sponsored bill. But. that is not to say that there were not
other concerns directly related to the political and military
impact of the involvement.
The Dove Unit Bill was submitted to the National Assembly
on 15 January and debated for two weeks. It even included an
appearance by Ambassador Brown. The Bill was passed on 25
January by a vote of 106 for. 11 against and 8 abstensions.
Before the balloting, 23 members of the Citizen Rule Party
(CRP). led by Yun Poson. walked out. Ambassador Brown's report
to Washington cited the use of secret balloting as the reason
for the walkout. However. the official National Assembly
history clearly indicated that fundamental differences in
57
position was the true culprit.

Park. and by extension, the DRP, the majority party, had
no intention of having the Bill defeated for Park had promised
the U.S. that the unit would be sent. The day before the Bill
was submitted. Ambassador Kim Hyun Chul. and KCIA Director Kim
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Chong Pil. who was in Washington at the time, paid a call on
the White House where they had an interesting conversation with
Cooper. They discussed three topics beginning with the aid
issue and the considerable concern over the cut backs. Cooper
gave them a vague but reassurina answer by pointing out that
although it was true that the aid program was being cut. the
American military and economic aid program to Korea was one of
the largest. Further. under the present program, he was "sure
that Korea would not suffer." Having closely tracked the "More
Flags" program. Cooper was intimately aware of the Korean
response. The second topic was Vietnam. Kim Chong Pil started
by assuring Cooper that "President Pak [sic] considered Vietnam
as a very high priority problem and was willing to do almost
anythincr that President Johnson requested" (emphasis mine).
Cooper's appreciative response was that "we all looked forward
S
to the arrival of the Korean contingent in early February."

Obviously. the task in the Assembly debate was not how to pass
the Bill, but how to justify a fait accompli.
The debate itself was an orderly affair and the opposition
Assemblymen were given full opportunities to present their
arguments. The government Bill was introduced with a
justification echoing familiar themes of Communist containment.
national security, repayment of the Korean War "debt." and
obligations of an ally.
The present situation of Communist aggression against
Vietnam is having a direct and indirect effect on the
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security of our nation.. .On January 2nd. the Republic of
Vietnam made a request for the reinforcement of our
MASH/TKD unit with a non-combat unit. Korea received
assistance from sixteen allied nations durina the Korean
War. We now have the duty and responsibility to save
Southeast Asia from Communist aggression and thereby
insure the peace and freedom of Northeast Asia. Therefore.
we propose the earliest dispatch of assistance fof a noncombat 2000-man engineer/transport unit]...

''59

Opposition arguments centered on six themes:
(1) Constitutionality - The dispatch of troops to Vietnam
is unconstitutional.
(2) Impact on ROK security - The ROK-U.S. Security Treaty
does not obligate the U.S. to an automatic response if ROE was
attacked. This condition should be corrected first.
(3) "Tip of the icebera?" - Since 2000 men is a relatively
small force with minimal impact on the war effort. the
government is trying to set the stage for additional
deployments, up to a division or two.
(4) Uncertain U.S. commitment - U.S. policy is not yet
firmly committed to staying in Vietnam to the end. Korean
presence there will put Korea in a dire predicament when the
U.S. pulls out.

(5) Public opinion - The government must make a full
disclosure of the envisioned objective and extent of the
involvement and seek a public referendum before deciding.
(6) Situation in Vietnam - Political turbulence and
questionable military situation in Vietnam demands caution
rather than involvement.
Prime Minister Chung denied or dismissed all the arguments
and reemphasized the obligations. He tried to sweeten the
argument in more concrete terms by noting: that a revision of
the security treaty is being worked on and this gesture of
support to the U.S. will help; that a secret U.S. white paper
on Vietnam showed that they were not going to pull out: and
revealed American willingness to bear the cost of overseas

14"

pay.60

The diametrically opposing arguments of the two sides

resulted in a walkout by most of the opposition. The few who
remained to vote provided cautions arguments of support. While
they accepted the moral obligations of assisting an ally in the
fight against Communism. they wondered what would happen if the
U.S. lost the war. Further. they pointed out that the
government seemed to be counting on being made an equal partner
in the determination of Vietnam policy, but warned the
government to be prepared for the failure of such an
arrangement.61
The passage of the Bill. though not in jeopardy due to the
DRP majority, was made certain by the walkout. Park's perceived
necessity and justification for the reinforcement have already
been covered, but two points need to be further expanded. The
first is the relationship of the deployment with the treaty
crisis. Simply put. Park attempted to create an ideological
government cause. taking advantage of the particular brand of
fanatical anti-Communism in Korea. to stir the nation's sense
of patriotism and pride. Mobilizing popular support for the
government through the Vietnam troop issue would severely
undermine the level of popular opposition against the treaty.
It was the old formula of a just war unifying a country. for
better or worse. This logic was a major factor in the decision
to expand the Vietnam commitment to a division of combat troops
when the opportunity arose as a result of the U.S. Vietnam
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policy. Thus. the soldiers who composed the Dove Unit were
volunteers of the highest caliber, the strongest, the brightest
and the proudest that Korea could offer. They were not only the
sturdy emissaries of a country in a foreign land. but also.
ambassadors of a troubled regime to it own people. The policy
of sending only the best qualified candidates continued until
the withdrawal in 1973.

ROK Public & Press
The Korean press. not always cooperative with the
aovernment. aided in the cause even when their stories
attempted to point out the problem of the deployment.

A spate

of human interest stories began appearing in the papers in
February. A typical one from Hanauk Ilbo [Korean Daily).
published on 5 February. was a story on the training being
conducted by members of the Dove Unit with spot interviews. Few
could read stories like these and not feel a sense of national
pride at their dedicated young warriors.

A Marine sergeant was

quoted as saying. "I volunteered because I want to help a free
ally. and because I wanted to see a foreign country, and eat
pineapples and bananas. I could not sleep for fear I would be
rejected at the physical examinations." An Army officer was
quoted. "I have been with the Army for 12 years. I want to do
something worthwhile in a foreign country. for our

engineer[ing]

techniques are not inferior to that of the

U. S. ,62
Another type is represented by the editorials which were
critical of the decision. but unable to repress an intense
sense of patriotism and support. An editorial in Dona-A Ilbo
[East Asia Daily] written on 8 February after a large "national
rally for the send off of troops."

is titled "Crusade to

Vietnam" and starts off.
The dispatch of troops to Vietnam is now a fait
accompli... Let us just call it another ordeal of this
nation.. .Our "crusaders of freedom" are bravely departing
with resolute determination!
Let us only show them the positive aspects: Our
premonition isn't too good. but never mind. warriors.
since "a bad dream means a good luck." We only pray for
their safety. Good luck! 63
One final example. an

editorial from Hanguk

Ilbo on the

same

rally, should complete the point.
...The feelings of their parents. brothers. sisters and
wives must be very mixed [as they send off the
troops] ... As they are going away anyway. we should

exchange handshakes with a smile. and pray for their
safety and a triumphant return home
...They are about to write [a] new chapter in the
histories of both Korea and Vietnam.
"Go abroad to become a patriot." We expect them to
contribute much to their homeland after they return
home. 64
The second point is the growing realization of a perceived
security threat from the war. The government statement
introducing the Dove Unit Bill clearly stated that the Vietnam
conflict was now judged to have a "direct effect" on the

security of Korea. These were not idle words nor were they
included to artificially heighten the importance of the war. It
was a belief rooted in the policy decisions deliberated in
Washington at the time. The close and frequent consultations
stemming from the American desire to bring about the
normalization treaty also resulted in a close reading of the
changing U.S. policy. The fortunate culmination in timing of
the conclusion of the Treaty. Park's first state visit. U.S.
escalation in Vietnam. arid the requirement for ROK troops.
allowed Park to achieve all of his goals within the first six
months of 1965. It was an epochal moment for his regime. And it
would not have been possible without Vietnam.
These points were not entirely unforeseen by the United
States. A fascinatinig State Department study done on 4 February
titled "Use of ROK and GRC [Governemnt of the Republic of
China] Forces Outside Their Homelands." stated.
Despite its domestic difficulties (part of which is
opposition for opposition's sake) the Korean Government
can probably be made to feel that use of Korean forces
abroad will actually have beneficial political effects
within Korea. It would help to foster an international
role for South Korea and give the country a sense 65of
purpose and direction which it does not now have.
But. the study missed one important point when it continued.
"This could tend to distract popular attention from certain
lures of unification." The distraction was more relevant for
the Treaty dispute.

Park's willingness to expand the Korean effort in Vietnam
to combat missions began in early March. precisely when
McNamara was proposing to send an ROK division to free up
Vietnamese troops for offensive operations. Ambassador Kim made
his first overture on 4 March when he visited Cooper at the
White House. After conveying a "situation report" on the postShiina visit status of the normalization talks. Ambassador Kim
asked "if there would be any interest in a Korean offer of
combat troops for Vietnam." Cooper rightfully replied, yet
unaware that just ten days later McNamara would consider the
deployment of an entire ROK division, that "there was no
66
present intent to use Third Country ground forces."

The Dove Unit arrived in Vietnam on 16 March. just eight
days after two U.S. marine battalions stormed ashore at Da Nang
67
to mark the beginning of American combat troop deployments.

In the meantime. General Johnson had returned from Vietnam on
the 12th with his 21-Point program which precipitated the
debate in the Pentagon for including a ROK division in a
proposed three division force. The formal decision to seek
Korean and other allied troops would not be made until the
decisions of early April

(NSAM 328). but efforts were already

underway in the White House in late March to lay the
groundwork. 6
The ROK Defense Minister made a visit to Vietnam on 1
April. Although no evidence has been found that he discussed

the combat troop issue with MACV. such a conclusion would be
logical.6 9 At the same time. NSAM 328 was approved and
Ambassador Lodge was sent on a special Presidential mission to
brief the heads of state in Australia. New Zealand. the
Philippines. Taiwan. Japan and Korea (order as stated in the
press release). 70

Although the mission was labelled as

'consultation," it was in fact a special mission to obtain
"More Flags." By the end of April. the decisions of McNamara's
20 April planning conference in Honolulu went beyond the scope
of NSAM 328 and made at least a regiment of ROK troops an
integral part of a new build up plan.
A new twist to the Korean offer of combat troops was
presented in an unusual forum. On 29 April. Assemblyman Kim
Yong Tae. the head of the main faction in the DRP. spoke with
Robert W. Barnett, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for
Far Eastern Economic Affairs. Kim was on a U.S. sponsored trip
for key foreign political

leaders. After an exchange about

Kim's impression of the United States and the Korea-Japan
Treaty, the discussion turned to Korean assistance in Vietnam.
As described in the White House record of their conversation.
Assemblyman Kim had stated that,
...2.000 Koreans in Viet-Nam were not enough to maintain
their own security. Prudent men of both sides politically
in Korea had said that at least a division-size unit was
needed for that reason. The unit had already been
subjected to a surprise attack. [Kim] favored sending
additional troops. after the Korea-Japan settlement
controversy had passed. 1 (emphasis mine)

Kim was wrong on two counts. opposition to the division would
be far worse than it was for the Dove Unit deployment and would
create a political crisis similar in proportion to and linked
with the Treaty issue. And. Park would change the priority,
division first and Treaty ratification second. after committing
himself to the division during his visit in May and faced with
a block opposition on both issues. However. Assemblyman Kim was
entirely correct to state that Korea
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CHAPTER 7
May

1965 - November

1965

Vietnam Escalation
Partners in Arms: First ROK Combat Troops in Vietnam
Japan-Korea Treaty Ratification Battles

Overview
The middle months of 1965 marked a dramatic escalation of
the American intervention in Vietnam.

Historians have seen the

decisions in Washinaton in July 1965. which approved deployment
of over 100.000 additional combat troops. as the most critical
step for full scale and massive intervention, one which finally
committed the U.S. to "Americanizing" the war. In light of the
decisions made in the November 1964 to April

1965 period, one

can just as easily and credibly conclude that it was an
inevitable and a loqical extension of those earlier decisions.
Larry Berman's well known and expert treatise on the decisions
of late July 1965 clearly demonstrated that the decision in
July was not whether withdrawal might have been possible. but
how a greater intervention could be justified.1

U.S.

troop

strength increased to nearly 80.000 by July as a result of the
April

1965 decisions which stretched the intent of NSAM 328.

The July escalation resulted in a troop level of over 180.000
by December.
American escalation of the way strained U.S.-Japanese

Footnotes begin on Dage 224
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relations. The level of public

(mostly left wing) protest

acainst the war and U.S. intervention increased notably and
reached the streets when ROLLING THUNDER began in February with
a rally organized by Sohyo. a leading labor federation. By the
end of April,

prominent academics and intellectuals, openly

petitioned the government to take actions against the war and
against U.S. involvement. This period also witnessed the birth
of a powerful antiwar movement called the Beheiren (Betonamu ni
Heiwa o! Shimin Rengo: Citizen's Federation for Peace in
Vietnam). With close ties to antiwar movements in the U.S..

the

Beheiren would organize numerous marches and other antiwar
activites for the ensuing years to mobilize Japanese public
protest. 2
April.

Ambassador Reischauer noted that by the end of

"...American actions in Vietnam had grown to be the

major newspaper story and the main cause of friction between
the Japanese public and the United States." 3

In May. the LDP

publicly issued a unified statement of its factions which
showed support for the U.S. while assuring the general public
that Japan would not be directly involved in the war. It was
attempting to walk a fine line between assuring the U.S. and
placating public fears. The success of the LDP was demonstrated
when the Upper House elections of July 4 resulted in the LDP
maintaining its majority.4

The protest movement increased in

intensity through the summer of 1965. By August. however, the
movement converged with a growing protest against the Japan-
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Korea Treaty. A link was seen between the normalization and the
Vietnam War when the ROK National Assembly. in August. approved
the deployment of a combat division.5

In a situation

reminiscent of Korea. anti-government activism in Japan became
intricately tied to protest against the war and the treaty.
The situation in Korea was no less volatile in the protest
demonstrations against the treaty. By early June. there was a
new vigor in the intensity of the demonstrations as the formal
signing was just days away. Its signing on June 22nd prompted
hunaer strikes and massive demonstrations in Seoul. But the
focus soon shifted to the ratification process in the National
Assembly. The treaty signing and ratification process went
hand-in-hand with the Vietnam troop issue. Park's successful
visit to the U.S.

in May was soon followed by the submission of

a government bill for deploying a division of combat troops.
Korea's first. in mid-July as President Johnson was reaching
his decision to dramatically expand the U.S. effort. The treaty
bill and the troop bill

literally converged in mid August as a

special session of the National Assembly passed both bills.
By September. the Vietnam war escalation decisions of the
U.S. had directly impacted on the Japan-Korea Treaty issue.
Korea was committed as the most important ally in Vietnam. As
we shall see. the passage of the troop bill was largely due to
the voracity of the opposition to the treaty bill which
resulted in a walkout by the opposition Assemblymen from the
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Ie:ssJon. Japan reaffirmed itF-" support for U.S. policies in
Vietnam. but in turn faced ant i-aovernment demrnstrations
whipped up by the war and the treaty and exacerbated by the
Korean troop deployment. The treaty, in fact. would not be
ratified until November. But. perhaps reflecting the inherent
trust of the majority of the ordinary Japanese public for the
LDP and the government.

Japan was able to maintain a skillful

balance which allowed her to reap the benefits of economic
opportunities presented by a closer tie with the U.S.. ROK and
the war and obtain favorable U.S. positions on bilateral
economic issues and progress on the Okinawa question.
The tale after the summer of 1965 is a continued success
story for Japan and Korea in their pursuit of economic.
political and security goals. The normalization treaty meant an
era of unprecendented economic cooperation which continues to
this day. For the U.S.. on the other hand. the war would prove
to be increasingly frustrating and result in a national
tragedy.

Vietnam Situation
By early May. U.S. decisions in April to deploy nine U.S..
three ROK and one Australian battalions was being implemented.
In early June. however, a new crisis developed as General
Westmoreland reported definite signs of a Vietcong summer
offensive which threatened to overwhelm South Vietnam. The new
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threat precipitated Westmoreland to request a dramatic increase
in U.S. combat troops to stabilize the situation. the so called
"44 battalion request" of 7 June. This request would be the
basis for Johnson's decision in late July to deploy 100.000
more Americans in addition to the 80.000 already approved or
in-country.
On 8 May. Westmoreland had sent a concept of operations
for the utilisation of U.S./allied combat forces in support of
the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF) based on the April
discussions and decisions. It envisioned a three stage plan to
secure base areas and then decisively wrest the initiative from
the enemy followed by offensive operations to defeat him.
U.S./allied roles were seen as integral to all three stages.
Part of the assumptions made by Westmoreland was the
availability of a full ROK division which would be deployed to
6
the central coastal region of Qui Nhon and Nha Trang.

Although the official process of getting South Vietnam to
request a division from Korea did not occur until mid June and
a joint U.S.-ROK planning for the divisional deployment only
started at the end of June. Westmoreland and MACV were pursuing
military planning which required the ROK division.
Even as Westmoreland was formulating his strategy for
victory, the Vietcong did not remain idle. Operations began in
May to build up to a major offensive by June. A regimental
attack in early May in Phuoc Long province north of Saigon. the
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SfirE:t regimental attack in five mi':nths. marked the start of the
offensive season. Later in Mav'.

art ARVN battalion was

annihilated bv a Vietcona ambush near Ouana Ngai

.

a coastal

city in the north. Pressure intensified in the central
highlands as well when a district town was overrun in Pleiku
province and a Special Forces camp was besieged. 7

A cable from

the U.S. embassy in Saigon on 5 June expressed fears that
recent ARVN defeats raised the po.sibility of collapse."

Two

days later. Westmoreland sent a message to CINCPAC to emphasize
that the summer offensive was underway and without quick
approval and deployment of all forces currently under planning
(which included the ROK division) plus additional forces
(totalling 44 battalions of which 9 were ROK. one Australian
and 34 U.S. ).
pressure."e

"the ARVN would be unable to stand up to, the
William Bundy's later recollection provides a

vivid portrait of the impact of the reports flowing out of
Vietnam.
...when they started this offensive May 18th or
thereabouts. it went like Ganabusters! That was the most
successively, utterly depressing six weeks of action
reports I can recall, was May and June of '65. They really
were just--not a day without
some overpowering ambush or
9
some unit cut to ribbons!
Westmoreland's request stirred a sharp debate in
Washington throughout June and July. When asked by the JCS on
2'2 June whether the 44 battalion force would be sufficient to
"convince the DRV/VC they could riot win." Westmoreland replied.
as he later wrote in his memoir.
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"The direct answer to your basic question.' I wrote. "is
'No.'" It would take until the end of 1965 to get all the
forty-four battalions to Vietnam and "establish the
military balance." For 1966. when I would hope to "gain
and maintain the military initiativ ." I was unable to say
what additioal forces might be required..."Instinctively."

I wrote. "we believe that there may 1be
substantial
0
additional U.S. force requirements."
As an interim measure. Westmoreland was given authorization on
26 June to commit U.S. forces to combat "in any situation in
which the use of such troops is required" in support of the
ARVN "and when. in [Westmoreland's] judgment, their use is
necessary to strengthen the relative position' of ARVN
forces.

11

The newly granted authority for direct combat was

immediately utilised the next day when a three day offensive
operation was conducted by three U.S.. one Australian and five
ARVN battalions.
By 1 July. debate in Washington was further complicated by
Undersecretary of State George Ball's recommendation for a
limited U.S. reinforcement

(15 battalions: 72.000 men) with

combat roles restricted to base security and reserve support
for the ARVN. Ball further recommended that a withdrawal should
be effected as soon as possible. The basis for Ball's drastic
recommendations was his belief that the war could not be won
regardless of the level of U.S. efforts. In retrosepect. Ball's
views, based on the French experience in the 46-54 war. was the
wisest counsel for the president. While Johnson gave a full
airing to Ball's position. detailed analysis of the debate in
July clearly showed that Ball played a "devil's advocate" in
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the cabinet and may have been a consciously planned foil to
rive Johnson a future denial to criticisms that he only heard
one side of the troop argument.

12

The debate was also tempered by the political situation in
South Vietnam.

Ouat.

who had become the Prime Minister

in

February tco head a civilian gjovernment. attempted to shake up
the cabinet in May. His attempt to fire two ministers was
opposed by Suu.

the Chief of State.

Unable to break their

impasse., both resianed and turned the government over to the
military. On 19 June. General Thieu became the new Chief of
State. while Marshal Ky was appointed the new Prime Minister.
At the time. this latest saga in the "revolvina door"
government of South Vietnam gave little cause for confidence to
the U.S. .1

William Bundy recalled that the new combination of

Thieu and lKy "seemed to all of us the bottom of the barrel.
absolutely the bottom of the barrel.,14
With the war situation reaching yet another critical point
and the need for a quick decision on troop reinforcement.
Johnson decided to send McNamara to Vietnam for a meeting with
Ambassador Taylor and Westmoreland. The purpose of the trip.
however, was not to determine whether troops should be sent or
not. rather it was to determine how many troops should be sent.
Accompanied by Henry Cabot Lodge. appointed to replace Taylor
in August. and General Wheeler. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs.
McNamara arrived in Saigon on 16 July. On the 17th. McNamara
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received a surprise cable from Washington informing him that
Johnson had decided to approve the 44 battalion request and
that he was to return immediately. In effect. no real debate
had taken place and Johnson had essentially made the decision
on his own. The announcement of the escalation of around forces
was not made until the 28th. largely for domestic political
reasons. 15

The more remarkable aspect of this decision in July

with regard to the ROK component of the reinforcement was that
the division had not yet been approved by the National
Assembly. It would come soon enough (13 August). but the
sequence of events and decisions just outlined gives credence
to criticisms that decision-making in Korea was &utocratic and
the National Assembly existed to merely rubber stamp Park's
decisions.
As U.S. forces poured into Vietnam. combat operations also
intensified. A series of major Brigade sized operations began
in August and by October. the 1st Cavalry Division was incountry to conduct the innovative helicopter assaults which
came to symbolize the war. 16

As the operational tempo picked

up. the need for the ROK division became more acute. MACV
informed PACOM that unless the ROK division was deployed by 1
17
November. a U.S. division would have to be sent instead.

Provisions were made to send the 25th Infantry Division from
Hawaii. but Korea came through when two Army regiments and a
Marine brigade were deployed in October.
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U S.-ROK
If one event could svmbolize the new relationship emerging
between Kot,rea and the United States. it was Park's state visit
in May of 1965. To the extent that the July decision to
escalate the war had largely been in Johnson's personal hands.
the decisions by Korea to finalize the normalization treaty and
to send troops to Vietnam had been orchestrated closely by
Park. The personal relationship between these two men was to be
cemented even tighter by Korea's explicit and significant
participation in the war. Dean Rusk recalled later that "there
was a personal rapport between President Johnson and President
i
Park. " s

The two dominant topics for discussion were the
normalization treaty and the Korean contribution to the war.
The priority for the U.S. clearly was the treaty since the
escalatory decisions for the war had not yet been made. The
'paramount reason" for Park's visit, wrote James C. Thomson in
a memo to Johnson on the day of Park's arrival, was to seek
"the stronaest possible indication from us, both through our
courtesies to him and through tangible evidence of continuing
U.S. assistance, that we have no intention of abandonina Korea
to Jananese control in the wake of a Japan-Korea settlement."
(emphasis in original).

From Washington's perspective. Park

deserved whatever reassurances in words and deeds that the U.S.
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could provide, because "Parks's determination has beeii the
chief inaredient" to the Japan-Korea settlement.
With regard to the troop issue. Thomson stated "The GVN
[Government of Vietnam] has now asked for further Korean
troops. [the formal request was actually not made until 14
June]

It is our judgment that a decision on such additional

forces should be delayed until Park overcomes the acute
problems he currently faces in pushing through a Japan-Korea
settlement."

19

As part of the package of reassurances. State

requested Johnson's approval of and announcement as part of the
joint communique, that a $150 million Development Loan would be
provided. In forwarding the State request, McGeorge Bundy and
Thomson wrote.
Although it is unusual to cite a specific figure in
connection with such a visit, both Embassy Seoul and the
various Washington agencies are strongly convinced that
Park has urgent need of such a quantified commitment in
order to cope successfully with the acute fears of his
opponents and of large sections of the Korean people that
we are on the ver e of abandoning their country to

Japanese control.
Park's own priorities were apparently in accord with
Washington. But. the intensification of domestic opposition to
the treaty would force him to decide at the end of July that
the division for Vietnam would be pursued first. This change of
priority, to be covered in further detail and in context

later.

is significant. but the motives must remain conjectural.

Simply

put. by commiting the nation to a Vietnam "crusade." Park hoped
to undermine popular opposition which remained monolithic in
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their protest against the treaty and the troop bill. The war

would serve to whip up patriotic fervor and drown opposition to
the treaty. In the end, the strategy worked. but with a twist
Park probably did not anticipate.
The White House also prepared for some arguments

concerning two issues of long standing. The first was the
possibility of a forced reduction of the ROK Army with partial
withdrawal of U.S. forces in Korea. As we have seen. the option
to reduce the R0K Army had been considered since 1961 as part
of a comprehensive plan to channel more aid money to economic
development. U.S. position on the issue was not to reassure
Park that these options were dead. rather to state that U.S.
,commitment to [ROK] defense is absolute under the 1954 Mutual
Defense Treaty. and that we would certainly consult with them
on any changes in force levels which might be dictated by our
regional and global requirements."

The second issue concerned

the MAP transfer program which Park wanted delayed to a
significant degree. As noted earlier, the program had been
suspended for 1962 and 1963, but it was now back on track.
Again. the U.S. position on The issue was ambivalent and vague:
"Although we have delayed and softened certain aspects of this
program. we cannot meet the Korean request in toto but are
willing to indicate in the communique that certain adiustments
have been made in order to ease the impact on the Korean
economy."

(emphasis in original).
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The cautious if not

ambivalent policy stance pre-planned for Park's visit on these
two issues would quickly be reversed when the decisions for
escalation along with Korean troop commitments began to
21
dominate the White House.

Two private meetings were conducted between Park and
Johnson during the visit. A careful perusal of the records of
the meetings show the intimate and complex ties which were
dveloping rapidly among the issues of the treaty. the war. ROK
troops for Vietnam. ROK security and U.S. aid. Of further
significance is that although Johnson had made a direct request
for a division of ROK troops for Vietnam. Park refused to give
a firm commitment while giving Johnson sufficient hints that
such a contribution could be highly possible. By maintaining an
element of uncertainty. Park was obivously using the troop
issue as a leverage co get U.S. concessions on the key issues
discussed above as well as others. A fairly full reproduction
of the "Memorandum of Conversation" from the first meeting on
17 May will illustrate this more directly.
President Johnson said that the U.S. planned to
extend all possible aid to Korea. It planned to keep its
troops there. and no reduction of troop strength was
contemplated...
President Johnson congratulated Park on the happy
progress of the Korea-Japan negotiations.. .He felt that it
was due to Park's leadership that things had been going so
well.. .He felt that conclusion of the Korea-Japan treaty
would also assist our mutual effort in Viet-Nam. President
Park said he felt that the Korea-Japan negotiations could
'he concluded within a month.. .He said... certain
irresponsible people... were trying to block the

S~
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negrjtiatiris. but he felt his' public relations and cther
ef forts would enisui e con I usiorn of the a-reement
President

Johnson

conaratulated

President

Par),

on his

.assistance in the struaale in Viet-Nam. and said, with
reference to, that aid. that we would keep in K'orea a
military strenath equivalent to that at present so
that...

Korean

security

would not suffer.

President Johnson then emphasized how much more
difficult
it was now to get aid through the Congress ...

He

said that the 2.000 Korean troops that had been sent tc'
Viet-Nam in his opinion had helped save the aid bill
in
CIDnaress. He asked President Park whether he felt
additional Korean troops could be sent to Viet-Narn from
Korea. President Park stated that the Korean (3overnment
would have to study that matter. The people in Iorea were
w-rried whether they might not invite further actlvatv
1rom North Korea if they weakened the line by sending too
many troops to Viet-Nam. However. he said that he
pe2-sona II' would 1ke to send more t2"oops to Viet-Nam.
President Johnson then asked President Park if he could
send one division... President Park repeated that.. .he
could not make a commitment on it at this time.
President Johnson said he wanted to tell the Korean
(overnment that aid would be assured to that country and
that the U.S. would finance essential imports and
development loans. technical assistance. and food for

peace.
President Park said he hoped very much that there
would be no indication from Washington that there would )-,e
any withdrawal of UN troops from Korea. This sort of talk
made it very difficult
for him to help in Viet-Nam...
...

The President

concluded by repeating the hope that

Korea would increase its
commitment
division. 22 ierriphases mine!
The MAP and force

level

during the second meetina
program.

[to Vietnam]

to one

issues were further developed

on 18 May.

Regardina

the MAP Transfer

Park mentioned his earlier discussion with McNamara

and the Secretary's promise tc keep it "under review." Park
then requested that
it jn mind."

'he would

like the President.

too. to keep

Johnson's response was 'that he was familiar with
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the program" and that "he would be happy to make the gesture of
eliminatina this requirement but this would lead to trouble
with Conaress. He said that he understood the difficulty.
however, and that we would be as understandina as we could.' On
the troop level issue. Park indicated that the ROK Army was as
much part of the U.S. security structure as it was Korea's thus
further leadina Johnson to believe that part of it could be
used in Vietnam.
President Park said that the Republic of Korea had
600.000 men in its armed forces. These men were welltrained and well-disciplined. He wanted President Johnson
to realize that these forces really formed part of U.S.
forces ready to fight against Communism. In a fight they
would be with the United States: but at the same time they
were dependent on U.S. assistance.
The President said that President Park's assurance
was very heartening. The Presdient emDhasized what he had
said the day before: that the action the Koreans have
taken in sending forces to Viet-nam is not only help to us
in Viet-Nam. but also on Capitol Hill. 2
Two developing trends are apparent in these conversations.
One

is the

felt
for

increasing constraints whicn Johnson seemed to have

in dealina with Korea as a result of the war. The decision
the dramatic escalation of July had not yet been

considered,. but NSAM 328 from early April
combat troops. at
part
force

least

in regimental

clearly had made ROK

strength, an integral

of the military plan. Concessions of a sort regarding U.
levels and aid. differing significantly from the

recommendations made by Thomson and others. are already
apparent. Park. on the other hand. seemed to have sensed
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Johnson s constrained position and.

by iniec:'ting an element of

ujncertaintv in his eirrimitment to Vietnam.

dpve I oped a

bargaining leverage. The Japan-Korea treaty could only
strengithen this leverage since Johnson seemed far keener to get
it concluded. That Park shared this position was a bonus. The
cards were clearly in Park's hands and with the escalatory
decision of July making the Korean division a must. his hand
strengthened.
An after action report prepared by Thomson for Bundy on 26
May. which has been partially declassified, reflected
Thompson's concern at what Johsnon had implicitly and
explicitly promised. 'President Park's two days here were
ceremonially flawless and mutually satisfactory. [three lines
sanitized] It remains to be seen whether we aave too much in
return for very little: everything depends on the Japan-Korea
settlement (still on the tracks). If the settlement comes, the
price was not at all too high: if it doesn't. we may have to
resort to a tough Presidential follow-up [two lines
sanitized] ." Thompson's lack of reali-ation that the settlement
was as important t,:, Park as it was to the
This

is self evident.
a..

ereneral perspective, that a successful settlement would

somehow incur an obl2gation of stronger support from the U.S.
for Korea. is an important point. Combined with the additional
"debt" as a result of ROK troop deploymen~ts to Vietnam. the
U.S. wo:uld reverse many policy positions regarding Korea. This
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process was not lost on Park and he did not miss the
opportunity.

ROK reinforcement for Dove Unit ADr-Jun 65
On 1 April. as the NSC was deciding on NSAM 328. the ROK
Defense minister made a visit to Vietnam to inspect the
recently deployed Dove Unit. A week earlier, the South
Vietnamese Government had requested the dispatch of two medium
transport ships (LST/LSM). Upon the Minister's arrival, the
Dove Unit commander also forwarded a request for additional
construction and security forces to allow the Dove Unit to be
independent from U.S. or Vietnamese forces for local security
of its areas of operation. After his return a decision was
reached in consultation with the ROK Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs to fulfill the requests. Tlie reinforcement would consist
of two LSM ships and 460 men (106 construction troops. 205 man
security company and 149 men to crew the ships).
A bill for the deployment was passed by the Cabinet
Council on 3 June and was submitted to the Defense Committee of
the National Assembly on the 16th. Three reasons were put forth
by the Defense Minister to justify the additional deployment:
(1) The Dove unit was involved in complicated and large
operations which required recurring support from U.S. and
Vietnamese forces. The list of projects was constantly
increasing and clearly the unit was unable to complete them at
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e:istina streth levels:
batt

(2) Althourh the Dove Unit c,ntained a

Iion of infantry tr, p2r,vide :rganic security,

it

was

insuffient to provide for all security needs at base.
construction and transportation sites: and (3) Due to increased
VC activity, many coastal roads were closed and the two LSMs
reques ted by the GVN were needed to transport supplies and
evacuate refugees. The requirements for construction and
security troops were neither excessive nor unreasonable. In
additin, they were neither the result of U.S. pressure on the
Vietnamese nor a direct request by the U.S.. The troop
reinforcement was simply a request by the ROK field commander
for additional resources to fulfill his missions. The Defense
Committee passed the bill with a vote of 12 for. 1 against and
24
1 abstention on the 17th.

The bill was spiritedly opposed by the new opposition Mass
Party (Minjungdang -

formed on 3 May through a merger of the

Civil Rule and Democratic parties and formalized on 14 June
through ratification by the new party's first national
convention 25 ) when it was submitted for a plenum vote on the
18th

The chief argument was stated by one Mass Party

Assemblyman. "Not only is it beyond international moral
principles for Korea to send a reinforcement to Vietnam when
even American public opinion was turning against their Vietnam
policy, but no benefit can be foreseen for Korean foreign
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relations. This reinforcement bill is opposed for the sake of
national prestige and the future of Korea.

26

Such rhetoric, of course, fell on deaf ears among the
majority party (DRP) members of the Assembly. Beside. this was
a minor affair compared to the brewing battle over the treaty
which would be formally signed on the 22nd and the issue of the
combat division, inklings of which had been reported by the
Korean media after Park's U.S. visit. A formal Vietnamese
request for the division had also been received on the 14th.
The bill passed with a vote of 96 for and 2 against and the
reinforcement deployed on the 27th.

ROK-U.S. planning for the first ROK division
As early as 12 May. the prescient ROK Marine Commandant
had anticipated the eventual deployment of combat forces to
Vietnam and had directed his staff to devise a deployment plan.
However, real planning by the Defense Ministry only began after
the Park trip. On 2 June the ROK Defense Minister Kim Sung Eun
met with General Howze (Commander in Chief. UN Command and
Commander. U.S. Forces Korea) to disclose the ROK Government
decision to send an Army division minus one reaiment

(out of

three) and a Marine brigade. He also disclosed a number of
conditions and requirements. a list which would grow as the
negotiations continued. These included:

(1) pay raise for the

ROK armed forces across the board. not just for those going to
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Vietna

27

forces

from Korea

Vietnam:

:

(2) to discontinue any plans

(31)

aid:

and

(4) for the U.S.

U.S.

was being deployed

since a Korean division

riot only suspend the MAP transfer

increase U.S.
'unofficial"

for withdrawina

projiect.

to establish

tco

but

an

fund to provide pension payments to families of

28
soldiers killed and wounded in Vietnam.

For

the next

two weeks.

Washington's

focus regarding Korea

turned to the treaty. which was on the verae of beinu sianed.
However.
reports

the war
of

beaari to dominate policy delibe-rations as

the VC surm-rei

offensive

Westmoreland's 44 hattalion request
certain U.S. escalation of

began tc

come

(7 June).

Entitled

was not

alona with

The impact

the war on U.S. Asian policy

of a
was not

to Bundy on

II

'The Far East Costs of Our Vietnam Policy."

it

lost on Thomson who sent a memo on the subject
June.

in

the first memo on the topic written by Thomson who

began his memo by stating.
Last November 28 [1964] I wrote you a paper on 'urrent
Vietnam planning which closed with the follcwing
statement: "What I fear most of all in this juncture would
be our move onto a policy track in Vietnam that could
cripple the new Administration and tarnish its bright
promise before we ever begin to move on our aaoinda of meore
.ital business in the larger world beyond Vietnam." I
expressed the same concern again on February 19th..."I
seriously question the higher price we may be forced to
pay for Vietnam in Asia and in our elations
with most of
the rest of the world over the next decade."'
Thomson proceeded to outline what was at stake for each major

Asian country. beginning with Japan and followed by Korea.
Although most of the paragraph dealing with Korea remains
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classified. one can infer from the unclassified sentence that
Thomson feared the possibility of the treaty being derailed by
U.S. escalation in Vietnam. He wrote. "Korea: After thirteen
years of unsuccessful groping toward a settlement with Japan

--

the soundest underpinning for the security of both countries

--

that settlement is in sight.

[10 lines sanitized]"

He concluded

ominously. "In sum, despite reports of exuberance over our new
'firmness' and

'determination' from such disparate clients as

Genral Pak. the GRC. the Lao, and the Thai and some Filipinos.
a glance beneath the surface of this euphoria reveals somie
deeply troubling by-products which may haunt us for sometime to
come."

We can reflect today and conclude with relief that

Thomson's full

fears were not realized. However. the U.S.

retreat from Vietnam in the 70's did bring about a crisis of
credibility and resolve with Asian allies.
By this time. while no public announcement had been made
that Korea was seriously considering the deployment of a combat
division, the Korean media speculated seriously on its
possibility. The Hanuk Ilbo (Korea Daily) reported on 12 June
the extent of the VC summer offensive and worried whethe- the
combined ARVN/U.S. forces could beat off the attacks. It went
on further to speculate that if the VC forces were being forced
back. "it

is doubtful that Red China and Russia will only sit

back and watch.. .The 'inevitability' of another Korean war in
Vietnam is widely predicted."

It ended the piece by noting that
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the "war is

beincg escalated.

really sent to Vietnam?

Will Korean combat trocps be

Two days later. Vietnam formally

conveyed an official request for a combat division. The request
was repeated on 23 June after Ky replaced Ouat as the Prime
Minister on June 19th. 31
Back in Washinaton. McNamara announced at a press
conference on the 17th that U.S.

force would soon reach between

70.000 and 75.000 which included 20.000 combat troops.32
were not new troops.

These

but those already in the pipeline.

McNamara's anouncement was desianed to show both the
seriousness of the new military situation in Vietnam and the
decisive action being taken by the U.S.. McNamara also stated
that "Korean combat troops will be dispatched to Vietnam." UPI
confirmed on the same day that "Korea will soon announce its
dispatch of one combat division of 15.000 to help Vietnam.
These reports were duly printed by Chosun Ilbo the next day.0,

Were these announcements unintended leaks which upset the
01RON
Qovernment or were they part of a carefully devised public
relations campaign? The best way to answer this auestion
the lack of personal reactions by ROK officials.

fien

is to put it

in the context of the normalization treaty issue. The signing
ceremony had been set for the 22nd.

but Korea was wracked by

large student protests on campuses and streets which included
hunger strikes. "On June 71. the hard-pressed aovernment
,,rdered an early summer vacation for the thirteen colleges and
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universities and fifty-eight high schools that were considered
to be the centers of student movement."

In addition to the

students. the Struggling Committee continued with
organized protests in the National

its own

Assembly as well

as in the

streets right up to the moment of the signing in Seoul.

The day

after the signing. all opposition members of the Assembly and
leaders of the Struggling Committee conducted a 24 hour hunger
strike. 34
Taegu)

The provincial Maeil Sinmun (The Daily published

printed on the

in

18th.

Reports have it that Korean and Japanese workinglevel officials will make a final touch on the contents of
the normalization pacts by today (Friday) in order that
the pacts may be formally signed by next Tuesday [22
June]...
Frankly speaking, we are fed up with the Government's
propaganda about he Korea-Japan normalization talks. We
think the only proper thinR left to do is to reveal
everything in the talks...
Given the rising tide of at times hysterical
the treaty. the ROK Government may have dcided to

opposition to
leak the

information about troops for Vietnam for two possible reasons.
One

is to divert attention from the treaty by providing a

potential source of national rallying point. If the troop
dispatch issue could quickly be turned into part of Korea's

anti-communist and patriotic crusade in keeping with the
earlier deployments, most of the Korean public would de facto
become pro-Government. This. of course, would translate

into

further erosion of popular support for the opposition which was
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aqainst

both the

tr,,p

deployment

and the treaty.

The result

would be erosion of popular opposition to the treaty as well.
The second possibility is contrary to the first. This
assumes that the ROK Government wanted the troop dispatch to
occur with minimal amount of difficulties. a reasonable and
probably an accurate assumption. By leaking the announcement at
a time when the country was largely subsumed by the treaty
issue.

far less attention would be accorded the troop issue.

One Korean scholar later wrote. "In many respects. during the
first debate on combat troops [the second assumed by the
scholar took place in early 1966 over the deployment of a
second combat division].

national attention was focused on the

Korean-Japanese normalization issue, and the Vietnam issue was
36
overshadowed by the question of Korean-Japanese relations.'

Whatever the reason. the "cat was out of the bag."
On 23 June. Defense Minister Kim again met with General
How-e to present a 10-point request related to problems as seen
by the Korean Government. Part of the rationale given to
General Howze for the resolution of these points was the
expected legislative battle when the troop bill was submitted
to the Assembly. There was tremendous pressure by this time to
get the Korean troops to Vietnam. State Department cabled the
Seoul embassy on the 25th. "Would appreciate earliest your
assessment of Defense Minister's requests...and your
recommendations, keeping in mind that Korean IMAF
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[International Military Assistance Force]
required Viet-Nam."3 7

troops urgently

There followed three weeks of

neaotiations. records of which are not yet available, before
the U.S. was able to offer a compromise list of concessions
which was acceptable to the Koreans.
What were the Korean demands and what was the intial U.S.
reaction? General Beach. who replaced Howze on 1 July later
recalled.
The initial Korean bill (wish-list) was fantastic.
Basically, the ROK wanted their troops to receive the same
pay as the Americans. all new U.S. equipment for deploying
troops and modernization of the entire ROK Army. Navy and
Air Force. I told them with the Ambassador's concurrence
that their bill was completely unreasonable al there was
no chance whatever of the U.S. agreeing to it.
The ROK "wish-list" consisted of the following.
1. Maintenance of current U.S. and Korean force ceilinas in
Korea.
2. Equipment of the three combat-ready reserve divisions to 100
percent of the table of equipment allowances and the seventeen
regular divisions.. .to avoid weakening the Korean defense
posture.
3. Maintenance of current level of MAP funding.
4. Early confirmation of mission. base area, command channels.
and logistical support for Korean combat units destined for
Vietnam.
5. Establishment of a planning group to determL;i,
organization of the division.

the

6. Provision of communications equipment to establish an
exclusive communication channel between Korea and Korean forces
in Vietnam.
7. Provision of transportation for the deployment and
subsequent requirements for rotation and replacement of men and
supplies.
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8. Provision of financial support to Korean units and
individua ls in Vietnam. including r',_.bat duty p"'y at the same
rate as paid to U.S. personnel. gratuities- and coriipensat ions
for line-cf-duty deaths or disability, and salaries of
Vietnamese worke-s hired by the Korean units.
9. Provision of four C-12:3 (small transport aircraft) for
medical evacuation and liason between Korea and Vietnam.
10. Provision of a field broadcasting station to enable the
* orean division to conduct psychological warfare and iammina
operations alon with providincT Korean troops with news and
entertainment prcgrams. 9
The list
clear.

is

indeed imposing.

but one comm,.n factor is

The focus of the Korean demands centered on military and

security concerns,

not economic.

In contrast to the earlier

deployments of essentially symbolic units. the deployment of a
combat division composed of the best in the .PcI. armed forces
significantly weakened the defensive readiness of the country.
The gamble taken by Park was to use the division as a leverage
to reverse several trends of U.S. policy which in his mind
threatened to weaken the defensive posture of Korea. As already
covered, these included U.S. force reduction in Korea.
reduction of the ROK armed forces by redirecting aid to
economic development, the reduction in total aid package and
the MAP transfer project.

From the U.S. 's perspective,

much of

the aid reduction would be made up by Japan once normali=ation
was achieved. Given the unpopularity of this course in Korea.
Park had no choice but to attempt to insure a constant if not
increasing

level of U.S.

support.
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Such a course would provide

double advantage as Korea would receive aid from both Japan and
the U.S..
In addition to insuring the security posture of Korea.
participation in Vietnam would provide a major opportunity for
Park and Korea to assert its influence in Asia along with a
boost to its international prestige. That Park did this will be
covered more specifically later. Given these considerations.
the later charaes of Korea sending mercenaries to Vietnam and
that its primary motivation for sending troops was largely
economical are unjustified. However. when neaotiations were
conducted for the second division in early 1966. clearly the
economic angle assumed a greater role. One can understand this
better if

there is a realization that tne deployment of the

first division largely fulfilled the primary goals of security
and international standing. It was the economic demands for the
second division which compromised Korea's original goals in the
eye, of the world &nd justly brought on charges of sending
"auns for cash.'
The U.S. reaction to the list in the summer of 65 was one
of shock. but the exigencies of the way demanded a quick
resolution. The ROK Cabinet Council had already approved the
bill on 2 July and it was submit.ed to the National Assembly on
12 July where it was first taken up for committee hearina by
the Yaticnal Defense Committee.40

In the meantime. the U.S.

came up with a specific list of Agreements and concessions on
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the 10-point list. The initial response in late June consisted
of the following (numbers keyed to the 10-point list):
1. No guarantees could be given except to reiterate what
President Johnson told Park in May. that no changes to force
levels would be made without prior consultation witht the ROK
Government.
2 & 3. Equipping the ROK divisions to 100 percent level would
be dependent on MAP funding levels which is decided by
Congress. At the moment. no assurances can be given that this
item could be fulfilled. However. the deployment itself may
prompt a change in MAP funding.
4. Ear-ly confirmation will be given as soon as it is decided by
PACOM and MACV.
5. A planning group will be established immediately.
6. No exclusive communication equipment will be provided: U.S.
system can be used.
7. U.S. will provide transportation. but some Korean vessels
may have to be used.
8. Combat pay. especially at U.S. rates, cannot be made. But.
overseas allowance was possible. U.S. is also willing to pay
death benefits and disability allowances, but at rates
established by Korean law on a one time basis only. U.S. will
not pay for Vietnamese workers, but would support the Koreans
if such a requirement was negotiated with the Vietnamese
Government.
9. No special aircraft can be given, but scheduled U.S.
aircraft flights will be open for Korean use.
10. Resolution on the braodcasting station may duplicate U.S.
efforts already in progress
therefore it will depend on a
41
reassessment of the need.
Clearly. the U.S. was playing tough. perhaps miffed at the
audacity of the Korean demands. But additional concessions
would be required if the ROK Government hoped to get the bill
through the Assembly with minimal amount of problems and. even
more importantly. gain popular support for the deployment by
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reassuring the people that it would not jeopardize Korean
security.

An editorial in Kyonghyang Sinmun. a Seoul paper. on 7
July expressed some of the reservations felt by the populace
and law makers on both sides. What is remarkable is that it was
written by a Cha Chi-ch'ol. an Assemblyman from the proGovernment DRP.42
I have repeatedly emphasized in my writings for
various newspapers and magazires the inevitability cf
sendina more troops to Vietnam on the ground that the
defense of Vietnam is as important a matter cf joint
concern for all free nations as the Korean War. At the
same time I also urged greater sincerity of the U.S.
toward our problems that should be settled before we send
additional troops.
Needless to say. the heavy military commitment by
Korea in Vietnam entails the possibility of expanding the
war and giving North Korea ...and China an excuse to resume
[hostilities in Korea) ...
...

the recent reports of the shift of U.S. aid to Korea to

long term loans. stop of delivery of surplus farm
products.. .transfer of $8 million of the defense burden to
Korea after the Korea-Japan normalization, the imposition
on the lean Korean Treasury of the financial burden for
raising miliary pay rates. and the purchase of Japanese
military supplies for the Vietnamese War. cannot be but a
areat shock to us.
As the U.S. military authorities acknowledge it. the
current 600.000-man strength of Korean troops... as the
minimum requirement for the defense of Korea and thus they
cannot be pulled out even by a single man without a proper
guarnatee being given in exchange for it.
...any subtraction from our present level of armed
strength for the sake of the Vietnamese War is
unreasonable...
...some firm measures should be taken to reinforce the

defense of the Korean front before we send combat troops
to Vietnam... 4
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The public pressure for U.S.

concessions,

possibly and likely

oraanized by Park and the DRP. was a strong leverage against
the U.S..

In the meantime, decisions were made concerning the

details of the unit anna with necotiations with the U.S.. From
Korean sources. we know that the military aspect of the talks
took place in a joint planning group which was organi-zed as a
result of demand number 5 in the 20-point list. The first
meetina was held on 28 June and resulted in decisions
c-ncernina the siZe and com!npsition of the division. The
dclie=ion al.so included provisions for a further e>xpansion

.f

the Korean expeditionary force. Specifically, the decisions
included the followina.
1. The ceiling for reinforcement will be 60.000.
2. As a general rule. the division to be deployed and the units
already in Vietnam will function as separate units. Support
units will be organized and will be part of the 60.000 limit.
3. The division to be deployed will consist of an Army division
(minus one regiment) and a Marine regiment. Their total
strenath will be 18.500.
4. The units will be organized into two separate units with the
capability to perform independent operations.
5. The units will be filled to 100 % of current TO & E (Table
of Organization and Equipment).44
As deliberations in Washington were reaching a critical
point regarding Westmoreland's 44-battalion request, the pace
of the joint meeting picked up. The second, third and the
fourth meetings were held on 6. 8 and 12 July. 45

The 12 July

meeting also included a four-man liason team from MACV to
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specifically address the issue of command relationship and the
establishment of a combined headquarters. 46

The agreed upon

strenath included 13.939 men in the combat division (including
3.525 Marines), and a 3.415 men logistical organization.
Korean pressure on the U.S. continued and apparently
reached a plateau on the 12th which resulted in additional U.S.
concessions. On Sunday the 11th. the DRP members of the
National Defense Committee, led by Cha Chi-Ch'ol. held an
informal meetina to review the troop bill. The representatives
corcluded that the bill did not contain sufficient "quid pro
quo" from the U.S. and decided to boycott the hearings for the
bill .47

This essentially orevented the bill from beina

forwarded to the general assembly for a plenum vote. The new
U.S. concessions came soon enough on the 13th when Ambassador
Brown was authorized by State to offer new concessions to
4
"insure the prompt deployment of the Korean division." 6

Events in Washington were also rapidly coming to a head as
McGeorge Bundy readied for a quick trip to Saigon under
President Johnson's orders on the 16th. The new concessions
included.
1. Suspension of MAP transfer project for as long as Korea
maintained a substantial force in Vietnam.
2. U.S. agreed to offshore procurement from Korea for transfer
items such as petroleum. oil. lubricants (POL) and construction
materials listed for FY 1966. Afterwards, offshore procurements
from Korea for trAnsfer items will be determined on an
individual basis.
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The reason for the offshore procurement

concession was based on

crmments by Koreans like Che Chi-Chl who criticized the level
of economic windfall which Japan was enjoying from the Vietnam
War.

(ha had written on the 7th that.
... there must be a concrete acreement under which Korea is
given the hiahest possible priority in supplying war
materials to Vietnam in order to enable Korea to build a
posture strong enough to win over the Communist through
economic self-sufficiency. It is outrageous and
unforgiveable in view .f international morality that
Japan ... is given again [the first being the Korean War] a
chance to amassing [sic
,ortunes from Vietnam. while we
are sheddina blood there."

Th- cDncessions also had an important. if implicit.
understanding that any budgetary savings resulting from the
'tncsi,-ns

would be used to give a pay raise to the civil and

mrilitary services.
Amidst the growing protest campaigns by students and
opposition politicians against the normalization treaty. the
51st Special Session of the National Assembly was convened on
14 July to address the treaty bill and the Vietnam troop bill.
Due to the growing intensity and emotionally charged antitreaty protest movement by members of the Mass Party. Park
feared a head on collision between the ruling party and the
opposition. Indeed. the first day of the plenum resulted in a
melee. The Chosun Ilbo reported the drama the next day.
At 8:38 p.m. [14 July]. when negotiations between the
Government and Opposition parties.. .ruptured [after ten
hours of talks]. the Opposition lawmakers attempted to
occupy the rostrum. Bu the ruling party solons beat them
to it and protected the rostrum. While more than 90
Government and Opposition Assemblymen were engaged in
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fisticuffs. Vice Speaker CHANG Kyong-Sun declared in only
1 minute and 30 seconds: "A bill of ratification for the
Korea-Japan treaty and agreements and a bill of consent to
the dispatch of one combat division to Vietnam have been
submitted by the Government Monday [12 July], and they are
hereby referred to the Foreign Affairs and Defense
Committees. "5I
After only two days of substantive debate in a week. Park met
Madame Pak Sun-ch'on, the head of the Mass Party. on 20 July
and mutually agreed to suspend the 51st Session and postpone
the ratification debate. The session ended on the 21st.52
While the special session was stillborn due to the treaty
issue. the troop bill remained hostage to the impasse despite
the new concessions made by the U.S. on the 13th. However.
private negotiations continued while the media attempted to
sensitize the public. The Chosun 11bo printed on the 15th. 'The
current 51st extraordinary Assembly session is faced w%:h two
big issues: a bill of ratification for the Korea-Japan pact and
a bill of consent to the dispatch of one combat division to
Vietnam. While the former has been closed up. no active
discussion, it seems, has been made on the latter."

It

continued on to point out the boycott by DRP members of the
Defense Committee and listed their demands as:
suspension of the MAP transfer:
forces:

(1) immediate

(2) pay raise for the armed

(3) equipment modernization: and (4) offshore

procurement from Korea of Vietnam bound supplies. Chosun Ilbo's
interpretation was correct in assigning the principle motive of
these conditions as aims at "further strengthening the defense
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posture of the Korean armed forces. to fill the gap created by
the dispatch cf one combat division to Vietnam.
On the 16th. Defense Minister Kim. General Beach and
Ambassador Frown held another meeting where additional details
of the deployment and U.S. ccncessions were tabled. No

documentary evidence is yet available on the details of this
meetina, but two secondary sources indicate that Brown gave a
letter which strongly stated that U.S.

force levels would not

chancr-- a d should there be a pLroposal for redeplloyment of these
it would be discussed in full with the Korean
Go'vernment beforehand. Assurances were also anparently aiven
that sufficient resources would be allocated to improve and
modernize the equipment for all active and reserve Korean
fores.54

To describe the U.S. position as "desperat," by this

time would not be an overstatement. Johnson's final decision
for approving Westmoreland's request was only a day away and
Bundy was in Saigon to get a final input from the field.
Pro-deployment articles began to appear in pro-government
papers the very next day. like this one by retired Lieutenent
aeneral

Choe S,'K.

One of the most important issues of our foreign
policy at present seems to be the dispatch of combat
troops to Vietnam...
We should bear in mind the historical fact that
Columbia, Turkey and our other allies came to our aid to
help us repel the communist aagression. Free Vietnam. Free
China. Thailand and the Philippines are our allies who
share a common destiny. Their trouble is ours and our
trouble is theirs as well...
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Of late. some politicians tend to view Korea within
the narrow purview of Korea's national interests, without
noticing the greater theme of international politics -st-ruggle between free democracy and Communism... should our
policy toward Vietnam fail.. .Communist aggressors.. .will
start another aggressive war in Korea...
We should frustrate such tactics of the enemy and
crush MAO Tse tuna's adventure in Vietnam... This is our
most important task which is most in the interest of
Korea...
I hope the National

Assembly will deal with this

issue from a patriotic and suprapartizan point of view and
iudae wherein our true national interest lies.
As we have already seen. the suspension of the 51st
Assembly meant no

immediate action could be taken by the

Kor-ans. The pace of the U.S. escalatory decision quickened in
the latter half of July when Johnson had all but decided on the

100.000 increas- necessary to fulfil the 44 battalion request.
A necessary part of the decision required firm commitments from
key allies to support the new policy with combat troops. Just
two days before Johnson publicly announced his decision on 28
July. Australian Prime Minister Menzies was in Washington. In a
top secret memorandum to Johnson, Bundy reminded him that

a

message had been sent to Menzies on the 25th to explain the
escalation and that

a "most earnest consideration" be given to

increasina Australia's contribution of troops to Vietnam. That

Australia was unable to do so gave an extra measure of urgency

to obtaining the ROK division.56
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Priority Reversals
On 29 July. General Beach made an unusual nationwide
speech in Korea where he formally announced U.S. plans for
modernizing the ROK reserve divisions. In a coordinated manner.
the 52nd Special Session was convened by Park on the same day
to consider the two controversial bills. Clearly. the treaty
bill remained the most problematic and occupied most of the
opposition focus on anti-government activites.

Park. however.

wrote to Johnson on the 29th in response to a letter from
Johnson which explained the new U.S. policy. "MI]

will

completely support the U.S. policy in Vietnam and in order for
Korea to send a combat division to Vietnam. the Korean
government will get the concurrence of the National Assembly by
no later than mid-August.'"

Also on the 29th. the ROK

Ambassador to the U.S. paid a visit to the White House and
spoke with Chester Cooper. one of the Asia specialists in the
NSC. Cooper noted in his follow-up memo on the meeting to Bundy
that Ambassador Kim came "primarily to discuss the Vietnam
situation."

After expressing his approval of Johnson's speech

the day before. the Ambassador raised an issue of obvious
importance. On instructions from Park. the first was the
possibility of the Vice President with a "few Senators and a
couple of Congressmen" making a visit to Korea on 1 October
(Armed Forces Day). Such a visit, of course would be of immense
symbolic value to reaffirm the U.S.-ROK tie despite the treaty
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with Japan and an opportunity for the Vice President to express
his personal gratitude for the ROK contribution to the war

effort. Now it was Cooper's turn to focus on a more immediate
concern. Cooper wrote.
I asked the.Ambassador when he thought the ROK

division would clear through the Assembly. He felt it
would be a matter of another two weeks. He asked whether
we expected more than one division and how soon we wanted
the troops. I told him that with repsect to the former. he
should Isk DOD: with respect to the latter, the sooner the
better.
Ambassador Kim concluded his visit by telling Cooper "that if
there was anything else we wanted from his government, we need
'but ask.'"
The Ambassador's messages were clear. The Korean troops
will deploy and more might be available. But. Korea needed.
rather. Park needed, further demonstrations of U.S. commitment
to Korean security to reassure the people and to insure his own
domestic support. Two omissions give further insight into the
Korean perspective at this time. The lack of discussion on
further U.S. concessions for the troops could only mean that
Park felt that all the concessions that could be gotten at the
moment had been received and these were sufficient to stabilize
the Korean defense posture. But. the possibility also existed
that further concessions might be gotten after the deployment
perhaps with the lure of a second division. The second omission
is the lack of discussion on the normalization treaty
ratification. Park was already thinking in terms of the combat
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divist,n
the

f rst

tr

t- eat\. second.

Such a sequence

could make

passage ea._ier since overt opp':,siti or to the troop

aty\

depliovment

arid

arncrig the public did not yet materiali-:.

Undoubtedly.

the

immediate ccncern for the U.S. was to:. get

the division as quickly as possible even at the cost
delavina the ratificat,-r,

of the treaty.

of

An Asia status report

for Bundy on the 31st confirmed this as Thormscn. Cooper and Don
Popa (replacing Forrestal)

wrote.

the Vietnam division first.
in

the new Assembly session.

"Pak has de-ided to move on

the Japan-ROlK ratification sectnd.
This will

probably assure troops

for Vietnam but may seriously endanger either the ratification
or parliamentary government in Korea."59

The lack of further

comment orn this possibility in the memo can only be interpreted
as a willingness by the NSC staff to accept the situation. The
war was clearly reversina many priorities and one casualty of
the new escalatory policy might be the treaty. When renewed
pressure for the ROK division grew from MACV and Congress the
following week. the new priority was confirmed. Early August.
MACV had sent a message declaring that if the POK division was
not forthcomina shortly. DIaris must be made to send a U.S.
division instead due to the rapidly deteriorating military
situation. 6 0

At ar NSC meeting on 5 August. McNamara reported

that "In both the Senate and the House [Foreign Affairsi
Committees,. there is broad support
this support

[for the new policyl.

but

is thin. There is a feeling of uneasiness and
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frustration.
more

in

There is
' 61

Vietnam.

be to get

'

criticism of our allies

Of course.

the best

for not helping

possii Ile o-utcome would

both approved as quickly as possible. This

in fact

is

what happened.

Japan-RO'

Treaty

After the 52nd Special Session was convened or, 29 July.
Park also formed the Special
Ratification

Committee

of the Japan-ROK Treaty

standing committee

on foreign affairs.

for Deliberaticr

instead of relyina
It

was a

larger

consistina of 28 members with 17 from the ruling.T DRP.
the opposition Mass Party

(MP)

on

and one independent.

cor~mittee was agreed to by the two sides. but fr,,

on the
body

10 from

The special

diametr'..cailv

opposed reasons. The DRP's motivation was to create the
impression that concessions had been made to the oppos:tion
rarty. In addition,

the special committee would alsco preempt

any demands by the opposition for the creation of separate
subcommittees which could drag out the debate interminably as
they examined each treaty issue separately. For the MP. greater
representation

in one larger committee would make it

easier to

use parliamentary delaying tactics such as filibusters, lack of
quorums and prolonged debates. to defeat the bill.62
The situation for the opposition became precarious when on
28 July. Yun Po-sun. leader c.f the more militant minority
faction in the MP.

resigned to force a dissolution of the
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1
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o f the mo-t i tn wit h 1 F %vo-t
E

--verturned .6

The fol lowinao day.

61 MP members o-f the As
Esemnbly,,

atnd wall-d out to. prc!teSt

h

ocue

o:f t r'e rat if icat icri j:

ff ic ia I Assemb ly h istor
ev-n t

"~r2
in a I I2ahtning r -- up takn

amid c nfucicri

de-bate and won approv-,al

he- DRP

tht' lecislative

co-up.

res igne.d

The no:w "cne

pr"AssFembl-y proc-ceeded with the ratification vo-te on the

14th, and passed it

with a vo-te o:f li10 for and 1 abs-tentaoi.6b

The immediate public reaction was unusually Fubdued. The Seo:ul
n~basy
epored.

Al th-oh

!'nP-rs ity arid

indoor:,i

[Consultative

Council?]

meet ing

byv

st udernt ra 11w at Nor ea

Sav-t-he-Nat ac-r

reotdytoock

there were no sianificant
city appear's calm." 67

a 1 small

Coun~cil

place during the dayv.

,,nc.idents- outside Assembly and [the]-

However. angry and violent Drotests by

politicians and students socn resumed.
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and by 26 August.

Seoul

wac s,. wracked by them that
declared

and a division

of

crush the demonstrations.
minister

and

presumably

activism.

On the

closed. 6

By October.

9

ratification

due

28th.

of

"gaarrison state"

troops brouc.iht

69

The next day.

the president

replaced.

a decree

of Seoul

to their

Yonsei

-

to ruthlessly

in

the education

National

University were

lack of control

.ver student
were

and Koryo universities

order was restored and Korea

of the treaty

wa

awaited

the

by Japan.

Th-e Troop Dill
While the nation and the Assembly convulsed over the

treaty issue
debated.

in

Auaust.

To say that

the Vietnam tr-oop bill

that

the debate

may be an oversimplification, but

it

was also

was conducted

in

a vacuumr

clearly was overshadowed

by the treaty issue. The consent bill

was submitted to the

National Defense Comnit tee on 3 August which accepted the now
revised acgreement

The bil

with the U.S.

and debated

it

for four days.

was approved by the committee with a vote of 12 tc. 2

on 7 Auaust.

Interestingly.

voted against

one FIRP member.

(as he would do again in

Park Chong-tae.

the plenum vot-

one member of the opposition voted for the bill 170
antroducirg

the bill

to the committee.

.

and

n

Defense Milnister

2ustified the deployment this way.
The present situation in South Vietnam under
Communist aagression has reached a new stacge. This
situation not only has a direct impact on the scurity of
Southeast Asia. but to Korean security as well. The
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deployment of a combat division will harden the antiCommunist bulwark in Asia and contribute to world peace.
The main opposing argument was vague and weak.
Some non-allied countries and members of the free
world bloc hold a different view toward the dispatch of a
combat division with a support unit. Therefore. wouldn't
this deployment bring about unfavorable repercussions for
our aovernment?

The focus of the debate remained security and international
position.
When the opposition resignation and walkout occurred over
the treaty bill.

the way was open for the troop bill. The

government wasted no time as it submitted the bill for a plenum
vote on the 13th. a day after the walkout and a day before the
treaty bill was submitted. After a spirited, but lopsided
debate. the bill passed with a vote of 101 to 1 with two
abstensions. The single opposing vote was cast by Assemblyman
Park.

72

The debate which took place in the Assembly may be
dismissed as nothing but a symbolic front for the passage of
the bill by DRP. However. it is worth exmining it in detail for
two reasons. First. the focus of the issues raised were
predominantly on the security impact of the deployment. Second
and most revealingly. penetrating and revealing questions were
raised about the nature of the war and whether it could be won.
The most remarkable aspect of the discussion is that they were
in large measure. identical to the realistic concerns raised by
Goerge Ball in early July to oppose the escalation. This is in
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keeping with the surprisingly realistic perspective with which
the Koreans had been examining the war since early 1962. If

Park share.

some of the miscivings and doubts about the future

course of the war. it further emphasizes the point that he saw
the war more as a leverage to get U.S.

concessions to improve

Korean security rather than as a realistic attempt to halt
Vietnamese communism. But. no evidence can be found to support
this and it must remain speculative at the present.
The opposing arguments were posed in terms of questions. A
sampling of them will demonstrate the point made above.
In order to participate in a war to a degree which
may weaken national security will require a national
referendum. To what extent does the aovernment intend to
participate?
[Unfortunately. a question never raised in
the U.S .)
Would this deplnyment const2tute a violation of the
1954 Geneva agreement?
What other countries are actively supporting Vietnam
and how many more divisions will be required in the future
to brina victory? What is the mission of the Korean force?
[A growing concern in the Congress as well and never
satisfactorily answered. It only led to further large
scale escalations in 66 and 67.1
If victory is not the objective, what is the ROK
objective?
[This may be the most relevant question of
all since U.S. policy was to deny victory to the enemy.
not gain victory.]
What are the government's thoughts on General
Navarre's [French commander in 1954] pronouncement that
victory in Vietnam was impossible?
[A point also raised
by Ball. that the French experience in 46-54 demonstrated
that U.S. could not hope to defeat the Vietnamese
insurgency.]
What level of Vietnamese support can we expect and
what sort of specialized training will our troops receive?
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[Two issues raised in the U.S.. but hardly satisfied.
Counter-insurgency training for U.S. and Vietnamese troops
were mouthed. but never implemented effectively.)
The respective positions of the U.S. and ROK are
entirely different. The U.S. can pull out anytime they
decide to do so. But Korea. because it must not only
balance itself between U.S.-Soviet relations but deal with
neutral countries as well. cannot pull out without
significant political costs. Are we ready to accept such a
larae gamble?'
[Perhaps overstated since Korea's
participation and withdrawal in 1972-3 did not bring any
sianificant repercussions with the international
community.]7
By the 15th of August. U.S. deployments in line with the
,July decision were in full swing. The arrival of three Marine
battalions increased the total number of in country battalions
to 21. Fourteen more battalions were scheduled for deployment
in September and October to bring the final total for 1965 to
35 (including one Australian battalion). MACV. as mentioned
earlier, was anxious to get the ROK division by no later than
November 1st.
Soon after the passage of the bill. the ROK Army

(ROKA)

issued an order on the 19th to organize the unit and to
announce a selection policy to fill

its ranks with a very

special group of officers and men. Although the oriainal
requirements might not be impressive,
First ROK Army

the amendment made by the

(FROKA). which was responsible for oraanining

and training the unit. made sure only the highest qualified
candidates were selected. An additional requirement was that
every man had to be a volunteer. The selction policy is
reproduced in full to show the extent which ROKA went to
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:rar~ze
tulyse1 ct

rcup

:'sl diers- who vwo-uld

re-,e-n

Korea in this national crusade. The symbolic value, for
international,

but even more so tor domestic consumption.

is

obvious.
Officer Selection Policy

1. Officers of Lieutenant Colonel rank and above must have
combat experience. [ie Korean War veterans)
2. Commanders and staff -fficers must currently be
occupying those positions and must have ex.:tensive
exper ience.
..

Evaluation reports must relect the highest sco-res.

4. Candidates must have high academic scores.
5. Level of physical fitness must be 2nd grade or higher.
texact standards unknown]
6. No record of punishment worse than reprimand.
7. Have more than one year to retirement.
S. Able to receive a security clearance.

9. Must have completed all training requirements for the
current grade.
Enlisted Selection Policy
!. Must have the longest possible service obligation

rema i nng.
-. The identity of the soldier must be confirmed.
[Presumably by the police]
3. Must have at

least finished elementary school.

4. Must have at least 13 months of service left
(Enlistment can be extended for Vietnam duty).

5. Must have superior proficiency in their Military
Occupational Specialty.
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6. Non-Commissioned Officers INCO]. as much as possible.
should have completed junior NCO training.
7. Must have a good family background (individuals who are
alone and without relatives will be considered). [This
cryptic criterion might be a reference to either political
background or family connections in North Korea]
Additional Selection Criteria imposed by FROKA

I. Platoon leaders [Lieutenants) must have had at least
six month experience. [In the U.S. Army most platoon
leaders stay. on the average, about one year in position]
2. Platoon leaders will be. to the maximum extent
possible. graduates of the Military Academy.
-. Staff NCOs. Troop NCOs and Squad leaders [junior NC01
must have completed division and corps NCO Academy.

4. All personnel must have at least 1st Class Marksman
ratina in common weapons [Expert and 2nd Class ratings are
above 1st Class and common weapons refer to all small arms
such as rifles. pistols. machine guns. grenade. mines.
etc.]
5. No record for criminal offense or heavy punishment.
6. As much as possible those with experience in Tae Kwon
Do.
7.

None with flatfeet or night blindness.

8. Under 30 years of age. [Obviously it didn't apply to
senior officers and NCOs]
9. At least 2nd Class Marksmanship rating in assigned
weapon.
10. At least six month experience in current duty position
for technicians.
11. Artillerymen must be graduates of the artillery
school.
12. Drivers
should be rated as Grade A. [the highest
74
rating]
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ifor
identical

the Marine-

with the ,_dded condition

we

for the most part

that selectees

Dossess a "hi.rh level &f Marine Corps spirit
of

the elite

,-,rranizat,n

reputation

of the Marinee.

was comT'leted

began in earnest

had to

and conscro:u-sneEs
Selecticn and

by the end of August

and training

in early September. Very little was to be

to. chance as a meticulously

planned

30 day trainina

left

regime was

imp lemented.
American

anxiety

in

August

after the passage of the bill

r-esulted

in

further

cncessis

tCo prompt the earliest deply,ment

possible. These included.
I. No.
:Ccr
RON force reductions without Drior consultation.
(A repeat of earlier assurances to such)
2 An additional $7 million for FY 1966 MAP fundin, t.:, eau-n
the three reserve divisions with equipment used by the active
force.

3. The active units in Korea to be modernized in weapons.
communications equipment. and vehicles.
4. F,,-r units deployed to Vietnam. the U.S. will provide
equipment. loaistical support. construction. training.
transportation. food. overseas allowance. funds for legitimate
noncombat claims brought against ROK forces in Vietnam. and
replacement of equipment and supply losses not resulting from
negligence.
As subs-tantial as these concessions combined with the
earlier ones were. one must keep in mind what the Koreans
remained responsible for. They remained substantial and
underlines the fact that the deployment was not an economic
bonanza (as the agreement for the second division would be).
First.

although the reserves and remaining active units would
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be modernized. no new units would be created to replace the
force deplmyed. Since the ROK military budget was largely
funded by MAP. it imposed a de facto ceiling on the size of the
ared forces. Second. since death gratuity or disability
pensions w,.,uld be paid on a one timre basis only.

future costs

asscC'ted with casualties such as health care and continued
pension payments would be borne by Korea.
procurement
limited

lIst

Third.

no offshore

guarantees were given beyond 1966 and only a
of items (POL products and construction material"
p

were to be procured for 1966. One impact of this policy was

that althcuah food for the forces in Vietnam was to be provided
by the U.S. . any unique Korean food which was only available

from Korea.

had to be purchased and sent by the Korean

c,-vernment.

Fourth.

the Koreans were expected to grant a pay

raise to the civil and military service from funds saved and
accrued as a result of the concessions. Fifth. no guarantees
were given to expanded economic aid to fund the development
plans initiated by the Park regime with the 1962 Five-Year
plan.
Are later criticisms of "auns for hire'
discount for the moment additional U.S.

justified if we

concessions made for

the second division? The answer depends on one's point of view.
but the open evidence suggests that the criticism is not fully

justified. The overridina factor was security concerns. Given
the pressure on the U.S. tce send a large number of combat
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cu Id have

,reJ

guarantees and once.;ions
motive was economic.

contributions

It

e

as it

out

for additi,:na l

received

later if

the primary

would be better to characterize

the

to Vietnam as an opportunistic move by Park to

take advantage of the corner into which the U.S.

had painted

itself in Vietnam to gain a leverare for strenathenina Korea's
security posture. to undermine opposition against the Japan-ROK
treaty and to put Korea in a more influential regional if n,,t
internatirnal

position. The n,ormalization treaty and the

Vietnam war assured.
i-olitical
stake.

power and economic prosperity.

one

launched

perhaps paradoxically,

cannot

Korea : s

fault

Park

economic

for pursuing

creater security.

With such goal.
either.

at

because

it

miracle.

The deployment of the ROK troops was swiftly done starting
in

COctober with the

send off

last

element

ceremony was conducted

closing on 29 October.
in

Seoul

on the

A large

12th to, ho,n,-r

the "brave warriors." The newspapers concurrently began harping
the theme of a "patriotic national crusade." 77

Approximately

18.000 troops were sent to join the 2.000-plus already in
Vietnam. The last of the U.S. units closed on the 7th when the
1st Infantry Division (Big Red One) arrived. Westmoreland now
had his "44-battalion" force. 78

Over twenty percent of that

combat force. nine of forty-four battalions, were Korean.
constituting a significant portion of the U.S. military effort
in Vietnam.
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U.S.-Japan: Vietnam factor
Although Ambassador Reischauer later recalled that both
Kennedy and Johnson enjoyed amicable relationships with Japan
during his tenure (1961-1966). because 'Japan never quite
qualified as a crisis area." by Spring of 1965. the Vietnam War
had become a major bilateral issue.79

At the government level.

Japanese support for U.S. policy never waivered. The two
objectives which Sato was pursuing tc.ok priority and both
needed an amicable relationshp with the U.S.. The two goals
were:

1) preemption of any trade disputes with the U.S.. and 2)

restoring Okinawa to Japan.80

But the "Johnson Shock" of

February 65 when ROLLING THUNDER was launched without any
warning to Japan (although Australia. UK. Canada. New Zealand.
Philippines. South Korea and Taiwan had been briefed
*

embarassed the government and focused public attention on the
8'
war.
February also saw the disclosure of the Three Arrow
Study. a plan for joint U.S.-Japanese military operations in
Korea in the event of another war. It touched off a debate in
the Diet over the use of American bases in Japan. The mutual
security treaty stipulated that the use of bases in Japan for
d2rect combat required prior consultation with the Japanese
aovernment. In February. Shiina "clarified" the government 's
interpretation c'f this rule as not requiring consultation if
the bases were used for "routine supply functions" even for
Vietnam. In March. Foreign Minister Shiina had to remind the
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L"2et that the use c:f the air bases in Okirnawa did riot require
pr i-r consultations since it
Sat.-. and his- c-abinet

was not part cf Japan.

accepted the U.S.

positiorn that

Japanese bas es to support

the legi~stJic_:1

not require

'The- result was that

consult at ion.

By April,

support

the use kcr

of the war did

the United

States nev-r once asked for Drior consultation throucrhout
and none was ever held.'9

whole war.

2

Despite the crc'vernment Pr:sitin
bo~mba2na arid th

t-he

pulcotr

at er escalIat ions i ncreas-ed.

gainst th'i

By Apri I

eeie

wa caarzclasa citizen a(cticn aroup to, oraanize :retes:_t
moverets across the country.

The reasons for the intensit-y Of

the publi~c reartion against the war were mostly humanistic.
First, t-here was a level of empathy toward the North VietnameE-E
whose bo-,T,mna by B-52s were reminiscent of the bombing in
Japan.

It

underdca.

was also easy to identify North Vietnam as the
The pre-war generation compared the U.S.

Japan's own experienice
was

in

China.

The greatest

ventur'- with

fear.

we'r

that 3apan might somehow be dragged into a. war through the

treaty with the U.S.

and be caught in the middle cf a Si1ric-

Amercanwar which held the possibility of becoming a nuclear
Iici.caut.On

a mo're practical

level,

there was a wide spread

belief that South Vietnam was a losina cause. 8 3
in late April and early May.

sensing doubts in Tokover

the pr-_'aress of the war arid the justification
inv.:ilvement.

*

to~p U.S.

fo'r U.S.

officials were sent to-- reassure the
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Japanese. in Tokyo. popular demonstrations were directed
against the embassy and by June. the additional police boxes
and riot police stationed nearby in trucks made the place look
like a'besieged camp." Henry Cabot Lodae and his wife stopped
by on 24 April while on their way to Saigon to prepare for
Lodge's second tenure as Ambassador. Walt Rostow. now the chief
of the State Department's Policy Planning Bureau. made a longer
ten-day visit to meet Japanese leaders. hold discussions and
gave speeches, largely on the Vietnam issue. Three too
universities. Tokyo. Kyoto and Waseda cancelled his talks
fearing student protests. 84

By mid May Reischauer was able to

personally experience the impact of the protest movement. He
worte later.
The Vietnam situation had a clear impact on our next
prefectural visit on May 11-15 to four prefectures in
Kyushu... Everywhere we were met by thousands of friendly
welcomers. but the Communist Party had decided to. ac all
out to break up our trip. They managed to get all the
universities...to withdraw their invitations...i remember
one woman who replied to my smile by trying to spit on me.
For Japan this seemed truly shocking... we decided to
abandn [the prefectural visits] for the time beina.
Actually. we never resumed them. 85
For someone who was determined to improve U.S.-Japan relations.
a task which "meant the most"

in

his life.

the

impact of the

war was a bitter blow and the last year in Japan proved to be

the most difficult. He later recalled. ". .I was in Japan
trying to minimize the bad effect of the escalation of the war
in

65.

beca~

*

66. I wanted to leave in )-he summer of '65 simply
the situation had deteriorated because of the
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A Thomson-Cooper memoc

.

or

for Bundy on~ 26

the White House.

the modin

Ed Reischauer has so-unded a arave warning- about the
impact of our Vietnam c:-peraticris on our irelat ions with
Japan. The atmosphere has evidently chtariaed ver markedly
days of the air strikes, .and
Ed' is fearful
the first
that we may be thro--wn for a rather permanent lsas
a
inevit able impar-t
result of aro~used public opinionr and its
o-n the Government.

*since

T

in these circumstances. we are especially wor.2ried
that keenr
abouit the effect of naggring ba lateral irritants
cropping up. . .civil aviation and fisheries. ..

*

Two- weeks later.

Thomso--n wrote as part of his memo-. to- Bundy on,

The Far East Costs of Our Vietnam Policy."
Japan

'have

..The

u--. since

1961

chief cause is Vietnam. .. Much that we have buiilt
is

at

was

stake

our richest

the entire Far East.
22 June.

in~

taken a severe downwa-rd tunsneStsvicsit

JanuarN'.

relt inswith

that relat ions with

88

--

and ultimately,
and potentiallyl

Strongest

oi-

allyv in

The sicrning of the Japan-ROK treaty on

arguably the key item in U.S.

rr;et-d with caution.

of c-urs.

Northeast

Asia poliacy.

Bundy wrote to the President soo.cn

after heariria word of the sianinaT.
*dancrous

*interest

Dean Rusk. on second thouaht. feels i-ia t it w,:u Id be
inariese-RCIK
to) attach your name to the:settlement in the statements today. becaseofth
possibility of backlash from Tokyo--. S(:. on his
s!tatement
recommurendat ion I have agreed that '-he initial
will be made in the Department of Z~tate. We will pick up
the backaro:undinaf in a day cr so to show your o-wn deep
in 89the matter and how it has contributed to a
set,t I ement .

Reischauer's concerns were so great that when he returned
to the U.S. for a an extended working v~cation in July and
August. he shocked Vice President Humphrey by telling him that
"he could not recommend a...Japan visit in present climate of
U.S.-Japan relations [due to the fallout on Vietriaml.,90

-jBy

October. Reischauer was ready to blame the Japanese press for
distortina the American

,,-licy in Vietnam and the nature of the

war to the Japanese public. He later wrote. "It seemed to me
that the Japanese public was beina aiven a biased view

f

Vietnam. in which propaganda statementss from hanoi were
equated with muckraking from Saig-n. with no effort to ooint
out to the uninformed reaaers the difference between the twc
contrasting types of 'news.
On October 5th. Reischauer made what he considered his
"worst blunder during my whole ambassadorial
speech to the American-Japanese

career."

Society in Osaka.

Tn

a

Reischauer

angrily assailed a Mainichi and an Asahi correspondent

by name

and accused them of accepting North Vietnamese propaganda at
face value.91
T,:,kyo,.

Through timely damage control

in Washinatoi and

no lasting daniamge was done by the ancident.

a clear indication of Reischauer's

but it was

fear and coristernatior,. over

the possible loss of all that he had been able to achieve 2n
t.S.-Japan relations.
Were these fears and caution justified? Later analysis
shows that it may have beer, overblown. Public opinion had
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indeed taken on distinct anti-war

and perhaps anti-U.S.

overtones

conducted by the Asahi

Shinbu

as public

,
sh- wed.

but

opinion polls

there was a large

between public concerns and the
policies

of the government.

and measurable

increasingly

gap

pro-American

Combined with a culturally

ingrained reluctance for citizens to become politically
committed.

a phenomenon existing in all modern bureaucrati.ed

states. but particularly so in Japar.. and the lack of strong
party identification by voters meant that the ruling LIT could
afford to largely ignore public opinion. This was aided further
by Sato's pursuit of two other issues nearer to the ordinary
Japanese's heart. the return of Okinawa and continued economic
growth. Japanese political scientist Royama Michao stated in
1954. "Vietnam was a big fire, but it was a fire on the other
side of the river. So Sato could ianore it. knowing that it was
a secondary issue

Still.

for most Japanese."92

the Vietnam protest movement both limited and

assisted Sato in his relationship with Washington. On the one
hand. it made ratification of the normalization treaty more
difficult. because the two issues became linked in the minds of
the protesters when Korea ratified the troop bill in August.
Reischauer's talk with Sato over the Vietnam difficulties in
late August was "very disappointing, because he had the looming
battle over ratification of the normalization treaty with South
Korea too much on his mind to be concerned with other
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matters."

On the other hand.

Sat,

was able to use the

protest movement as a leverage against the overblown fears in
the U.S.

to "justify both a small

for restcrina Okinawa.

defense budTet and the demand

implicitly telling the Americans that

they ci jected too strenuously.

the security treaty would be

Jeopardized and a cabinet rmight even topple.
U.S.

interest

in

as- well.

corresponding

as in

making sure the Satc cabinet

power not o-.nly involved the normalization
cfrt

if

issue.

1960.

"

9

staved in

but the war

The dramatic build up following July meant a
increase

in

base activities

in

Japan where over

100 U.S. facilities were directly involved in the logsticai
operations.

Japan also became a primary source

supplies and services for the war.

U.

for various

Alexis Johnson.

who

served as ambassador to Japan from November 66 to July 69.
Stated "Japan was vital to our efforts in Vietnam. It
ports.

repair and rebuilding

r,ints

for aircraft.

Admiral Grant.

facilities,

and hospitals

supply dumps.

stopover

for badly wounded soldiers."

CINCPAC. stated in December 1965:

,'-k)inawa we couldn't

provided

"without

continue fiahtina the Vietnam War.

' 95

Okinawa was important not only as a major transit point
f':'r supplies and men.

but also for antiguerilla training.

One

estimate placed as many as 9.000 Green Berets in training at
the heaaht of the war in 69. Training was also provided for
l.-.,liers:

from Korea.

Vietnam.

Thailand.
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Taiwan and the

The Self Defense F -,rce was not

Philippine.

1000 were sent yearlv t.

observe the tra

2

left out as over
l g.

96

Japanese participatio.n took a more direct-. turn. when
Japanese LSTs were hired ti, transport supplies to Vietnam.
A.thoujh

the ear1 est contract

is

indeterminable at the moment.

the first Japanese death in Vietnam occurred on November 2.
'964 when an LIT crewmember was killed by a South Vietnamese
policeman.

By Septemeber 1966. the number k.lled had reached

nine and over one hundred crevnnembers had been wounded.
most astonishing thing about this little

The

known aspect of the

4ar was that all the vessels flew an American flaa and were
considered to be a part of the U.S.
transport service.
January 1967.

Navy's :litarv

sea

The crew even wore American uniforms.

By

nearly 1400 Japanese were working for the U.S.

in

this fashion.
Althougrh much emphasis has been given to the economic
benefits accrued by Korea from the Vietnam War.

the impact on

Japan was far greater. Various estimates by Japanese sources
(MITI.

Nomura Research Institute.

Nihon Kanavo Bank.

Sanwa

Bank). direct and indirect benefits of the business aenerated
by the war between 1965 and 1971 was over $6 billion. The most
crucial year was 1966. where estimates run between $450 million
and $1.2 billion, because of the slump suffered by the Japanese
economy in 1965 and 1966 recorded the first trade surplus with
the U.S..98 Historian Thomas Havens wrote in his incisive book.
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Possibly the greatest long-term effect [of the war on
Japan] was also the most ironic: halfway through the war
Japan replaced the United States as the leading economic
power in Southeast Asia. so that one of America's most
reluctant allies ended up as the chief beneficiary of the
eight-year war to save the Saigon regile.
The Japanese windfall was compunded with the normalization
treaty. One estimate in October 66 stated that perhaps 50%

of

South Korean exrorts to Vietnam were reexports of Japanese
coods. usual ly as components of Korean manufactured aoocs.00
As it had in
became ine>tt

Korea. the Vietnam war protest movement

acably intertwined with the normalization treaty.

Sat: was particularly disturbed by the level of violence in the
anti-treaty demonstrations in Korea. He decided in August to
put off introducing the ratification bill
controversy in Korea had died out.

I

in the Diet until the

The focus of the Japanese

opposition to the treaty. led by the Left.

lay in the Left's

internationalist and Marxist analysis of the consequences of
the war and not in racial or national bias

ias in Korea).

One

araument focused on the dangers of Japanese capitalism
dominating Korea (the main fear of the Koreans).

Another focus

was an the fact that the treaty did not recognize North Korea
and thus would impede unification of the peninsula. The Left
±!iSFo saw the normalization as a move which would strencthen the
Asian anti-communist bloc and thus deepen the gulf between East
and West. And finally, when Korea decided on the combat
division bill

in mid-August. the protesters saw a link with the

1reaty. A statement by Kaya Okinori. the riaht-wina
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leader of

ST
the LDP.

in

-trber 1965 that "the essence in the ratification

of the Japan-Republic- of Korea Treaty

lies in

confrontation

aaainst the world agTgressiion of the c,-mmiinist camp

seemed to

0
confirm the link.1 4

An

,rganizatiorn which symbol i--ed the linkage was the

Antiwar Youth Committee (Hans-en Se2ren Iinkai). which was
founded on 30 AuCust as an offshoot of the labor federation

Sohyo and with the help of the JSP. Havens wrote that its
purpocse was "to mobilize youna industrial workers to resist the
nor-mn-alization treaty and also the Vietnam War through a
relativelv ecTalitarian. decentralized <,raaniztion -n which
workers would have much voice."
wa

:

seen shortly when it

various strikes.

The effectiveness

drew nearly 3 million Japanese
_, November.
on 13

meetinas and rallies

after the treaty bill

of the Hansen

was "ranmed"

to

a day

through the Lower H,:,use by

Satc. 103
With the situation calming in
postponed special

Korea.

session of the Diet

debate the no:rmalization treaty.104

Sato convened the

(50th)

on 5 October to

It was the same day

Reischauer had made his Osaka speech which had the effect cf
drawing attention away from the controversial ratification
whether intended or not. Just before the cpening Satc

hopefully

stated that the treaty was not the end point but the starting
point "to build up neighbourly friendship and accelerate
Japan's Asian diplomacy."1 05

The following week when British

!18

Foreign Secretary Stewart visited Japan. Sato reiterated the
theme by stating that "with the South Korea normalisation
treaty coming into effect. Japan was now entitled to speak of
world peace.' 10

Sato was clearly trying to stretch the treaty

as a mandate of a sort which Japan could use for pursuing an
assertive and pacifist foreign policy to a doubtful public.
Earlier. Sato had told Reischauer that the "areatest danger
from fthel Government's point of view would be [the]
opp:,iticon's attempt to link [the]

[the! Vietnam War."1 07

ROK treaties

[sic] with

It was essential that all possible

measures be taken to make the treaty ratification as painless a
pro'cess as r,,7,ssRble.
Consci,_uSlV or not, U.S. actions on two sticky issues in
September helped to prepare the ground. First was the civil
aviation

)!rbdlem on the

issue of granting landing rights tc-

Japan Alr Lines in its attempt to establish a global route.
R.aischaujr- noted that the negotiations seemed

'endless"

and

"had taken up a good bit of my time all autumn [19651."

The

negotiations reopened on 13 September in Tokyo and Thomson was
able to rep,:ort to the President the next day that "We are
closer to an aareement than ever before.
real help to our relations..."I08

and this would be a

A week later. in another

memo. Thomson noted "It will be a stormy autumn. what with
Vietnam agitation compounded by demonstrations against
ratification of the Japan-Korea Treaty. We are still creeping
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a

ri:gi
t (-ward aitreenent

for the moment is
Sept.

.,.h

!,n ci

I
1ov~

a Rusk/'Shiina

conversati:n

-tur
t ic.,

secret weapo-n

letter to follow up -,n their

i. New Y,-,rk.

An aareement

was

eventually slaned on 28 December arid a reldeved NSC staff wrote
o.f the aareenent as a "breakthrough" only second in importance
to the exchange of the instruments of ratification

of the

normalization treaty.
Thp other issue was Okinawa where steady progrss was
maintained toward eventual return of the island to Japan.
Toward the end of September. a draft plan was drawn up to amend
l:ernned'yvs E>:ecutive Order to, provide for a legislative election
(:,f the Okinawan Chief Exlecutive instead of the e:istina system
of l cislative nominati,n reciuiring final U.S. apprval. The
importance of Okinawa to the Vietnam War effort had put a break
,n any sh,-,ri

term plans for full restoration. but this was

sc,,methina Sato was willing to accept so long as measures were
taken to show that progress was being made. One result cf thas
was t, allow Japan to increase its contribution of aid to
Okanaw=. Earlier in the year. Sato had made a politically
v,-,ua, le visit to Okinawa which Washington approved. Thorns-.n
wrote of the visit as "a considerable success. He has made

¢,od

ptlItical capital both at home and in the islands. has a better
understanding of the full strategic value of our installations.
and wants to increase Japan's contribution to the islands'
economic deve Iopment.1 11

At the 2 November meetina of the

Consultative Committee on the Ryukyus. Japanese aid of $16
mill ion was accepted smoothly in contrast to previous years
when even 12-3 million was haggled over.112
The Diet debate on the treaty began on 11 October and it
seemed as if the Socialist and Communist parties were planning
an "ail-out opposition" to include obstructive tactics in the
Diet and demonstrations in the streets. 1L

In keeping with the

caution shown after the initialling of the treaty in June.
Washnngton kppt silent on the ratification debate.1

in answer

to the oppositaon's daily demonstrations. a pro-government
student gtroup was even able to organize a pro-treaty rally
15
attended by 1.600 students on October 23rd.'

Diet members continued to thwart the debate.

The socialist
but on the 12th.

the Lower House. with an LDP majority, voted to ratify the
treaty in

a

"one minute session."ll

The treaty formally

required a vote by the Upper House as well.

but due to the

peculiarity of the Japanese Constitution which grants
superiority to the Lower House. the Upper House has no power to
overturn a bill passed by the Lower."7
As ir Korea. anti-treaty activism would continue for
years. but even before the passage the Japanese business
community had b-gun to queue up to apply for the $800 million
in grants. loans and export

credits.11

A provisional estimate

by the Far Eastern Economic Review showed that over $200
million had been committed in economic deals with Japanese

22
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economic relationship, had becrun.
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Vietnam Out of Control
The Second ROK Division Controversy
Crusaders or Mercenaries?
The Brown Memorandum
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if

Phase

the e-nemy, seemed

willing to accept conventional battles which would make them
vulnerable to the overwhelming American firepower. But. Phase II
also meant additional combat forces which the planning in July
had identified as 27 battalions or 100.000 man. 2

But the

unexpected speed and volume of the North Vietnamese infiltration
in late 65 forced a reevaluation.
On 23 November. Westmoreland outlined the situation and the
new requirements in a long cable to CINCPAC. His
outlined the additional

last paragraph

forces needed.

We estimate that our minimum course of action (a ROK
division and RCT [Regimental Combat Team] and two U.S.
brigades as major units) will require a total add-on
strenath of approximately 48.000 (23.000 ROK). which
includes 35.300 combat and combat support and 12.700 service
support. Our preferred course of action (a ROK div and RCT
and a U.S. div and brigade as major units) will add
approximately 64.500 (23.000 ROK). which includes 47.200
combat and combat support and 17,300 service support.'
The additional forces as seen by Westmoreland would raise the
U.S./Allied strength to nearly 400.000 by the middle cf 1967. As
was true with the decision in July. the new requirements assumed
an integral and major role for the Korean units. The requirement
for both minimum and preferred courses required more than
doubling the

'orean combat force. from one division

f9 battalions) to two divisions and an RCT (total of 21
battalions).
By early December. another concerted effort was made to find
allied forces. A secret memo to the President only recently
declassified shows that no country was off the list and a large
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fist

division had set

of t-0.000 for forces to be deployed to Vietnam.

ubsequert ly.

combat

after a tvi
reinforcement
memr

ROK Ambassador

The need for another d,.'nJsicn had been ant icipated earlie-r

NSC.
in

nroted earlaer.

Kim made a visit

discuss the requirements

troops

(1

to
Vietnaz.
,

division and

in

for an additional

1 RCT,.

By," early

'ecenber.

M_-Namara was rec,:,nnendinc an even lac-aer

for 1966 and

to, the President

to the US.

1967.

The Pentacron

Papers

noted hais

on 7 December.

Tn oider to "provide what it takes in men and materiel..
.to
st ic
with our stated
objectives and with the war."
Scretary
McNamara recormiended the deployment of o-ne K}orean,

.vsion
a,F
ba

plus anc,ther brirade.

an addeitrnal

AuStralian.

,
1

_a
t
l,
and 4t- 11.'S. c-ombat battalions.
bringing t-he_ tc,tal
S.I.. maneuver battalions to 74. and the total U.S. personnel
.n
,_r!nam to approximately 400.000 bv the end
1966 with
the possibe
need for an additional 200.000 In 1 9 67 7

Even with these enormous reinforcements.
"will not

Cguarantee

success.'

McNamara

Although the JCS was
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noted that
calling

it

for an

.evenl"araey

f-:

"'

M

than McNa.n-wa.

the capacity of the U.S.
enu,.h sldiers

to fill

the tragi c

liitat ion now was

Army and the training system to produce
the ranks of the fc.es clamored

for by

the generals.

By" April .of 1966. McNamara approved a force level cf 70 U.S.
and 23 Allied (of which 21 were ROK) battalions by the end of
1966 and a further 9 U.S. battalion. in 1967. By June of 1966.
the JCF raised the fgures again. this time calling for an
addtional

!1

U.S. battalions for 1967 to a total of 20 for that

year and a total U.S. force of 90 battalions by the end of 196?.
All the battalions were also to be increased by 1/_ so that the
final manpower figure reached nearly 550.000. In addition. 7
additional Allied battalions were to be sought with 6 commn

from

the ROK to raise the total ROK force to three full divisions or
around 60.000.7

The war was rapidly getting out of control.

Second ROK division necaotiations
Given the rapidly rising requirments for troops in Vietnam.
efforts to obtain "More Flags" were stepped up toward the end of
December. The diplomatic effort was headed by Averell Harriman.
Ambassador at Large. who wrote to the President of his
coordination meetings with McNamara and Rusk on 10 December and
the decision to send the Vice President to the Philippines and
Korea while he coordinated other efforts around the world. 8

In

conuction with the "More Flags" offensive, a "Peace Offensive"
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was

launched

U.S.

to explain to rey nations

nolicy in

around

Vietnam was toe seek peace.

the world that

As part

the

:,f the

.offensive." Johnson authorized a Christmas bomhing halt on 24
December to pursue neaotiations with North Vietnam. Ho Chi Minh's
unwaivering posit ion resulted in a reluctant Johnson authorizing
a resumpntion of the bombina o-n

1 January. 9

Humphrey's stop in Seoul on 1-2 January did not result in a
firm commitment of another division. but he dad receive strona
erd . -mets_,.
from Park on U.-S. !no-,licy as he had a day earlier
from Sato in Tokyo. Ahlthough the specific country by country
_

-eport
,:'en.

, "Humphrey

still

remains classified
.

his cover letter is

The m,-,st sicTnificant item concernina Korea and Park refer--es

*To Park's desire "to call a conference of free Asian
sometime this year to discuss political
as well

as economic and social plans."10

in on his involvement

leaders

developments in the area
Park was ready to cash

in Vietnam in regional

affars with a bold

move. Park's dream was realized when the first meetina of the
Asia and Pacific Council

(ASPAC) was held in Seoul

was followed by his prominent attendance at
meeting in

Ltat

Manila

in June. this

the October 1966

of Vietnam War allies followed by Johnson's

visit to Korea in November. One may say that_ by the end .:f

!966 Park had come of ace in relati,,nships with the U.S. and
Jaran as well as in the Asia-Pacific region.
Washington's perception of what Park wanted in return for
the second division was revealed by a Thomson/Ropa mere., of 5
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here car. o-nly, mean secura-ty and economic ties.
Q. January.

Ambassador- Brrown received

instr-uct ions fi-cm

Wash inraT :-n that he needed to neaect iate for a recr.iment

0Vi_'

dr-ploynment

to. Vietnam by April

was sho:rtl.

A week later.

meetinaF were held in
Ambassador

0

Brown

and a divisinri by July.12

Brown was assisted

:it frocm Rusk and Harriman.

fr

Finally,

in

on the

Time

his etrorts b-y a
25th.

simultaneo:us

SeoDul between De;fense Minister Him and

and in

Washingiton between Assistant

State William Bundv and ROK Ambassador Kim."
Park apprc,:ved the deployments

Three days

subject to Nat aonal

ratificationr which would clearl'

--ecreterv' .-f
la-ter

u.erii

depend o--n the size of the US

0co:ncess 2 cons1 14
The- possibility o-f any mass resignation by the oopIsin
had been conSiderablly
returned

lessened when the mo_-derate

to, the Assembly

in mid October and had.
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m.,aicrity factio--n
in

principle.

reversed their positions on the treaty and the troop bill.',

An

exuberant Brown cabled Washington "I reconnend a prompt high
level message to President Pak of appreciation for decision [on
the second division] ...from President Johnson if possible. [3
lines sanitized] Message should express understanding of
President Pak's desire to keep this decision secret until his
return to Seoul from Southeast Asia trip.'
Park was planning a triumphant tour of Southeast Asia (7-18
February) with Vietnam as the culmination of the trip. Certainly
an announcement after the tour would make the sec-ond division
more palatable to the Koreans since Park could claim that the
requirement originated as a result of his personal inspection *c-f
the battlefields. Johnson sent his messaae immediately.17

To

make things easier for Park. Johnson approved a commitment for
$15 million in program loan for FY 1967 on 4 February. In a memo
titled

Sweetner

for another ROK Division in Vietnam.

Lundv

stated.
The attached memorandum from Bill Gaud [NSC staff! as! s your
final approval of a commitment to make a $15-million program
loan to Korea during FY 1967. as part of the deal to get
another Korean division and brigade into Vietnam. The loan
commitment is $5 million higher than we would probably make
in normal course. but is much cheaper than any of the items
on the long list the Koreans requested. Mo:reover. Park must
show that he got something from us if he is tc sell his
electorate on the idea cf a second division.
Economics was undoubtedly a large factor in the negotiations
and decisions leading to the deployment of the second division.
This was true for both Korea and the U.S.. After a second Far
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was debated

until

the main body.
of

18 March and then approved

for sutmi.:,ss~

full attendance.

Uni4ke August 1965.

LI

t,

March. 21

The President sent his obi

apprf.eciation to Park. 2

the opposition

Dut the final outcome was predictable and

the bill was ratified with a v:.te of 95 to 2
cri the

it

The bill was rushed -hruah the plernum in :ne da

short but fierce debate.

was in

Assembly on 2 March where

'

with 3 abnstentitons
atrv

e'sae a,

in keeping wath the depl,-yment schedule

requested by MACV. a regiment (the 3rd regiment of the Car-itai
Divisioin already in Vietnam) was deployed in mid April and the
second division (9th White Horse Division) was deploed
Sept ember. 2
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The

'Bro--wn Memorandum"
Onie o-f the main so-urces of criticisms directed

Korean

involvement
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budcret between 1966 and 19713.
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this cause enough to label
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Altho'ugh he admired Japan

for economic develo-pment an~d favo:red the treaty to:

(--pen the way fcr Ko,:rea to folIlc'w in its ecorjnmi c fcc:tsteps:F.
~oudnot have seen Japan as a viable replacement

he

for the U.S.

on

military security.
The opportunity presented by the Vietniam Wiar when the US
escalated

its commitment in the spring and summer of 1965 was- a
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god send. The commitments he extracted from the U.S. were all
directly related to preserving and enhancing the military posture
of Korea. This had the fortunate benefit of undermining
opposati,.n to the treaty as well. which he did not miss. The
military assistance commitments outlined in the Brown memorandum
are relatively minor since the major concessions had already been
made for the dispatch of the first division.
With security concerns largely dissipated by the 1965
agreement. the 1966 requirement for a second division presented
another opportunity for Park to pursue his goal of rapid economic
development. This. of course. had been the main reason for
pursuing the treaty. The result

is that if one analyzed the Brown

memo in the absence of the 1965 aaree,ents. the conclusions are
obviously skewed to the economic concessions made by the U.S..
The memo does not negate the original motive fcr sending combat
troops in 1965. to guarantee the malitary security posture of
Korea foilowed by its potentially preemptive effect on treaty
..
p...

ion.

Opportuni sm.might be a better term to describe Park's

mot ivat ions.

The Third division

Further. albeit

circumstantial. evidence exists to show that

ecornomic gains, whatever they might have been. were secondary to
security considerations. In March of 1967. Westmoreland sent a
new Yequirements list for FY 1960. Based on observed infiltration
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t,: the te:*:t o-f a letter declassEified in March 1991
wrc~te to Park to- confirrr, the newcoitet

V:ccrdinc
,7hisr

ur]- i nc-he'r, in Canberra yo-u to ,Id mei- -.,- t -,
7).1-rIT (-)nc
orobemsthat confront you in connect ionj with. the dispatch
of adit
ironal W-o-rean tor,.ce-s to Vie-;tnam.
f u I >vun1rderstand
the rieed for you to be able to assure the Korean people that
th-?ir cuntry s s ecurity. pcolit ical2 stabailitv . arid co~
oroaress will no--t be adversely affected ......
L am
temre
to) see that your strenath at homfe is maintained .. i am
aware. . . o-f the importance of demonst rat ing to, yourI peop-le
that ic-ur cvei-rimerit can succesSful ly meet- and'defeat the
threTat pose&
d by North Korean 2nfiltration. ...Tc-wards m.-ti-,
7his crToal . 1m,-go~vernment will pirovide as pr omptly as
TA

*prcaram

p's-sible eppropriat~e assistance. includdig furnishing two
destroyers and helicopter!s- for this purpo--se ... 1 believe it
is particularly important to develop further yo-ur- lecally
conrstituted law enfo-Ircement arencies. ...treeinc: the RkOE, arrmi~e
fc-ces..Accoi-dirigly.
am prepare topoieazecial
o-f assistance .. . to strenathen the Ko:rean national
po,-lice.
[n
order to]' gain the suppoirt cf the people and
their Natio-nal Assembly.
fror the additio-nal tro--op dispatch!
.and to, alleviate) their concern that the nation's econcomac
progress should noct be impaired. ...My government is prepar-ed
to
asistyou
inr the construct ion of. . a air modern highwav
betwee-n. . .Seoul and... Pusan [which you consider- to, be an~
important element of economic progress) . .. [with)
construct io-n equipment.... technical experts ... and t,- help
fnanc e....the use cf the P,. 48C PrOCTram [to aener--ie the wonr
..

*

0
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cost] ... further. .I agree in principle to assist in the
establishment of a civilian Korean logistics service corps
for the support of the ROK armed forces in Vietnam. My
gove 'nmeit stands ready to help you meet the costs of this
corps...
Park's response was positive, however he wanted t7, use a ploy to
mislead the Assembly and the people from thinking that the new
troo, ball was being presented as a result of U.S. pressure. This
would be done by sending the Prime Minister and the Defense
Minister to, Washinaton for "consultations' with Johnson in the
middle of

3anuary on the Vietnam situatio:n- and return to iKorea

bef,:,re Park submitted the bill.

As Ambassador Porter put

it

"There is no doubt that President Park sees this as a device t.
move the Prime Minister and the Minister of Defense to the
torefront dn coming Assembly consideration,

and to permit Park

limself to adopt a position of having been convinced of the need

for more troops by the Prime Minister and the Minister of
Nti!-,nal Defense as a result of their Washington consultation."
Walt Rostow. Bundy's replacement as the National Security Advisor
(since early 1966) endorsed the ploy in a Top Secret memo. while
State objected. Johnson's answer was "If President Park wishes. I
will

see them."

However.
January 1968.

37

the third R(-)K division would not be forthcomina.
tensions with North Korea rose sharply.

In

After a

heightened series of incidents along the DMZ throughout 1967. the
North Koreans made a daring assassination attempt on Park on 21
January.38

Two days later. USS Pueblo was seized by the North

Koreans. The long feared attempt by North Korea to open a "second
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CHAPTER

9

AFTERMATH

1966 - Park's Banner Year

The year 1966 would prove to be the pay-off year for Park.
Park had a new found confidence in his grip over Korea and a
regional position with considerable leverage and influence as a
result of the Vietnam deployments and the normalization treaty.
Thomson wrote in June 1966 that "Political instability,
economic doldrums, and isolation from its

neighbors have given

way to robust and relatively stable democracy, economic takeoff, and full participation both in Viet-Nam war and Asian
regional arrangements ....Korea [was] no longer a fragile and
isolated U.S. ward, but reconciled with its traditional enemy
and potential protector [Japan],

participant in [a] new Asian

regional initiative, and number one Asian contributor to [the]
Viet-Nam effort.' I

Echoing nearly identical sentiments two

months later was Ambassador Porter who observed that Korea had
'traditionally been a country which looked backward rather than
forward, looked inward rather than outward, evaded or deflected
relationships with other countries rather than initiated or
influenced them... [but now] to a new self-confidence has been
added a new outlook and a new attitude toward the outside world
in which Korea now conceives of herself as playing an important

Footnotes begin on page 266
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*

part.

'2

For the first time. perhaps since the opening of Korea

in the 19th century, there was a sense of respect towards
Korea. It would not be an understatement to describe 1966 as a

*

watershed year and the triumph of Park's foreign policy.
Domestically, the economy began to grow dramatically. GNP
growth rate increased from 2.2 percent in 1962 to 12.7 percent

*

in 1966.3

The Korean economic miracle had started. While the

war earnings were a significant factor, the new relationship
with Japan would prove to have a far more lasting impact. As a
result of the grants, loans and credits totalling $800 million
coming from the normalization treaty, by May of 1966, over $200
million had been committed for economic development projects
with Japanese corporations. To place this figure into
perspective, one only has to realize that the 1966 Korean
budget was barely $540 million.4

By the end of 1966, Japan had

become Korea's top trading partner.5

The trend continued for

both sides so that by 1989, the Japan-Korea trade showed the
highest figure for the Asia-Pacific region. 6

In 1967. Korea

7
became a member of GATT.

Of greater importance than economic benefits were the
enhancements to Korean security. The modernization of the
military began almost immediately after the deployment of the
first division. In October 1965, the newspapers reported with
satisfaction the soon to be introduced modern F-5 fighters to
replace the aging F-86 and the announcement by the Defense
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Minister of the decision to establish three 8 inch howitzer
battalions capable of delivering nuclear munitions to "offset
the reduction in the military force at home due to the dispatch
of one combat division to Vietnam."6

Other military hardware

were being modernized as quickly as they could be supplied by
the U.S.. Just as important was the level of military aid which
increased from $200 million in 1961 to $247 million in 1966 and
would hit a peak of $354 million in 1968. 9
Non-military aid (development loans/grants, supporting
assistance) also reversed its downward trend from $120 million
in 1962 to $105 million in 1964 to $144 million in 1966.10

Not

to be underestimated in the overall calculation for defense
preparedness was the war fighting experience that was being
gained by the Korean troops in Vietnam. Annual rotation would
insure that by the end of the Korean involvement, over 300.000
Korean soldiers would have seen service in Vietnam.11

Park

also had a firm pledge from Johnson that any consideration for
reduction of U.S. forces in Korea would only be done after he
was thoroughly consulted.
To add emphasis to the committments made by the U.S.,

the

long drawn out negotiations over a Status of Forces Agreement
(SOFA), begun in February 1962, was signed in July, ratified by
the Assembly in October and came into effect in February
1967.12

The State Department administrative history observed

that "The question of even-handed treatment was particularly
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important in early 1965, when we were asking the Koreans (as
first-class allies) to participate to a greater extent in the
struggle in Viet-Nam... our actions relating to the SOFA were
designed to assist the ROK to evolve from a client state into a
self-reliant and self-confident ally as well as to settle a
13
problem of major importance between us.'

The political achievements in 1966 were no less
impressive. Park began the year with a carefully planned tour
of key Southeast Asian nations (Malaysia, Thailand, and
Taiwan). The main topic of his conversations with the leaders
was the need to form a stronger alliance among free Asian
nations through closer economic, social and cultural ties to
form a cohesive anti-communist bloc. Park also called for
unified action to assist Vietnam, calling it a "collective
14
responsibility" of the free Asian nations.

The culmination of one of his dreams came to fruition on
14 June when the organizing meeting of the Asian and Pacific
Council (ASPAC) was held in Seoul. Although tinged with overmilitant anti-communism, ASPAC was able to provide one of the
strongest statements of Asian support for U.S. policy in
Vietnam.15

A jubilant Thomson wrote a few days later. "A

plethora of regional and sub-regional cooperative intiatives
has evolved: ASPAC, ADB [to be organized in November], ASA,
etc., which hold great promise for future Asian resolution of
the region's own problems. Most important, our own view that
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our presence in Viet-Nam was buying time for the rest of Asia
is now shared by the Asian themselves -- for example, Lee Quan
Yew's celebrated speech."

(emphasis in the original)1 6

Beginning on 24 October and lasting two days, the Chiefs
of State of all the countries involved directly with troops in
Vietnam met in Manila "for a review of the war and of
nonmilitary programs of development

[in Vietnam],

and for a

broader purpose -- to consider the future of Asia."17

Park was

on another swing through Southeast Asia. this time stopping in
Vietnam and Hong Kong before arriving in Manila. 18

Johnson

himself had embarked on his first extensive foreign tour.
significantly through the Asian-Pacific region a week earlier.
The Manila Conference was more symbolic than substantive, but
it was an important mark of Park's new status. Johnson, in his
memoir, credited Park with the initiation of the conference
idea.

19

A week after the conference, Johnson made a state visit to
Korea to personally demonstrate his commitment to Korea and to
provide soothing words of reassurance that the U.S. was making
all

rossible efforts to harden Korean defenses by modernizing

its armed forces. 20

Most significantly, Johnson assured the

Koreans that "the United States has no plan to reduce the
present level of United States forces in Korea." 21

November

also witnessed the birth of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) in
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Tokyo and while the bank would not make its first loan until
22
1968, what counted was that Korea was a charter member.

Korea after 1966
While the Vietnam War continued to take its bloody toll,
Korea continued with its progress in politically and
economically. The Korean economic miracle of the 1970s and
1980s had been well documented in Alice Amsden's Asia's Next
Giant: South Korea and Late Industrialization. However,
relations with the U.S. began to fray due to the fallacy of
U.S. policy in Vietnam most dramatically demonstrated by the
Tet Offensive in 1968. That it soon followed the North Korean
assassination attempt and the Pueblo incident seemed to give
further indication that U.S. power was on the wane. President
Nixon's Guam Doctrine in July 1969 also seemed to validate the
long held fear of U.S. withdrawal from security commitments in
Asia. Nixon's new policy was soon followed by a pull out of one
U.S. division (20,000) from Korea in 1970. The demise of the
Bretton Woods system due to the American suspension of the gold
standard in 1971 followed by U.S.-PRC detente in 1972 as well
as the on-going peace talks on Vietnam were seen as clear
indications of US's hegemonic decline and weakening of its
anti-communist resolve. Great doubts were cast on the U.S.
resolve to uphold and defend its Asian allies. 23

The Vietnam

withdrawal in 1973 was followed by the seemingly inept Carter
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administration and the "scare" of a complete U.S. pullout from
Korea.
Given the U.S. pullback from peripheral regions in the
1970s, Korea's priority was to establish a firm economic base
to guarantee its own security and prosperity. The rapid
economic growth from the late 60s to the mid-80s assured that
Korea had the wealth to build a modernized military. The
success of the policies pursued by Park in search of security,
prosperity and influence can now be observec as Korea is poised
to take advantage of the new calculus of international and
regional relations which emerged and is emerging in the late
80s and early 90s.

Japan After 1965
Japan's phenomenal rise to world economic superpower
status has been told and retold in countless number of books.
Today, Japan is second only to the United States in the size of
its GNP. Japan's export oriented industrial structure and the
trade with the United States have been the foundation for this
growth. Premier Sato (1964-1972) skillfully negotiated through
the turbulent Vietnam years with a policy of appeasement toward
the American Vietnam policy. This policy insured the
fulfillment of his two priority goals: economic growth. and
restoration of Okinawa to Japanese sovereignty. Japan's primacy
in Asia as an economic power was demonstrated in November 1966
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when it contributed $200 million _o the initial start up
capital for the Asian Development Bank (ADB). Historian Thomas
Havens recapitulated Japanese foreign and economic policies in
1966 and Japan's role in the ADB this way,
Probably the most meaningful regional organization
Japan joined in the mid-sixties was the Asian Development
Bank (ADB), founded in ceremonies at Tokyo in November
1966. The Japanese contributed the first president.. .and
$200 million of the bank's initial $1 billion
capital.. .Japan was able to help the agency stick to its
original purpose, loans for economic development, and the
ADB ended up as one link in the chain of international
financial institutions that helped East and Southeast Asia
gain an edge in many prodect areas in the seventies. By
holding firmly to its measured support for the United
States in Vietnam, Japan managed to grow more deeply
enmeshed in the rest of Southeast Asia without damaging
its small but profitable trade with communist countries.
In this sense, the government's political position on the
war struck the right chord to mollify nearly all aprties
abroad... 4
Economic policy coordination with the United States had
been aided by a Kennedy era innovation arising from Prime
Minister Ikeda's talks with Kennedy in June 1961. This was the
cabinet level Economic Conference, the first of which was held
in November 1961 followed by subsequent meetings in December
1962, January 1964 (delayed by the Kennedy assassination), July
1965 and July 1966.25

In June 1966, a new forum was instituted

to allow closer policy coordination in foreign policy with the
first meeting of the Policy Planning Conference. 26

At this

time, Thomson spoke of "Japan's emergence as a full-fledge U.S.
27
partner and a leader in Asian development and conciliation."
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Although Japan was a member of ASPAC. it welcomed the
formation of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)
in August 1967. ASEAN's greater emphasis on economic
development and lack of a military agenda, unlike ASPAC, was
more comfortable for Japan. Japan began working closely with
the ASEAN nations on aid and development, a relationship which
continues to this day. 28

Earlier, Sato had visited Korea in

June, the first Japanese Premier to do so since the end of
World War II. to demonstrate the new state of Japan-Korea
relations and to meet Vice President Humphrey to discuss his
29
upcoming trip to Washington in November.

The principle agenda for Sato's 1967 trip to Washington
was Okinawa. With Japanese economy well on its way toward
metecric growth, Sato pursued his second priority on which he
had "staked his political future.

"30

Sato made a calculated

move to identify even closer with the U.S. Vietnam policy in
late 1967 as he had in May 1965 in order to gain U.S.
conessions on trade and the Oknawa issue.

He made a

controversial visit to Vietnam in September despite public
oppcsition to the war. He hoped to secure at least the return
of the Ogasawaras (Bonin Islands) in the Ryukyus chain and a
definite date of return for Okinawa during his Washington visit
knowing that these positive steps toward the eventual return of
Okinawa would preempt any public displeasure toward his
identification with the U.S. Vietnam policy. President Johnson
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also knew that the Okinawa issue would be pressed hard by Sato.
An NSC meeting was held in August to determine the U.S.
position. While the text of the meeting remain partially
classified, the agenda has been opened.
(1) The Japanese desire to begin moving toward settlement
toward the Ryukyus and Bonin Islands issue;
(2) our desire for Japanese cooperation in cutting our
balance of payment problem, especially the problem of military
accounts;
(3) the need for Japan to do more in economic aid to
31
Asia
The final agreement was less than what Sato had hoped, but
positive nonetheless. The three main points of the agreement
were: 1) on the Ryukyus, "the United States military bases on
those islands continue to play a vital role in assuring the
security of Japan and other free nations in the Far East."; 2)
$an agreement should be reached between the two governments
within a few years on a date satisfactory to them for reversion
of these islands"; and 3) immediate measures would be taken to
32
restore the Ogasawaras to Japan.

The Ogasawaras were restored to Japanese control on 26
June 1968 and eventually, Okinawa was also restored in May
1972, just two months before Tanaka became the new Prime
Minister. Thus, in the end, Sato accomplished the two
priorities he had established for his period of Prime
Ministership.
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Nixon's Guam Doctrine

of 1969

caused some

worry in

Sato cabinet with the implied possibilities of U.S.
from Korea and

perhaps Japan.

that although

a Korean

But. they

pullout

changes were planned for the

withdrawal

were soon

might be

in the

the

reassured
offing,

U.S. presence in Japan. The

no
more

discriminating role implied by the Guam Doctrine mollified

the

33
antiwar critics in Japan thus helping Sato.

The amicable Japan-U.S. relations became strained in

1971

when President Nixon, within a month of each other, caused
"shocks" on Japan. The
that Nixon would

first was the

announcement on 15

shortly visit China

advance. The problem caused by

two
July

without warning Sato

this announcement for Sato

in
was

two fold. First, the basic premise of the Vietnam War supported
by Sato, as a move to
undermined.

Second,

contain Chinese communism, seemed to
in

keeping

position with regard to Taiwan,
China. A month

later, Nixon

with

supporting

the

Sato had refused to

announced his

be
U.S.

recognize

suspension of

the

dollar gold standard which floated the exchange rate and forced
an upward reevaluation of the Yen (eventually stabilising after
a rise of 16.88
impact on

percent). This obviously

Japanese

October, the

U.S.

export
forced

synthetic textiles issue by
Japanese took

these

issues

to the
a

United

settlement

would have a
States.
with

direct

Later
on

the

imposing an import restraint.

The

as "national
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Japan

in

affronts

to

Japan

rather

than

as

an

overdue

rearrangement

of

economic

and

"3 4
diplomatic relations in the Asian and Pacific region.

Caught in a

dilemma, Sato decided

to resign rather

than

have the drastic decline in his popularity impact on the

LDP's

future. Even the restoration of Okinawa failed to bring about a
turnaround.

The

new

Prime

Minister,

Tanaka

Kakuei,

immediate steps to recognize China and assumed a more
attitude toward

North Korea

Paris agreements marked

and the

the end of

coaster decade

in

foreign

softened

Soviet Union.

When

U.S. presence in

Japan was more relieved than jubilant.and domestic

was

ready

to continue

pursuing

roller

but

emerged as an economic superpower, had Okinawa and the
back, and

the

Vietnam,

It had been a
affairs,

took

further

Japan
Ryukyus

economic

growth.

The United States
U.S. relations with Japan and Korea after 1965 was largely
tempered by the Vietnam War. Japan and Korea benefitted from
the weakened U.S. position and took advantage of the leverage
provided by U.S. Vietnam policy to pursue national goals, but
it cannot be said that U.S. "lost out" in its relationships
with Japan and Korea. The priorities established for Korea
since 1961 and Japan since the end of World War II were
achieved. Korea became a model of success for late
industrialization. Japan and Korea maintained a thriving
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relationship which indeed became a solid bloc against further
Communist gains in the region. Japan established itself to
implement its new found wealth to aid the rest of Asia.
Although political-military ties with the two countries took a
beating, the core was still sound and unequivocally endorsed on
both sides of the Pacific.
The real loser was the American people and the American
domestic agenda. Starting from the compromise of Johnson's
Great Society and the bankruptcy of the nation in men. finance
and even more critically, the national moral fiber and spirit,
the Vietnam War has affected the U.S. until today. Even the
victory over Iraq can not fully erase the lasting impact of the
costly political and economic legacies of Vietnam.
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CHAPTER

10

CONCLUSION

American policy constrained
I wonder.. .how much thought is being given to the price we
are paying for our current actions in Vietnam ii, the Far
East... In my view. the price we are paying within the

region.. .will continue to rise unless we find some way to
move with speed to a political track in Indochina. $
James C. Thomson. Jr., June 1965
If one theme can be isolated from the plethora presented
by this thesis, it is how American foreign policy toward Japan
and the Republic of Korea was constrained by the escalatory
policies adopted for Vietnam starting in 1965. Stated simply,
because of the level of U.S. commitment in Vietnam and the
concomitant need for Korean troops and for Japanese support in
words and logistics, U.S. policy toward Japan and Korea became
skewed from 1965 onward.
The consequences for Japan were U.S. concessions on trade
and other economic disputes and a more forthcoming U.S. policy
on the restoration of the Ryukyu Islands (Okinawa prefecture)
to Japanese sovereignty. U.S. policy toward Japan did not
change radically since the economic disputes and the Ryukyu
Islands issues probably would have been settled even if the
U.S. had not intervened in Vietnam. What Vietnam did was to
1 Memo, JCT to McGB, 11 Jun 65, Subj: The Far East Costs of
Our Vietnam Policy. Thomson Papers, Box 13, JFK Library.
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limit the bargaining position and the policy options for the
U.S., because of the importance of Japanese support.
Korea's most important benefit was a greater U.S.
commitment in money and materiel to bolster Korean military
security. In contrast to U.S. policy toward Japan, the result
in Korea was in direct contrast to the intended American
policy. President Kennedy's sweeping policy review in 1961 had
resulted in a new emphasis on Korean economic development along
with a significant reduction in military aid. The Vietnam War
and the requirement generated by the Pentagon and MACV for
Korean troops in 1965 resulted in a policy reversal.

The Japan-Korea Treaty
Until 1965, American policy for Northeast Asia had been a
no-nonsense approach to creating a regional anti-communist bloc
centered on Japan. The central pillar of the bloc was to be the
normalization of relationship between Japan and South Korea.
Tt3 Kennedy and Johnson administrations relentlessly pursued
the realization of a Japan-Korea treaty as the priority foreign
policy goal for the region. That it took as long as it did was
more the result of Japanese and Korean domestic situations than
any lack of U.S. efforts.
The normalization issue held a completely different
significance for Japan and Korea. Normalization with Korea was
not a priority issue for Japan and only became important when
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the United States placed great importance on it.

It's

significance for Japan was in appeasing the U.S. in order to
mitigate developing contentious issues concerning the bilateral
economic relationship and the return of the Ryukyus. In
addition to the implicit economic and territorial

leverages

held by the U.S. over Japan, constant direct pressure was also
applied to insure that Japan realized how important the
normalization was for the United States.
The U.S. escalation in Vietnam did not have a direct
impact on persuading Japan to normalize with Korea.
Domestically though, the two issues coalesced when Japanese
mass opposition to the Vietnam War in 1965 merged with the
anti-treaty movement. By this time. however. Premier Sato was
firmly committed to supporting the war as well as pushing
through the conclusion of the treaty.
While the normalization treaty was not a priority for
Japan, it was the main policy goal for Park. But Park's
priority was not supported by the Korean people. The problem
for the U.S. was not so much to pressure Park as it was to
convince the Korean people that the normalization treaty would
not mean abandonment of Korea to Japan. American military
assistance and presence was the most visible sign of continued
U.S. commitment to Korea. Park realized tht insuring an
undiminished level of U.S. military support for Korean security
was an uncompromisable prerpquisite for not only establishing a
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secure national foundation to attract foreign capital and
technology, but for gaining popular political support.
Park's rise to power with the coup in May 1961 coincided
with a sweeping policy review undertaken by President Kennedy.
Unfortunately for Park, the review and the subsequent policy
reorientation was partly the result of significant reductions
in the U.S. foreign aid program. Although Korea had been the
recipient of one of the largest share of the aid package,
Kennedy's new policy required a large reduction in the military
aid to place greater emphasis on economic development. The idea
of emphasizing economic development was not, in itself, opposed
by Park. The problem was that the absolute size of economic aid
would also be reduced. Of even greater concern not only to
Park, but to the Korean people in general. was the idea of
reducing military aid

This meant reducing the size of the

Korean armed forces, perhaps by up to 100,000. Such an action.
which would have a direct impact on Korean security, was
unacceptable to Park. The implementation of Kennedy's policy
could jeopardize even further what tenuous trust and legitimacy
he had from the Korean people. Thus, when Park realized the
intent of the new American policy, he placed its reversal as a
priority over economic development.
The opportunity to reverse the U.S. policy for Korea came
with Vietnam. When American military plans for Vietnam in 1965
incorporated a significant number of Korean troops, Park
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immediately seized the opportunity to force a change on
American Korea policy. The downward trend in U.S. military
support was reversed with the deployment of the first division
in 1965. The second division in 1966 won economic concessions
from the United States.
The opportunity presented to Park by Vietnam went beyond
reversing U.S. policy: it also allowed Park to undermine the
opposition to the normalization treaty by portraying the
Vietnam venture as a national crusade. thus simultaneously
helping to fulfil a longstanding U.S. policy goal for
normalization. Ironically. by mid-1965. the United States no
longer placed the normalization treaty at the top of its
Northeast Asia agenda. The priority had changed to gaining
support for its Vietnam policy.

The paradox and the cost
Although the immediate impact of the American escalation
in Vietnam was the imposition of constraints on U.S. policies
toward Japan and Korea, this is not to state that the ultimate
consequences of those constraints were contrary to American
policy goals for Northeast Asia. Paradoxically. U.S.
concessions and policy reversals resulted in achieving the
fulfillment of the objectives long sought by the United States:
the creation of a strong and viable bulwark against communist
expansion.
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If Vietnam had not occurred, could the U.S. have achieved
its long-range objectives in Northeast Asia? Probably, but the
important historical lesson is that the requirements of the
*

American policy in Vietnam from 1965 accelerated the process.
Of course, this was not achieved without costs. Perhaps
the greatest sacrifice made by the United States was in
abandoning any commitment the U.S. might have had toward the
development of democracy in South Korea. Park's
authoritarianism was tacitly tolerated by the United States. a
policy momentum maintained even when the U.S. began withdrawing
from Vietnam in 1969. From the Korean perspective. Vietnam was
ultimately not a positive force for national development.
Although James C. Thomson could not have foreseen all the
detailed ramifications of the U.S. escalation in Vietnam, he
would not have been surprised at the results in Korea.
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